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Foreword

Prabhat Patnaik

For Africa, as elsewhere in the third world, the need to go beyond
neoliberalism has become a matter not just of desirability, but of
practical urgency. This is because the regime of neoliberal globalisation
has reached a dead-end, owing to the working out of its own immanent
tendencies. Three tendencies in particular are important here.
The first is a de-segmentation of the world economy. Historically,
labour from the Global South was never allowed to move freely to
the Global North, and still is not; indeed recent efforts to circumvent
restrictions on such movement have had tragic consequences, like the
European refugee crisis. Capital from the Global North, though formally
free to move to the Global South, never did so, except to sectors like
minerals and plantations that only complemented the colonial pattern
of the international division of labour; the low Southern wages were
never enough to attract Northern capital to locate production in the
south to meet global demand. And products of capital from the south
were prevented by entry-barriers of various kinds from accessing global
markets from low-wage Southern locations.
The world economy got segmented as a result: wages in the North rose
along with labour productivity, while wages in the South remained tied
to a subsistence level because of the vast labour reserves there, generated
through the destruction of local craft production under colonialism.
This segmentation has been broken for the first time by the current
neoliberal globalisation. Capital from the North is now willing to locate
production in the third world so as to take advantage of low wages there
and to meet global demand. True, it goes only to some destinations, and
not to the third world in general, but this is sufficient to keep Northern
wages in check, as the workers there now have to compete with third
world workers and hence suffer the baneful consequences of third world
labour reserves.
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The overall vector of real wages therefore does not rise to any
significant extent, since it is pulled down by massive third world labour
reserves. However, the vector of labour productivity rises across the
world, which results in a rise in the share of surplus in output, both in
individual countries and for the world as a whole. It is this that underlies
the rise in income inequality in almost every country that Piketty and
others have been highlighting, though they adduce reasons for it that
are erroneous.
This rise in the share of that surplus also has the effect of causing an
ex ante tendency towards overproduction in the world economy. As the
propensity to consume is higher for wage earners (and, more generally,
for the working people) than for surplus earners, a shift from wages to
surplus lowers the time profile of consumption, and hence of aggregate
demand, for any given time-profile of investment. This pulls down the
time-profile of investment itself, compounding the problem further.
This tendency towards rising surplus might have come to an end if
the relocation of activities from the North to the south substantially
used up the third world labour reserves. But here we come to the second
immanent tendency. With capital, including finance, being globalised,
while the state remains a nation-state, state policy everywhere must
conform to the demands of finance. If a country defies the demands
of finance, finance will leave that country en masse causing a financial
crisis. Therefore, governments willy-nilly pursue policies in keeping with
the demands of finance. This entails their withdrawing support from the
petty production sector, including peasant agriculture, and opening up
this sector to encroachment by big capital. A crisis in petty production
ensues and an exodus of petty producers, including peasants, to urban
areas where they swell the labour reserves.
Thus the relocation of activities from advanced countries to the third
world does not lead to any exhaustion of labour reserves in the latter.
On the contrary, the migration of distressed petty producers to urban
areas, together with a natural growth in population, enlarges the relative
size of the labour reserves in the total workforce. The rising share of
surplus within each country and in the world as a whole thus continues
unabated, as does the ex ante tendency towards overproduction.
This ex ante tendency would not become ex post if the state increased
aggregate demand through raising its own expenditures. But, for state
expenditure to counteract ex ante overproduction, it must be financed
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either by a fiscal deficit or by taxing the rich. A tax on the working
people, who spend most of their income on consumption, would reduce
their consumption by almost an equal amount, so that when the tax
proceeds are spent by the state there would be hardly any net addition
to aggregate demand. But if the tax is levied upon the rich, who save a
large part of their income, there will be an increase in demand when
the proceeds are spent. Likewise if larger government expenditure is
financed by a fiscal deficit that does not reduce anyone’s demand, there
will obviously be a net increase in aggregate demand.
However, both these ways of financing larger state expenditure are an
anathema for globalised finance capital. It will leave a country if its fiscal
deficit is increased beyond a threshold, or if there is greater taxation of
the rich. Indeed, and not surprisingly, the period of neoliberalism has
been associated with ‘fiscal responsibility’ legislation limiting the ratio
of fiscal deficits to GDP, and also with tax concessions for the rich. State
expenditure, therefore, cannot provide a counter to the ex ante tendency
towards overproduction, as it could in the years before the triumph of
neoliberalism. This is its third tendency.
If the world economy did not slip into a recession earlier under
neoliberalism, it was because asset price ‘bubbles’ in the United States,
first the ‘dot com bubble’ and then the ‘housing bubble’, propped up
demand in the world economy. But after the collapse of the ‘housing
bubble’ there has been nothing to replace it. ‘Bubbles’ cannot be made
to order, and people become wary of them because of past experience,
which keeps ‘bubbles’ truncated.
The world economy therefore has entered a prolonged period of
stagnation. This cul-de-sac is reflected in the rise of fascistic tendencies
across the world, which are encouraged by international finance capital,
both because they keep down resistance against its hegemony, and also
because they bring about a discourse shift, so that it is not the economic
system but the ‘other’, usually somewhat hapless minority, that is held
responsible for the people’s woes.
To rescue people from this cul-de-sac, a transcendence of the
neoliberal order, which requires overcoming the hegemony of globalised
finance capital, has become a matter of urgent practical necessity. Since
a global solution does not seem possible (even the leading capitalist
country, the United States, is trying to find its own ‘national’ solution
to the crisis), different regions have to find their own solutions; that is,
ix
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‘delink’ from neoliberal globalisation and form their own alternative
viable arrangements. The essays that follow in this volume acquire great
importance in this context: between them they give an indication of the
direction that Africa could follow in extricating itself from the current
quagmire.

x

Introduction
By the editors

In the face of the largest global pandemic in at least a century, the
bifurcations of the world between the Global South and the Global North
have become more visible than ever. ‘Vaccine apartheid’ separates the
world into Europe and North America on one side, and most of Latin
America, Asia, and, particularly, Africa – with a fraction of the available
vaccines – on the other. At the same time, the ability to dole out massive
fiscal stimuli is a staple of the North, with the United States taking
the lead. The Global South, by contrast, and the African continent in
particular, has run into a deeper looming debt crisis, while high public
health expenditures are needed to combat the virus. This is illustrated
by South Africa which witnessed the highest decline in GDP growth,
-6 per cent, in 2020, followed by the North Africa region at -3.4 per cent.1
The meagre debt rescheduling initiatives pursued by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the G20 have been of little help. The need for
Africa to increase its monetary and economic sovereignty in order to
powerfully face the unequal international division of labour has rarely
been more urgent, as being dependent on the ‘benevolence’ of foreign
creditors, both public and private, is neither sustainable and beneficial.
This book opens the discussion on how this could be done, which
historical structures have to be faced and what has already been tried
since independence.
To contribute to these urgent debates, this book delves into both the
history and the present of African self-determination, and the particular
roles monetary and financial systems have played in achieving or
preventing it. Money and finance are no neutral instruments, but an
integral part of the reproduction of unequal capitalist social relations.
The international monetary system and the global and domestic financial
markets partake in the regulation of social struggles and the distribution
of profit. Yet, how exactly can money and finance work to constrain and
1
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empower has rarely been studied on the African continent. Because of
this, there are few ‘shoulders of giants’ we can build on for this quest.
Samir Amin, Joseph Pouemi, and Dani Nabudere have been among
the few authors taking monetary and financial affairs seriously as part
of Pan-African analysis.2 The unique and singularly colonial currency
arrangement, the CFA Franc, has received some attention over the
decades,3 but few attempts have been made to think about the question
of monetary and financial sovereignty across the entire continent. This
book partakes in the movement to make their analyses fruitful for today.4
We respond to three ongoing problems that have made the study of
money and finance more urgent: first, the problem of debt denominated
in foreign currency: The looming debt crises, and obvious differences
in fiscal space between the North and the South have shown that
debt crises are a structural problem of global capitalism since at least
the debt crisis of the 1980s and the Asian financial crises. Second, the
problem of capital flows: The North Atlantic financial crisis from 2007
to 2008 and the Eurozone crisis have shown that financial flows have
multiplied and that no one is immune to the volatilities of global capital
flows and the havoc they can wreak. Third, the problem of progressive
policy: discussions about Modern Monetary Theory (MMT), which has
animated policy debates on how best to make money and finance work
for all and to use our resources to their full potential. The analytical
perspectives adopted in this book speaks of three processes from the
point of view of the African continent.

the immediat e crisis: covid- 1 9
In April 2020, at the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, while the
world was experiencing the greatest health and subsequent economic
crisis, the G20 announced an initiative to suspend the repayment of
bilateral loans owed by a number of countries (most of them in Africa).
These were faced with revenue losses stemming from a sharp decline
in economic activity and, for many commodity exporter countries, a
concurrent drop in commodity prices, trade, tourism revenues, and
remittances that exacerbated their balance of payment crisis.
This was not a debt cancellation, however. The Debt Service
Suspension Initiative (DSSI) only allowed 46 from 77 eligible countries
2
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to ask for a debt moratorium with their public, bilateral G20 creditors.
The bulk of these countries’ debt is held by multilateral institutions and
private holders. For example, the Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Senegal,
and Zambia owed more than 50 per cent of their debt to commercial
creditors during the period May 2020 to December 2020. Moreover,
a report by Eurodad5 found that DSSI-eligible countries were already
scheduled to repay $115 billion of debt between 2022 and 2024, just at
the time when their suspended 2020 payments are due.
In late 2020, the G20 extended this initiative to the 17 African
governments who would have been eligible, but only three countries
requested debt treatments: Ethiopia is seeking a flow rescheduling,
while Chad and Zambia have requested debt restructurings.6 The US- or
UK-based credit rating agencies have made these initiatives costly for
countries willing to ask for assistance. As soon as Ethiopia announced
its willingness to take the G20 up on its offer, it was downgraded by
Fitch ratings to the default risk zone ‘CCC’ and placed by Moody’s
under review for downgrade. Fitch’s head of Middle East and Africa
sovereign ratings stated quite openly to Reuters that ‘it would be likely
that any other countries applying under the G20 Common Framework
would be considered along the same lines as Ethiopia’. The Eurobond
contracts held by these countries already included a default clause that
‘non-payment of external debt, including seeking a moratorium, would
be considered as defaulting’. In the process, not only Ethiopia was
downgraded, but all countries that responded to the G20’s offer were
punished for having attempted to use this poisoned gift.
Downgraded by credit rating agencies, they will have to pay higher
interest rates on the same amount of existing debt, and access to capital
markets will be more difficult. Additionally, during the programme,
they will be not allowed to incur debt from any other creditors. Although
they will benefit from a debt moratorium, the amount initially planned
for debt service could only be used to address critical spending caused by
the pandemic (such as spending on the prevention, containment, and
management of pandemic) and not for their much needed economic
recovery. Finally they will be forced to follow the usual austerity-based
policy framework that was already imposed by the Bretton Woods
institutions in charge of the implementation of the G20 programme.7
Across the Global South and the small and weakened internationalist
left in the North some raised their voice to cancel Third World debt,8
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or to support the issuance and allocation of $3 trillion (US) special
drawing rights (SDRs) by the IMF to permit countries in debt distress
to tackle the health crisis, strengthen their health systems, and allow
a long-term fiscal response for their economic recovery. Yet, in
line with the prevailing constellations of forces, the Global North
governments, the IMF, and the World Bank continue to promote
the same conditions of fiscal tightening and further trade and capital
account liberalisation.9
Waiting for international financial institutions or the Global North
to show more solidarity seemed to be a losing strategy. There is no
way around Africa taking its structural position in the international
division of labour into its own hands, and to increase its monetary and
economic sovereignty. While monetarily sovereign countries like the
US, China, Russia, Japan and, to a lesser extent, the EU had the tools,
and the means to limit the disastrous effects of the pandemic on their
economies by combining monetary measures to avert the worst of the
panic in financial markets, fiscal stimulus, and regulatory frameworks
to preserve their productive capacity, the African continent had little of
these; they wanted to refrain from asking their ‘partners’ in the North
for help, but did not have the clout to do so.

the lo n g-st anding crisis: af ri ca a n d
the que st f or f inancing devel o pm en t
Kwame Nkrumah’s dictum that political sovereignty has not meant
economic sovereignty was true in the early 1960s, and is true today.10
There has been progress, but setbacks are frequent and, as this book will
show, much remains to be fought for.
Most African countries gained political independence during the
1950s and early 1960s, with the Portuguese and Southern African
colonies joining the fray later in the 1970s to 1990s. While the early
decades were characterised by socio-economic reconstruction where
many African countries successfully expanded their basic infrastructure,
public expenditures, and social services, it did not succeed in
delinking the continent from structural economic dependency on the
European colonisers, or moving beyond existing capitalist relations of
production and exploitation. Indeed, most of the infrastructure built by
4
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the colonisers was built for surplus extraction and capital accumulation,
as we will see later in this book. Thus, the second oil price shock,
falling commodity prices, and a succession of events in the 1980s11
caused African economies, most of them exporters of unprocessed
commodities and minerals, to incur external debts they could no longer
afford to service. This outstanding debt crisis led to decades of growing
multilateral debts and the famous Structural Adjustment Plans. The
latter deepened intensive, extractive export-oriented development
models. Moreover, by joining GATTS and EU Association agreements in
the 1990s, African countries entered a vicious circle of opening borders
to foreign investors that deepened their trade imbalances. Consequently,
they are thus facing a continuous need for foreign currencies to service
their accumulated foreign debt and to pay for imports of essential goods
and energy, while continuing to export low value-added industrial
products and raw materials.
Since the onset of the Global Financial Crisis in 2007, more than
15 African governments decided to sell US dollar denominated
government bonds to Western banks for the first time since the debt
crisis in the 1980s. Contrary to what the BRICS and particularly China
did, which began to create alternative financial institutions and sought
to internationalise the use of its currency, African countries further
increased their dependency on Northern and Western capital markets,
instead of decreasing it.12
Excess liquidity caused by quantitative easing and the search for yield
in a low-interest environment pushed Northern banks towards African
governments. The latter were interested because the interest rates of
these bonds seemed low at first sight, and were thus a self-determined
and promising way to finance their infrastructure investments. The
Bretton Woods institutions’ role in tightening fiscal space and pushing
for conditions of financial and capital liberalisation were enabling
conditions. Not being bound to the IMF, the World Bank, or other
donors’ conditions, appeared like an opportunity for policy space and
more autonomy. However, with rising interest rates since 2015, and
the slump in some export commodity prices, numerous countries
have begun to face a debt trap. For Ghana, Kenya, Angola, and South
Africa, debt levels have increased threefold between 2005 and 2015.
For Mozambique, the situation is worse; its debt/GDP ratio increased
from 38 per cent to 130 per cent between 2011 and 2016. In 2017,
5
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Mozambique was forced to default on its debt. The situation faced by
these countries shows a general trend throughout the continent. The
future prospects, darkened by the Covid-19 crisis, look challenging as
plenty of African sovereign Eurobonds, issued between 2016 and 2019,
will come to maturity during the decade 2022–2032.13 For most of the
countries in distress, this represents a threatening wall of repayment
which will be hard to confront.
At the same time, in countries where the debt to GDP ratio seems
moderate, the real situation is sometimes masked by accounting tricks.
Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) are often associated with ‘hidden
debts’ which are not accounted for in standard evaluations of public
debt.14 Another disturbing trend is the increasing level of illicit financial
flows exiting the African continent. This financial bleeding results
mainly from accounting practices of multinationals (through what is
called ‘trade mispricing’) and various criminal activities. It is responsible
for the following paradox: while Africa is increasingly more indebted
towards the rest of the world, Africa is nonetheless a net exporter of
capital.15

f r o m struc tu ral crisis towards s o l u ti o n s :
fr o m mon etary dependency to m o n eta r y
sovereignt y
Formal monetary sovereignty is defined in legal terms as the right of
a state to issue its own currency, the right to determine and change
the value of that currency, and the right to regulate the use of that
currency or any other currency within its territory. But these principles
are often challenged by international private law,16 unequal power
structures between reserve currency nations and developing countries,
or by surplus/deficit positions in the global economy. Depending on
their position in the currency hierarchy, countries in the centre are
benefitting from more privileges and have more policy space than those
in the periphery.17 Monetary sovereignty is thus not only a question
of rights and duties, it’s a concept that indicates the ability to conduct
the adequate monetary and fiscal policies, the degree of autonomy
in choosing its objectives, and the legal and institutional capacity to
implement them.
6
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A lack of real monetary sovereignty, and thus a state of relative
monetary dependency, is largely the result of a country’s insertion into
the international division of labour, and the status of a country in the
global financial architecture. Several factors shape a country’s monetary
sovereignty: the degree of openness of a country to foreign capital, the
degree of its integration into global value chains, and the institutional
financial framework adopted; that is, whether the country has a central
bank, the monetary policy of the central bank, an eventual integration
into a monetary union, the government’s chosen prerogatives in
regulating domestic prices, and the shape of the banking and financial
sectors. International conventions and binding IMF articles are key
elements that shape the contours of monetary sovereignty. In the age of
financial openness and the abolition of capital controls, the volatility of
the financial cycle and exposure to it are important limiting factors, too.18
Monetary dependency in Africa has been a cause and an effect of the
subordinate status of the continent in economic, political, and military
domains. Monetary dependency remains a structural condition of the
African continent as a whole, despite the great diversity of contexts, as
will become clear in this book. All contributors agree that it is, to a great
degree, a legacy of European colonialism.
Despite post-independence ‘Africanisation’ of monetary signs, and
central bank staff in francophone West Africa’s two monetary and
economic unions – the West African Economic and Monetary Union
(WAEMU) and the Central African Economic and Monetary Union
(CEMAC) – the monetary mechanisms that were set up in the colonial
period still operate without major changes. What is more, neoliberal
ideology is solidly entrenched among African bureaucrats responsible
for economic and monetary policy.19 France, as their former colonial
metropolis, continues to co-manage part of the foreign exchange reserves
of these two blocs as well as their monetary and exchange rate policies.
This lack of formal monetary sovereignty translates into a lack of an
autonomous monetary policy and a situation of financial dependency.
Over time, the economic and financial dependency of country members
of the WAEMU and the CEMAC towards France has broadened and
diversified to assume a more global character by including actors like
the IMF, the European Union, and China.
The situation is not very different for the North African countries
of Tunisia, Morocco, and Algeria. After independence they established
7
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their own central banks and began issuing their own currencies. Despite
enjoying nominal monetary sovereignty, they face numerous facets of
monetary, economic, and financial dependency.
Being a formally monetary sovereign does not mean that real
economic sovereignty and self-determination have arrived. Nigeria’s
policy space has improved massively since becoming a substantial oil
exporter, which came with the means to defend the currency and deal
with its volatility. Debt crises could be averted for the recent decades;
however, the exposure to global capital flows creates problems. How to
delink as much as possible, and pursue policies tailored to the majority
of the population, remains a riddle not yet solved by those countries
with more policy space.
Economic problems have always been at the heart of African struggles
for emancipation and liberation. Yet monetary and financial questions
were for a long time monopolised by mainstream neoliberal discourse;
presented as complex issues and abstract calculations, the experts’
exclusive domain. This has facilitated the transfer of exclusive monetary
powers to regional bodies (as in monetary unions) or to institutions
like the IMF, with the objective of achieving ‘financial stability’. Thus,
little criticism has been raised against the ‘central bank independence’
principle, the ‘monetary unions’ model, or the ‘inflation target’
objective, and their effects on wages, labour and, most importantly,
their role in removing government control over monetary policies,
thus easily eluding political accountability. All these policy options
work to facilitate the pillage of the resources of the continent as well as
the super-exploitation of its workers, which are the fuel of what Samir
Amin describes as the ‘imperialist rent’.20A rent that can only be secured
through militarised globalisation, protected technological innovation,
and greater financial integration. Yet, more economic and monetary
sovereignty is required to counter the structures that perpetuate the
export of domestic economic surplus.
It is only recently that social movements and activists in Africa took
up these important issues as a battlefield for a more socially just and
autonomous economic development. Vocal anti-CFA Franc movements
in Senegal and in the rest of the African franc zone, mobilisations against
central bank domestic policies in Tunisia and Egypt, and protests in
Mozambique against odious government debt are just a selection of
recent popular movements.
8
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There are lessons to be learnt from the debate on the future of Africa’s
decolonial struggle from the 2008 North Atlantic financial crisis,
the Covid-19 virus pandemic and the monetary and fiscal response
packages that were used to save financial capital at the expense of people
and labour. The pandemic has raised fundamental questions about the
way we should organise our society and the values that structure our
lives. This book aims to be part of this urgent conversation.

the origins of t h is book a n d
its cont ribu t ions
This book is the fruit of a collective effort to gather economists,
scholars, journalists and activists from Africa, and the rest of the
World in Tunis for a large international conference in in November
2019. Funded and hosted by the Rosa-Luxemburg Foundation’s
North Africa Office, the conference was organised in cooperation
with the Politics of Money network from Germany and the Global
Institute for Sustainable Prosperity from the US. We offer our thanks
to the inspiring speakers who could not contribute a chapter to this
book: Anthony Victor Obeng, Accra; Chibuike Uche, Leiden; Cédric
Mbeng Mezui, Abidjan; Andrew Fisher, The Hague; Jan Kregel, New
York; Jerome Roos, Amsterdam; Daniela Gabor, Bristol; Peter Doyle,
Washington D.C.; Riaz Tayob, Johannesburg; Mehdi Ben Guirat,
Tunis; Arndt Hopfman, Brussels; Enrique Martino, Berlin; Mokhtar
Ftouh, Algiers; Rohan Grey, New York City; Patrick Bond, Cape Town;
Ingrid Kvangraven, York; Okoli Chukwuma, Ibadan; Myriam Amri,
Tunis; and Rym Kosi, Tunis.
Our collaboration began just before the Covid 19 outbreak,
in November 2019. The pandemic has confirmed the diagnoses
present at the conference and in the book: export-led development is
vulnerable, banking on sectors like tourism can be uniquely volatile,
and foreign denominated debt puts you at the mercy of investors
not interested in the prosperity of your society. Finding alternatives
to Africa’s current development path is now widely debated among
progressive thinkers, researchers, Pan-Africanists, and policymakers.
Our book seeks to join this conversation with a particular focus
on monetary and financial relations, giving serious attention to
9
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the historical structures and institutions so far preventing radical
transformation.21

par t i: the contemporary global eco n o m i c
and monetary order
As fears of a new Third World debt crisis mounted amid the pandemic,
the G20 Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI) postponed debt
service on bilateral debt owed by more than 70 of the poorest countries.22
As it did so, Third World and African debt became a new battleground
between China and the West. How will the battle unfold? Will it land
Africa in a new, even more ravaging debt crisis? Radhika Desai argues
in Chapter 1 that China’s presence on this scene means that the Third
World debt crisis of the 2020s may unfold much less threateningly for
Third World and African prospects. To understand this potential, we
need to grasp the substantial differences between the Western dollardenominated financial system and the Chinese one. Desai provides
the historical background to this argument and shows how wrong it
is to judge China’s financial system by the standards of the dominant
Western one, how both financial systems emerged through the uneven
and combined development of capitalism, how the Western system is
actually the more archaic and backward (and hence also the predatory
and speculative one) and why, despite these liabilities, it has persisted
until now.

p ar t ii: c hal lenges t o monetary s o ver ei g n ty
in th e postcolonial periph er y
Governments that issue their own currency possess nominal monetary
sovereignty. However, their degree of real monetary sovereignty is
contested by commercial banks that create most of the means of
payment through the loans they extend. In the postcolonial setting,
governments’ nominal monetary sovereignty is further eroded by
their peripheral integration in the global economy as exporters of raw
materials and users of hegemonic currencies they critically need, and
which they do not issue. The history of banking and finance in Sudan,
10
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from independence in 1956 to the 2019 popular uprising, is an eloquent
example of the gap between nominal and real monetary sovereignty.
In Chapter 2, Harry Cross offers an account of successive forms of
banking in Sudan – European multinationals, state-owned commercial
banks, and private Islamic banks – as each sought to capture local and
external flows of funds in a shifting international economy. He analyses
how governments and political movements turned to the banking
sector at particular historical moments in search of alliances. At the
same time, he shows how the earlier efforts at building a nationallycontrolled banking system were aborted due to the need to compensate
nationalised foreign banks in foreign currency, and because of economic
sanctions imposed by core countries. While the development of private
Islamic banks and the forced ‘delinking’ of Sudan from the international
payments system somehow constrained the country to follow a more
endogenous development path, this proved unsustainable and ultimately
resulted in a ‘re-integration’ in the global economy, conditioned on
the implementation of IMF-style austerity and liberalisation policies.
Based on this case study, Harry Cross argues that the possibilities open
to postcolonial states through their sovereign powers of local monetary
creation are systematically disciplined by crises and imbalances
produced by an international capitalist economy, in which states on the
global periphery are ‘rule takers’ rather than ‘rule makers’. According
to him, this leaves two options for postcolonial states: Collective action
to challenge the institutional structure of the international capitalist
economy, or a strategy of ‘delinking’/revolutionary exit from it.
Given the difficulties of such a collective action, most African
states have suffered, alternately, the evils of deflation and inflation,
and in very rare occurrences hyperinflation. Zimbabwe’s record
hyperinflation in 2008, and its subsequent issuance of the largest
denomination in the history of money, has acquired legendary status,
although most analyses so far have been rather superficial. Zimbabwe
does not demonstrate the perils of monetary sovereignty and the
so-called ‘printing’ of money, as most analysis insinuate. Rather,
it shows that the monetary possibilities of nations are shaped and
constrained by the nature of their insertion in the global economy, as
well as their domestic economic structure.
In Chapter 3, Francis Garikayi provides us with a more profound
understanding of the structural basis of Zimbabwean hyperinflation,
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which goes against the grain of mainstream accounts of economic
mismanagement and corruption. He argues that Zimbabwe’s monetary
system has to be studied historically in relationship with how capital
accumulation has tended to take place in the country. During the early
colonial era, the monetary system served to facilitate the extraction of
gold to the metropolis. With the transition from ‘Chartered Company’
rule to the white settlers’ so-called ‘Responsible Government’, monetary
relations shifted towards facilitating the ‘draining off of surplus’ – the
export of local savings. As global conditions changed and the country
started to industrialise, the monetary system transitioned towards
facilitating trade. Since Zimbabwe’s independence, money has mainly
served to promote export-led growth in line with Washington Consensus
policies. For Francis Garikayi, currency collapse and hyperinflation in
Zimbabwe are not the result of mismanagement or fiscal indiscipline.
They are an outcome of its particular economic structure. According to
his account, the monetary system worked to maintain afloat extraverted
sectors – mining, agricultural exports, and manufacturing – which
would have collapsed without such support. With declining domestic
capacity and export income, international sanctions compounded the
economic and financial woes of a country where the consumption of
critical goods are imported, while local production is mainly oriented
towards the export market. To escape from this predicament, Francis
Garikayi recommends a shift towards ‘labour-centred industrial
development’, which presupposes the mobilisation of the monetary
system for that purpose and a retreat from Washington Consensus
policies that promote the reproduction of capital at the expense of
labour.
In contrast to Zimbabwe, Algeria has done its best to limit its
exposure to debt in foreign currencies, thanks to lavish hydrocarbon
income receipts. However, given the limited diversification of its
export base, government finance and monetary policy have been
highly dependent on these proceeds from gas and oil. In Chapter 4,
Fatiha Talahite analyses Algeria’s monetary policy during the rule
of long-standing president Bouteflika, from 1999 to 2018. Most of
this period has been characterised by a boom in external revenues
thanks to high hydrocarbon prices, which ended in 2014 with a large
downward shock. The influx of hydrocarbon export revenues not
absorbed by the economy has led, since 2002, to a situation of chronic
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excess liquidity of the banking system. Faced with this situation,
the Bank of Algeria’s policy, whose principal objective was to target
inflation, consisted mainly in recovering liquidity from primary banks.
The absence of any real credit market deprived the economy of the
instruments needed to translate monetary policy measures into growth.
The Revenue Regulation Fund, created in 2000 to cushion the effects
of erratic oil price fluctuations on the economy, was used to freeze
excess export revenues, fuelling idle savings in the context of structural
underfinancing of the economy. Used since 2006 to finance growing
budget deficits, the fund has contributed to the opaque leakage of
public spending, leading to resource waste and widespread corruption.
The economic downturn in 2014, following the drop in oil prices,
caused a liquidity crisis that the Bank of Algeria tried to curb through
an ‘accommodating’ monetary policy which proved ineffective due
to the rigidity of the banking system. This impasse led the authorities
to resort to quantitative easing, in a situation of political crisis that
paralysed government initiatives. The two other solutions envisaged to
curb the crisis in public revenues and the balance of payments were the
devaluation of the dinar and external debt, thus reopening the nagging
question of financial sovereignty, which the regime believed it had
exorcised since the end of the structural adjustment programmes in
1999. Overall, even if Algeria managed to obtain more external stability
than other hydrocarbon-rich countries, such as Venezuela, Nigeria, or
Angola, this has not created the conditions for shared prosperity, given
the lack of adequate policy tools and a clear development orientation
in the context of weak political legitimacy, as exposed by the popular
uprising of February 2019.

par t iii: increasing sovereignty thr o u g h
monet ary u nions?
In their quest for economic transformation conducive to shared
prosperity, a favoured route is via regional integration at the continental
level through the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), as
well as via Regional Economic Communities (RECs) that promote
deeper integration through future monetary unions. The African Union
envisions a single currency for the continent that will connect these
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RECs into a larger monetary union. In this scenario, formal monetary
sovereignty will progressively move from the national to the continental
level of governance. Are monetary unions the way to go in order to help
the African continent achieve more economic and monetary sovereignty?
The four following chapters caution against excessive optimism.
Monetary unions, even as they epitomise the ideal of pan-African
unity, can become straightjackets that are detrimental to both economic
development and democracy. What is more, although they may be
desirable, feasibility is often in question. As a matter of fact, current
global financial trends do not seem to favour the move towards monetary
unions beyond the two existing ones in the African continent – the
West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU) and the
Central African Economic and Monetary Community (WAEMU). Both
currency areas are a vestige of French colonialism and are still under
French control.
Chapter 5, by Carla Coburger, shows how the WAEMU has still not
broken from its colonial origins, and continues to be a constraint for
the prosperity of its members. This currency area has the particularity
of being a ‘double monetary union’ – a monetary union between its
currently eight member countries and also a ‘monetary union’ with the
Eurozone through the CFA franc peg to the euro, and the WAEMU
special institutional and financial relationships with the French
treasury. Coburger explores the three key promises of a fixed currency
regime in this context: (i) lower inflation and higher economic growth,
(ii) decreased coordination costs via one monetary policy and increased
solidarity and trade integration, and (iii) higher economic attractiveness
and long-term development. Using a mechanism-based analysis, she
demonstrates that all three theoretical promises do not offset the loss
in monetary sovereignty for the WAEMU and its member countries
individually. Her evidence suggests that the peg to the euro should be
replaced with a more flexible peg, similar to the SDR (Standard Drawing
Rights) peg. To move beyond the status quo and avoid a simple
rebranding of the CFA franc, she also contemplates an alternative
regional integration project of mutually supportive national currencies
to foster regional trade, develop regional financial systems, and diversify
regional production pattern with the help of radical industrial policy.
The WAEMU is also the focus of Chapter 6 by Hannah Cross who
examines its monetary policy from the perspective of labour struggles.
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As elsewhere, the development during the last four decades of a
neoliberal monetary regime based on inflation targeting and central
bank independence brought new dynamics to economic and political
dominance in the WAEMU. Within the framework of this so-called ‘new
monetary policy consensus’, employment and the regulation of labour
are removed from government responsibility and political control.
They instead became factors that must adjust to the imperatives of the
market. For Hannah Cross, the CFA franc has long been linked with
the losses and gains of the labouring classes, while the introduction of a
macroeconomic framework that ideologically seeks to suppress labour
has reinforced the significance of monetary policy to the wider project
of social transformation. A labour-centred development is therefore
needed as an alternative to the neoliberal macroeconomic paradigm.
However, it should be embedded in a political project that goes beyond
traditional Keynesianism.
In Chapter 7, Thomas Fazi makes the point that current discussions
on how to strengthen the economic and monetary sovereignty of African
countries cannot afford to ignore the dramatic consequences that
monetary unification has had on the countries of Europe. According
to him, monetary unions are no panacea. This observation matters to
Africa as their monetary integration projects at regional and continental
levels try to emulate the Eurozone ‘model’. For him, African countries
would be well-advised to learn from the shortcomings of the Eurozone
rather than uncritically drawing inspiration from it. A Eurozone type of
monetary integration, he argues, would not enlarge their policy space
and would not be tailored to their specific challenges. More worryingly,
it could compromise national independence and democratic selfdetermination, including the capacity by national authorities to
implement coherent development policies that have lasting effects for
their populations. Indeed, in the case of Europe, monetary unification,
according to Thomas Fazi, has cemented the unchecked power of
neoliberal unelected bureaucrats over elected governments and national
constituencies.
The issue of the desirability of monetary unions in Africa has to
be distinguished from their feasibility. Granted they are desirable,
the political will might be lacking. The single currency project for the
15 countries of West Africa is a good example of this predicament. While
Nigeria, which represents two-thirds of the regional GDP and half of
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its population, is not interested in a monetary union in which it would
not have the last say, other countries, such as those using the CFA franc,
fear the might of the oil giant and have until now preferred to integrate
monetarily with France and the Eurozone. Beyond political rivalries
and leadership contests, there is another reason why the creation of new
monetary unions seems highly unlikely.
In Chapter 8, Elisabeth Cobbett argues, with the help of an analysis
of the shifting geography of global finance, that formal monetary
sovereignty will most likely remain at the domestic level of governance
in Africa. This is because powerful African states are reaching out
to embed financial networks within their economic hubs as they
establish international financial centres (IFCs). And to do this, they
need to hold on to their monetary sovereignty instead of delegating it
to a sub-regional or continental level of public authority. Therefore,
according to her, Africa’s financial geography will likely replicate that
of the current global financial structure organised through a hierarchy
of IFCs, where formal monetary sovereignty is retained at the domestic
level, rather than a European Union model where formal monetary
sovereignty is transferred to the supranational level of governance
through the creation of a single currency. She predicts the development
of financial centres or hubs instead of monetary unions.

part iv: alt ernatives
How to increase the economic and monetary sovereignty of African
countries? Various answers were offered during the Tunis conference
in 2019. The current volume focuses on four avenues: rejecting the
Washington Consensus policies and the neoclassical paradigm on
which they are grounded; promoting a peasant path to peripheral
development; reforming the international financial system; and being
cautious about the agenda of global finance, especially the likely illusory
promise of local currency bond markets.
During the last four decades, under the aegis of the international
financial institutions, developing countries have been applying the
‘Washington Consensus’ as a recipe for ‘catching-up’ with rich countries.
For Heiner Flassbeck (Chapter 9), these neoliberal, ideology-driven
approaches have failed bitterly wherever they have been implemented.
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Africa, with its extremely restrictive monetary conditions, has been
suffering more than most other developing regions. While under the
Bretton Woods regime, inclusive growth had been the rule rather than
the exception in the North and in the South; the neoliberal counterrevolution had decoupled economic growth from welfare gains for the
masses. Although based on flimsy theoretical grounds, the neoclassical
economic doctrine became mainstream and dominated economic
policymaking in the North and in the South for the last four decades.
For Flassbeck, only emancipation from these flawed ideas will allow
Africa to prosper and achieve significant economic progress. A new
paradigm for macroeconomic policy is indeed urgently needed for
Africa. According to him, the neoclassical dogma, grounded in the idea
of comparative advantage, flexible labour markets, and efficient capital
markets, has to be replaced by an approach based on stability of wages,
rising domestic demand, and control of the monetary conditions.
Furthermore, the sectoral financial balances have to guide government
policies and make sure that governments provide demand stimuli
in case the private sector fails to provide enough investment to close
demand gaps.
According to Max Ajl, in Chapter 10, progress in terms of economic
sovereignty implies the gradual elimination of structures of dependency;
that is, the mechanisms of value transfer from peripheral countries to
centres of capitalist accumulation. The value transfer operates mainly
through the super exploitation of workers at the periphery, namely the
peasantry, which represents the bulk of the labour force in Africa in
particular, and in the Global South in general. Capitalist development
in this context is manifested in the lack of control by peripheral
governments over the reproduction of their labour force, lack of food
sovereignty, a disarticulation between manufacturing and agriculture,
declining terms of trade, unequal ecological exchange, and a reliance on
imported technologies – to the detriment of local systems of knowledge
and agro-ecological practices. As an epiphenomenon of this overall
structure, balance of payment crises and resulting political blackmailing
by international financial institutions and imperialist countries further
weakens the socio-economic status of peripheral workers in an unending
vicious circle. To break this pattern of dependency, Max Ajl advocates a
peasant path to peripheral development. According to him, it’s the only
environmentally and socially sustainable, yet untried, model that can
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deliver prosperity for the many in Africa and the rest of the Global South.
He makes his case by unearthing the towering work of dependency
scholars like Tunisian agronomist, Slaheddine el-Amami, who argued
for a self-centred development strategy based on agroecology, food
sovereignty, and the valorisation of local technological creativity and
innovation. As a key foundation for economic and financial sovereignty,
food sovereignty is, for Max Ajl, a constitutive element of a politics of
national and popular liberation.
Economic and monetary sovereignty is not a national affair. Its global
underpinnings have to be factored in, especially in the current context
marked by highly mobile and volatile capital flows. Peripheral countries,
including many African ones, face a number of macroeconomic
challenges, such as balance of payment difficulties, high external
indebtedness, volatile exchange rates, and high interest rates. The
consequences include domestic boom and bust cycles, recessions, high
unemployment and limited policy space. Because these challenges are
connected to the current international monetary system, the plethora of
calls for reforms can be understood against this background.
In Chapter 11, Anne Löscher gives an overview of variously radical
reform proposals focusing on the current international payment system.
While some want to reform the management of external debt, and call
for reparation funds and the reintroduction or normalisation of capital
controls, others aim to decouple their domestic economy from the
macroeconomic implications of a country’s balance of payments by
improving its position in the international currency hierarchy, or by
applying extensive public work programmes under import-substituting
industrial policies financed in domestic currency. A third set of reforms
targets the financial cycle itself by tightening financial regulation in
centre countries, and by introducing a truly international currency not
subject to any national monetary policy decisions or a central bank
of central banks which administers cross-border transactions at fixed
exchange rates. After presenting these reform proposals, Anne Löscher
discusses them with regard to the issue of monetary sovereignty.
Bonds in local currencies are seen by some critical minds as an
important element for achieving economic sovereignty in Africa. In
principle, they can help reduce dependency on foreign currencies and
hence avoid the risks of currency devaluation for debt servicing. In
Chapter 12, Frauke Banse examines this claim and situates the push for
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local currency bond markets (LCBMs) in Africa in a broad geopolitical
and geo-economic perspective. She shows that bonds in domestic
currency have a commodity character and have become a critical
instrument that allows the worldwide deployment of speculative and
globalised finance in peripheral countries. In the myriad of external
interests in establishing Local Currency Bond Markets (LCBMs) in Africa,
Frauke Banse takes a closer look at the outstanding activities of diverse
German state institutions and discusses to what extent the recycling of
Germany’s economic surplus, and an increased economic footprint in
Africa, might have played a role. While underlining the class character
of German surplus recycling, Frauke Banse argues that LCBMs, when
scrutinised in relation to the global context, are not conducive to greater
policy space. Instead, they are more likely to create renewed patterns of
economic dependency and to aggravate social inequalities. She concludes
by identifying some entry points for international solidarity.
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China’s Finance and Africa’s Economic
and Monetary Sovereignty
Radhika Desai

African debt began making headlines once again in the Covid-19
pandemic. As lockdowns induced economic crisis, fears of a new
Third World debt crisis mounted, reviving memories of the horrific
economic devastation of the last one. With great fanfare, the G20
announced the Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI) in mid-April
2020, postponing debt service for eight months on debt owed by the
seventy-three poorest countries to governments.1 At the November
2020 G20 meeting, after Zambia had defaulted, the DSSI was extended
it until mid-2021. However, more ambitious proposals were not taken
up, including the call to issue up to $4 trillion in Special Drawing
Rights (SDRs) to provide all governments unconditional international
liquidity in proportion to their International Monetary Fund (IMF)
quotas. This would have provided meaningful relief to the poorest
countries.2 Not only will the DSSI lead to higher debt when the debt
service suspension ends, it leaves debt owed to the IMF, the World
Bank, and private creditors out of account. That debt must still be paid
unless re-scheduled.3 The majority of these seventy-three countries are
located in Africa.
The 1980s debt crisis had led to one or two ‘lost decades’ of
development in indebted countries under the IMF and the World
Banks’s infamous Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs). Designed
to rescue creditors from their irresponsible lending decisions, they
squeezed incomes, investment, social spending, and state capacities in
indebted countries. Despite owning most of its debt to official sources,
African suffering was greater, not less. Today, however, Africa’s debt is
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owed not just to the traditional Western creditors, but also to China.
Given the culmination of rising hostilities between the US and China
in the US’s new cold war against that country, Africa and its debt will
inevitably number among its major theatres.
The West complains that China does not participate in the DSSI.
Extending long-standing accusations about China’s ‘debt trap
diplomacy’, David Malpass, president of the World Bank, claims that
Chinese debt constitutes ‘a major drain on the poorest countries’ and
comes with ‘high interest rates and very little transparency’.4 Those
familiar with China’s credit and aid practices point out that this
criticism exempts the World Bank and Western private credit while
counting all Chinese credit as bilateral, whether it was concessional or
commercial. Little is said about Western non-transparency or about the
still yawning gap between Chinese and Western per capita incomes that
puts the greater onus on the richer West to forgive debt. Finally, China’s
established record of openness to debt cancellation and restructuring
on a case-by-case basis is entirely ignored.5 No wonder the Chinese
Finance Minister, Liu Kun, shrugged off these accusations, suggesting,
instead, that the World Bank ‘should lead by example in suspending
debt service’.6 How will the battle unfold, and will it land Africa into a
new, even more ravaging debt crisis? Will we witness the same or worse?
The answer is complex.
There are certainly similarities. As before, this debt crisis was triggered
by collapsing export prices following a build up of debt encouraged
by the international dollar-denominated financial system and its touts,
the IMF and the World Bank,7 because, amid the ‘Long Downturn’
that began in the 1970s, domestic opportunities could no longer satisfy
the Western financial sector’s hunger for returns. The situation is, if
anything, worse today. The Long Downturn was never resolved and
Western stagnation since 2008 has been even worse. To the already high
cash hoards it has left with Western lenders, central banks, particularly
the Federal Reserve and, to a lesser extent, the European Central Bank,
have added massive liquidity issuance, most of which has ended up in
financial institutions rather than being invested productively. With
fewer opportunities for profit domestically, these lenders have turned
to lending to Third World governments. The resulting increase in Third
World debt as a proportion of GDP is more than twice as high as it was
in the early 1980s. Worse, it consists of complex elements, including
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private credit from shadow banks.8 As before, the African scene has its
differences since private lenders have never been too keen on lending to
Africa. Most African debt is still owed to official development agencies
and, this time around, also to China.9
China’s presence on this scene means that the Third World debt crisis
of the 2020s can unfold more benignly for Third World and African
sovereignty and their development prospects. This potentiality will
be more fully realised once the momentous differences between the
Western dollar-denominated financial system and the Chinese are
widely understood. However, such understanding faces three obstacles.
First, there is Western, US and US-sponsored obfuscation. Second, there
is the tendency of Western scholars to discuss China’s financial system
as if it were merely a backward version of the dollar-denominated
financial system headquartered in the US and the UK rather than, as we
shall see, a contrasting system and a vastly more beneficial one. Finally,
the historical development of these contrasting financial systems holds
the key to their differences, which is rarely appreciated.
In this paper, I provide the essential historical perspective that shows
just how wrong it is to judge and measure China’s financial system
by the standards of the dominant Western one. I trace how these
opposed financial systems emerged through the uneven and combined
development of capitalism, how the Western system is actually the more
archaic and backward (and hence also the predatory and speculative)
one and why, despite these liabilities, it still persists.
I begin with an overview of African development until the setback
of the debt crisis of the 1980s. I then outline the turn to neoliberalism
and financialisation behind the disasters of the 1980s and 1990s, before
going on to provide a historical perspective on the US and Chinese
financial systems, and explain their contrasts. We end the paper with an
expose of three prominent tropes in Western discourses about China’s
financial system, which obfuscate the contrasts that reflect so badly
on the Western system. They relate to the internationalisation of the
renminbi, the allegedly impending crash of China’s property bubble,
and China’s ‘debt trap diplomacy’. We conclude by taking note of the
factors that might change the Chinese system and of how the peoples
of Africa and the developing world can best draw on the development
potentialities of China’s distinctive financial sector and its international
engagement.
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a pe rsp e ctive on af rica’s devel o pm en t
African development in the early years of independence was fired by
the left-leaning and popular visions – such as Nyerere’s, Nkrumah’s or
Lumumba’s – of autonomous national development, subjecting market
forces to state and social direction, much as in the USSR and in other
developing countries embarked on ‘socialistic’ development, such as India.
This project faced major obstacles. Externally, there was imperial
pressure, particularly from the United States ‘for whom any assertion
of national self-determination was “communism”, to be hounded and
destroyed, by force if necessary, by manipulation and deception if possible’.
It was behind ‘the gruesome assassination of Patrice Lumumba and the
overthrow of Kwame Nkrumah’ and behind most of ‘the continuing
story of military coups, assassinations, and resistance to national
liberation wars; and the civil strife in Africa’.10 Domestically, the inability
of nascent domestic capitalist classes and the unwillingness of foreign
capital to advance development left matters to states and bureaucracies.
They, however, did not have the requisite resources and skills and fell
increasingly under the spell of Western ‘Modernisation’ discourses.
Inevitably, the results of the early years of development fell short
of the optimistic 5 and 6 per cent per annum growth rates originally
projected.11 The chief limitation was that African countries’ growth
remained dependent on primary commodities. Post-war recovery and
growth in the imperial core kept demand buoyant and reliance on
them was an all-too-easy option, reducing the urgency of structural
transformation and industrialisation necessary for faster and selfsustaining development. Inequality also rose. The limitations of this
path were revealed in the 1970s, when world growth slowed, terms
of trade moved against (most) commodities, and African growth
rates plummeted. Amid accompanying social and political crises,
African countries, encouraged by the World Bank, borrowed from
abroad. However, when the Volcker Shock jacked up interest rates to
unprecedented heights, debt crises erupted and delivered most African
countries into the deadly embrace of the IMF and the World Bank, and
their SAPs.
The tragedy of the next decades is well known. Standard one-size-fitsall economic policies were designed to extract as much as possible from
African economies in terms of money and resources while investing
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as little as possible in society and economy. Worse, they destroyed
hitherto created state capacity for economic development. If the first
two decades after decolonisation were disappointing, the next two were
horrendous. Sub-Saharan African economies had grown by 36 per cent
between 1960 and 1980; they shrank by 15 per cent over the next two
decades.12 Per capita incomes shrank even more. Poverty mounted until
it engulfed more than half of Africans. Human development and health
indicators could only go south amid the Structural Adjustment-dictated
cuts in social expenditures.
Perhaps the most eye-watering statistic related to financial flows.
As Asad Ismi noted in 2004, ‘Africa’s external debt has increased by
more than 500 per cent since 1980 to $333 billion’ and ‘transferred
$229 billion in debt payments from Sub-Saharan Africa to the West
since 1980 . . . four times the region’s 1980 debt. In the past decade alone
African countries have paid their debt three times over, yet they are
three times as indebted as ten years ago’.13
While this devastation undoubtedly had domestic determinants,
the international change in the character of imperialism, along with
that of metropolitan capitalism itself, was arguably decisive. When the
prodigious, if uneven, productive expansion of the imperial core, its
‘Long Boom’ ended in the early 1970s; it was followed by the Long
Downturn,14 a decline in growth and investment rates. Western
governments led by the UK and the US adopted neoliberal policies
to address this and, despite their failures, have persisted with them
over the past four decades. Rather than reviving their economies,
neoliberalism has fostered the predatory and speculative financial
system, a veritable world creditocracy, centred on the dollar that has
visited debt and currency crises and accompanying economic misery
around the world.

n e o liberalism and th e f orma ti o n
of th e world creditocra cy
Neoliberal policies of deregulation, privatisation, cutbacks on social
services and attacks on unions and working class wages, starting in the
1980s, were supposed to restart growth, restore capitalism’s mojo and
revive the ‘animal spirits’ of its entrepreneurs by removing the ‘dead
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hand of the state’ and the constraints of trade unions that allegedly ailed
them. They failed to do so. The virtues of competition they invoked
were irrelevant to a capitalism that had entered its monopoly phase
already before the First World War.
Freedom from regulation was not going to make this capitalism
vigorous and could only exacerbate the vices and irrationalities of
its monopoly form. Indeed, lowering taxes on corporate capital and
feeding it lucrative state assets and contracts through privatisation
and contracting out only implicated the state in increasing the degree
of monopoly. Without the spur of competition towards investment,
deregulated and coddled monopoly capitalism could only become
financialised capitalism. Profits made, but not invested productively,
could only seek to profit from financial speculation. Inevitably, under
neoliberalism, productive activity languished and financial activity
exploded.
Scholars have studied this explosion of financial activity extensively
under the rubric of financialisation. However, few have pointed to its
reliance on the dollar-denominated international financial system that
emerged in the previous decade.15 Most take the existence of this system
for granted, arguing on the one hand that money is inherently difficult to
regulate and, on the other, that the dollar serves stably, if not beneficially,
as the world’s money. In reality, as we see below, on the one hand, the
dollar system rests on financial deregulation by neoliberal capitalist
states, led by the US. On the other, it defies the laws of the geopolitical
economy of capitalism and is, as a result, contradictory and volatile.

the ge o political economy of worl d m o n ey
To begin with basics, money is not a commodity but a political institution
created by states and the financial systems they regulate. At the international
level, the dynamic of uneven and combined development that governs the
international relations of capitalism, generating international competition
and struggles, prevents the formation of a world state and thus world
money.
Dominant capitalist states compete to externalise their capitalism’s
contradictions, such as excess commodities and capital, the need for cheap
raw material and labour and idle capital seeking financial returns. They
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seek to impose a complementarity between subordinated states’ low-value
production and debtor status and their own high-value production and
creditor status. Subordinated or threatened states can and have struggled
to resist or escape this fate by industrialising purposively. This involves
directing their economies and controlling trade and financial flows to
achieve productive and financial similarity.16 It was not markets, but such
combined or contender development that spread productive capacity
around the world. It can be capitalist, as in the cases of countries that
challenged Britain’s industrial supremacy in the nineteenth century, the
US, Germany, and Japan, or ‘Communist’, as in the cases of the Soviet
Union and Communist China. Since the 1870s, combined development
has made the world progressively more multipolar.
Such competition and struggles also make attempts by dominant
national governments to foist their national currency on the world
volatile and unstable. The UK’s and the US’s attempts to do this, in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries respectively, resulted in creating only
destructive and unstable systems. Domestically, they entail maintaining
or re-creating archaic, short-term, speculative and predatory financial
systems incapable of financing productive expansion with long-term
capital. Internationally, they are subject to resistance from states
competing with and struggling against them.
The development of today’s developing countries in Africa and
elsewhere depends on combined development, also known as autonomous
national development. Serious attempts to pursue it have historically
required the fashioning of financial systems capable of supporting
productive expansion, as Karl Marx anticipated. Rudolf Hilferding,
developed Marx’s analysis in his famous publication Finance Capital.
Writing in the early twentieth century, Hilferding distinguished sharply
between the archaic financial system of the UK, unfit for the purposes of
modern industrial expansion, and those of the ‘model states’ of finance
capital, such as Germany and, at that time, the US.

the o rigin of f inancial contr a s ts
The UK’s early capitalism inherited pre-modern financial institutions
based on short-term credit and speculation. Marx correctly
anticipated that capitalist development would transform them, and
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it did. When the competitive capitalism of small firms matured into
massive concentrations of capital and labour in planned productive
enterprises, the ‘conditions and requirements of modern industry’ faced
a new borrower: no longer a supplicant in financial straits but a capitalist
to whom money is lent ‘in the expectation that he . . . will use [it] to
appropriate unpaid labour’, that is, increase production and make profits
from which to pay interest. This new credit system, capitalism’s ‘own
creation’, would aid its productive expansion.17
In Hilferding’s later analysis, this historical evolution became part of
capitalism’s geopolitical economy. Britain could industrialise despite its archaic
financial system because individual fortunes could cover the investment
needs of small firms. Later, more capital-intensive industrialisation by large
firms in contender countries needed a modernised credit system. Hilferding
dubbed it ‘finance capital’, contrasting its ‘model countries’, Germany and
the US, with Britain.
Although competitive pressure began forcing Britain to adopt the
finance capital model, the British Empire blocked this process. Once
critical to Britain’s industrial success,18 it now absorbed uncompetitive
British exports and yielded colonial tribute and vast trade surpluses with
the rest of the world.19 These flows supported the fabled international
gold-sterling system. Britain provided international liquidity in the
form of her capital exports to her settler colonies and the US, aiding
their capital-intensive industrialisation, using the surpluses from her
non-settler colonies, pre-eminently India.20 Domestically, a quiescent
working class on whom high levels of unemployment could be inflicted
every time credit conditions needed to tighten to preserve sterling’s gold
value was also important.
The system, which required short-term capital flows responding
to changes in interest rates to keep sterling’s gold value, undermined
Britain’s industry and productive economy, setting off its stillunarrested (relative) industrial decline.21 Moreover, it was not
automatic, pervasive and stable as nostalgia portrays it. Keynes exposed
its managed character, and reliance on financial flows from India, on
the eve of the First World War.22 Decades later, Marcello De Cecco
replaced the inaccurate ‘Ricardian’ or free trade-based interpretation
with the more realistic Listian one, showing how an international
system rocked by rising new industrial powers competing for markets
and colonies could hardly fail to destabilise the sterling system.
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While colonies such as India could be dragooned into bearing
its burdens and rulers of smaller independent countries adopted it
opportunistically, powerful new industrialisers such as Germany
‘adopted the Gold Standard . . . to deprive Britain of her last power,
that of control over international financial flows’. As their power
grew, the system ‘began to oscillate more and more dangerously, till
its final collapse in July 1914.’23 By then also, increasingly organised
working classes prevented governments from inflicting periodic
bouts of unemployment on it to keep sterling’s gold value stable,24
Russians Bolsheviks made their revolution and colonies mobilised for
war became more organised and demanding. Welfare states, actually
existing socialisms (now including China) and developmental states in
newly independent countries were the results after 1945.

th e u s f inancial syste m
This was the context in which the US began pursuing the goal of
replacing the sterling system with a dollar system. In the inter-war
period, US efforts to do this were highly destabilising. When it exploited
its creditor status and demanded repayment of allied war debt at
Versailles, it only prompted the allies, in turn, to demand reparations
from Germany, which then needed and received US lending. This
financial merry-go-round and its collapse contributed to the Second
World War and was also implicated in the US stock market bubble and
crash. Depression era banking legislation, including the Glass Steagall
Act, made the US financial system among most tightly regulated in the
world – until the 1970s.
At Bretton Woods, the US once again exploited its economic and
financial dominance by rejecting proposals for multilateral international
monetary arrangements, including Keynes’s, leaving the world with
no alternative to the dollar though it had to be backed with gold. The
dollar’s rocky career until 1971 is well known: unable to export capital
the US ran deficits to provide liquidity, a method that was subject to
the Triffin Dilemma: deficits made the dollar unattractive, putting
downward pressure on the currency, and leading those earning dollars
to demand gold instead. The process could only culminate in the 1971
breaking of the dollar-gold link.
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The US Dollar and its Financialisations
Only now did the US financial system begin its transformation into
a British style short-term, predatory and speculative one. Only now
it began fostering the series of financialisations, each more volatile
and dangerous, that counteracted the downward pressure US deficits
exerted on the dollar. The transformation began when the US lifted
capital controls to permit OPEC surpluses to be recycled through
US financial institutions. As US financial institutions competed
to lend internationally thanks to a stagnating domestic economy,
they created a veritable ‘magic liquidity machine’25 enabling Third
World governments to borrow, apparently without limit, while the
dollar devalued. Paul Volcker, appointed Federal Reserve Chairman
to deal with this intolerable situation, permitted the infamous
recession-inducing spike in interest rates that put creditors firmly
in command.
Capital mobility and creditor-oriented finance laid the foundations for
the dollar-denominated world creditocracy that delivered the disasters of
1980s and 1990s in Africa and the Third World. This creditocracy grew
larger as other countries lifted their capital controls and the US financial
system was progressively deregulated. Alan Greenspan, appointed
Chairman of the Federal Reserve in 1987, also began rewarding the very
institutions that created asset bubbles by rescuing them with liquidity
after crashes so they could resume speculative activity.
The series of international dollar-denominated financialisations or
asset bubbles left a trail of destruction, beginning with the 1982 Third
World Debt Crisis. It included the currency and financial crises of the
1990s, the East Asian Financial Crisis of 1997–98 and the dot com
bubble. After Greenspan sponsored the repeal of the Glass Steagall act in
1999, he set the stage for the mother of all financialisations, the housing
and credit bubbles of the 2000s that burst in 2008.
US Dollar Financialisations and the Rest of the World
The dollar creditocracy is headquartered in New York and, because until
the 1980s the US financial system remained heavily regulated, London,
with its historically far greater financial freedoms increased by Prime
Minister Thatcher’s ‘Big Bang’ reforms of 1987.
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The financial systems of major regulated contender economies,
pre-eminently Germany, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and China, largely
remained within their original production-oriented ‘finance capital’
mould and financed successful export engines. Many point to their large
dollar reserves to explain the dollar’s continuing world role after 1971.
However, they are tiny compared to the torrents of money that actually
flow in and out of the dollar system in each successive financialisation,
creating the updrafts that hold up the dollar’s value. These flows originate
in financial institutions, corporations and individuals in countries open
to the dollar system through a combination of free capital flows and
deregulation and are often routed via tax-haven ‘Treasure Islands’, the
largest of which is the UK.26
Though most advanced countries, including some historic contender
economies, lifted capital controls, banking regulation kept their financial
systems focused on financing domestic production. Their export
surpluses yielded massive reserves and, after Japan benefited from
keeping them in high-interest Treasury securities in the early 1980s,
the dollar sank to another nadir in the early 1990s. Then the Clinton
administration launched its drive to get more countries, particularly
in Asia, to lift capital controls. Though it promised them much needed
capital investment, they only got short-term return-hungry hot money
from investors ignorant of the realities of destination economies,27
including entirely different bank-industry relations. Stampeding in,
herd-like, such capital also stampeded out at the first hint of trouble,
triggering the biggest of financial crises seen hitherto, the East Asian
Financial Crisis of 1997-98.
The Europeans got burned next with financial deregulation
accompanying German unification and the launch of the euro. It
was Eurozone financial institutions’ massive investment in the ‘toxic
securities’ that contributed to inflating the US housing and credit
bubbles of the 2000s, not the ‘global’ or ‘Asian’ Savings glut blamed by
Federal Reserve Chairman, Ben Bernanke, and President Bush.28 2008
was a North Atlantic financial crisis, not a global one.
The contradictions and destructiveness of the dollar system and
resistance to it are now mounting. The progressive weakening of
the dollar in the twenty-first century, renewed during the pandemic,
is forcing already reluctant holders of reserves in dollars to look for
alternatives. Weaker economies without capital controls are exposed to
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economically damaging levels of currency volatility and elite political
will to keep capital flows open in these countries is likely to weaken
as the economic damage becomes politically unsustainable. The
dollar system is also losing its semblance of neutrality. Its legal regime
increasingly favours US corporations, as the infamous case of the
vulture funds and Argentina showed.29 Its payments system, SWIFT,
has been weaponised in the aggressive pursuit of US foreign policy
goals in ways that make rivals and targets such as Russia and Iran,
as well as long-standing allies such as Western European countries
wary. To top it all, the pandemic has witnessed the Federal Reserve
crossing another line and lending not just to US and foreign financial
institutions, but also to US non-financial corporations, undermining
further its pretence of being the world’s money and credit supplier.30
Though the recent EU fiscal deal may not resurrect the euro as a rival
to the dollar, it continues to subtract the Eurozone from the dollar
payments system.
Other countries are seeking three types of ways out. First, Russia, the
EU, and China are building alternative payments systems in the form
of SPFS, INSTEX, and CIPS respectively. Second, other countries are
choosing to trade in each other’s currencies in order to avoid the rigged
dollar system, while Sino-Russian monetary and financial cooperation
is widening even further. Third, China, with its Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank and Belt and Road Initiative, increasingly constitutes
an alternative source of finance.
Although, the dollar system has in the past defied anticipations of
its demise, unless this analysis of its volatility is wrong, its maturing
contradictions, multiplying conflicts, and the availability of alternatives
mean that 2008 represented the peak of the cycle of dollar-denominated
financialisations, and heralded its demise. The recovery of international
capital flows thereafter remained 65 per cent short of their 2007 peak
a decade later.31 Moreover, the dollar’s management by the Federal
Reserve became captive of a contradiction. While the Federal Reserve
needs to issue cheap liquidity into the financial system after each crisis,
the sheer scale of liquidity issuance after 2008, dubbed ‘quantitative
easing’, has put downward pressure on the dollar and the even greater
liquidity issuance necessitated by the pandemic has put the dollar on a
steep downward trajectory.32
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the c hin e se f inancial syst em and d evel o pi n g
w or ld e c o nomic and monet ary s o ver ei g n ty
Internationally, Chinese finance outshines the dollar system. Against its
short-term predatory and speculative capital, the Chinese system offers
long-term patient capital for productive investment. Whereas Western
capital comes with demands for free capital flows and liberalisation
of banking (turning it away from productive investment and toward
speculation), and even stricter conditionalities when the IMF or the
World Bank became involved, Chinese finance comes without policy
constraints. China’s cooperative stance could not contrast more with
that of the US system when we consider the wars launched by the US
against countries seeking to exit the dollar system.
China’s financial system has come a long and complex way in the
last several decades. Well into the reform period, Western analysts
considered it – essentially a banking system without asset markets –
near to being insolvent. Today, however, China is home to three of
the world’s five biggest banks and enjoys a remarkably low rate of
non-performing loans, and Western investors are lining up to invest
in them.33 As the reform of China’s banking system picked up pace,
so did Western interest. However, Western scholars on the Chinese
financial system judge it ‘according to the degree of implementation of
free market policies’34 complete with the full paraphernalia of elements
associated with neoliberal financialisation: central bank independence
(essentially regulatory capture of the regulators by the regulated),
private ownership, stock markets, unrestricted foreign ownership, and
greater ‘financial inclusion’ (of anyone who can profitably be indebted).
They do not criticise the extensive damage done by the US-dominated
financial system, nor do they discuss the critical importance of longterm ‘patient finance’ in China’s spectacular industrialisation and
development.35
Western discourse on China’s financial system must also be placed
amid the explosion of Western scholarly and journalistic writing on
China’s increasing centrality to the world economy in the twentyfirst century and its twists and turns. Perhaps after the North Atlantic
Financial Crisis of 2008, and certainly after Obama’s 2012 ‘Pivot to
Asia’, it underwent a distinct change of tone. It had been ambiguous, if
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not enthusiastic, about China as long as the West and the US believed
that enfolding China into their embrace was making it neoliberal and
capitalist. This phase climaxed in talk of ‘Chimerica’, referring to the
alleged trade and financial inter-dependence of the Chinese and US
economies.36
However, the economic relationship proved one-sided as the US
remained mired in stagnation after 2008, while China resumed robust
growth after a nasty but short trade shock. Moreover, it soon became
clear that China had its own ideas about its development path and
neoliberalism was not among them. Nor did its party state intend to
throw in the towel, as the Soviet leadership did37. Indeed, it was anxious
to avoid that fate.38 As this realisation sank in and the economic contrast
between US debility and Chinese dynamism sharpened, President
Obama announced his ‘Pivot to Asia’, and Western commentary on
China turned distinctly hostile, culminating in President Trump’s
declaration of a ‘New Cold War’ against China, a policy from which
the incoming Biden administration has found it difficult to deviate.
Today, not only are sections of the capitalist class threatened by
China’s increasing technological prowess, the need to win the votes
of large swathes of the working class hurt by the neoliberal policies of
the past four decades has made China-baiting a regular feature of US
political discourse. These are the parameters that shape Western and US
discourses about China in general, and its financial system in particular.
For instance, Walter and Howie praise the reforms that culminated
in China’s entry into the WTO, and criticise limitations and reversals.
The resulting financial system, they say, is still largely confined to
banks with underdeveloped asset markets. It underserves ‘China’s
heroic savers’ who have to accept low interest rates. Since China’s
large banks typically focus on financing the state-owned and/or closely
monitored corporations that remain at the commanding heights of
China’s economy, it leaves many smaller businesses without any reliable
source of capital. Not only do Walter and Howie fault the party-state
for protecting this system from competition or failure, particularly
by keeping foreign banks confined to a marginal role, they complain
further that:
Beyond the pressures of competition, the Party treats its banks as basic
utilities that provide unlimited capital to the cherished state-owned
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enterprises. With all aspects of banking under the Party’s control, risk is
thought to be manageable. Even so, at the end of each of the last three
decades, these banks have faced virtual, if not actual, bankruptcy, surviving
only because they have had the full, unstinting, and costly support of the
Party.39

These ‘virtual’ bankruptcies have been resolved, Walter and Howie
note, by the ‘traditional problem-solving approach of simply shifting
money from one pocket to another and letting time and fading memory
do the rest’. This, they believe, cannot go on forever. They look forward
to the moment when, ‘[t]ied up as it is in financial knots, the system’s
size, scale, and access to seemingly limitless capital can [no longer] solve
the problems of the banks’. This would, they argue, provide the opening
for further market reforms abandoned after 2005. Western financial
institutions also generate similar criticisms: a chapter of a World Bank
report on the Chinese economy, for instance, later redacted under
Chinese government protest, ‘gave warning that ‘the poor performance
of the financial system’ had confirmed previous assessments that the
system was ‘unbalanced, repressed, costly to maintain and potentially
unstable’.’40
Such writers ignore many rather obvious facts. Stock markets have
rarely provided long-term patient capital. While high interest rates
strangle industry, public services and investment should obviate
ordinary people’s need for savings. Providing small businesses with
capital will likely require the expansion of China’s financial system from
its present basis downwards into the economy, not neoliberal reform.
Above all, commentators blithely ignore the regularity with which
Western countries have bailed out their banks, and done so in return
for socially, economically and politically destructive asset bubbles, not
patient productive investment.
To understand the Chinese system, we need to understand it
historically and in relation to the very different role that the Chinese
banking system has played in China’s economy and its impressive
expansion of recent years. China’s banking system was long dominated
by a single bank, the People’s Bank of China. After the official adoption
of a socialist market economy in the early 1990s, market reforms
were gradually introduced to liberalise it.41 However, contrary to
Western views, liberalisation did not have neoliberal aims. To be
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sure, reformers have learned and borrowed a great deal from Western
banking techniques and institutions as they introduced competition;
reduced the inevitable moral hazard in a system ultimately protected
by the state; allowed carefully calibrated private ownership, including
some foreign ownership; and imposed prudential limits on lending
and risk-taking.42 However, reformers have proceeded with caution,
bearing in mind the Chinese adage about ‘crossing the river by feeling
the stones’. Their borrowings have been governed by the party-state’s
aims, usually articulated as principles arising from an understanding of
China’s economic needs and history. Reform has sought to ‘transform
the banking system to a market-oriented one that is viable in the long
run thereby better serving the economic development of the country’,43
that is, serving the needs of the productive economy rather than of a tiny
financial elite.44 Unlike the neoliberal financialised banking systems,
China’s banks have played a critical role in maintaining the remarkably
high investment rate that has been so critical to China’s economic
success.45
The recent suspension of the Ant Group’s initial public offering
shows that this principle has not been suspended. The geopolitical
rivalry between the US and China, which will put a greater premium
on steady industrial growth, requires finance to be more like China’s
than the US’s (with many even in the US speaking of the need for
industrial policy and banking regulation). When the Ant Group tried
to defy Beijing’s tougher prudential requirements for consumer lending
by going ahead with its IPO, it was forced to suspend its IPO abruptly.
It was an instance of Beijing curtailing the political power of defiant
capitalists as well as opposing any trend towards profit-driven expansion
of consumer borrowing46 that detracted from the productive focus of
the financial system. Given its commitment to raising wages, the last
thing China needs is ballooning consumer credit to replace low wages.
As we have seen in the US and many other neoliberal countries, that has
only indebted ordinary people, lowering their disposable incomes and
bankrupting many. Regulators are also wary that financialisation may
lower growth.
With this background, we are now ready to tackle the three
major themes that dominate Western discussion of China’s financial
system.
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in te rn ationalisation of t h e r en m i n b i
Like the Chinese financial system, the internationalisation of the
renminbi is also found wanting against the benchmark of the unstable,
predatory, and volatile dollar system.47 The dominant claim here is that,
since the renminbi is not being internationalised in the same way as
the dollar – whether because the party state is unable or unwilling to
do so – the dollar’s position is secure. Benjamin Cohen, for instance,
assuming that currency internationalisation is desirable in itself, finds
that Beijing’s internationalising ambitions are checked by episodes like
the outflow of nearly a trillion dollars in 2015 that forced devaluation,48
and by the fear that it will undermine the party’s political hold. Thus,
Cohen concludes that the dollar remains ‘the indispensable currency –
the one money the world cannot do without’ thanks to the ‘depth of
US financial markets’,49 along with ‘still broad network externalities in
trade, a wide range of political ties, and vast military reach’. While Cohen
is careful not to doubt China’s ability to internationalise the renminbi,
and even agrees that it has ‘achieved tangible results, particularly along
the trade track’, he concludes that progress is doubtful. ‘On its own
the ‘gravitational pull of China’s economic size will not suffice. Other
factors – above all, a well-developed and open financial structure – must
also come into play’ and China is unlikely to be willing to engage in the
necessary financial liberalisation because it would entail ‘a significant
modification of Beijing’s authoritarian economic model’.50 The financial
structure Cohen implies China needs is precisely the archaic, short-term,
speculative, and predatory one sported by the US and the UK. Adopting
it would bring an end to the spectacular growth China has experienced
precisely because it is home to the contrasting financial system.
As we have seen, however, much of this is beside the point. The dollar
has pushed the contradictions of national money posing as world money
to its limits and the renminbi is unlikely to follow in its footsteps. US
authorities had already overestimated the dollar’s prospects when they
blocked multilateral agreements of the sort Keynes proposed in 1944.
Only such arrangements can create a stable and viable world money
capable of serving the needs of productive economies in a multipolar
world. Barring them, regional, bi- and multi-lateral agreements will be the
realistic options. Interestingly, in the US, since at least the 2008 financial
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crisis, critical voices pointing to the costs the US itself has had to pay for
its financialised dollar internationalisation are becoming louder.51 Indeed,
financial systems of the finance capital type have historically been reluctant
to internationalise their currencies in the same manner52 for good reason.
The reality is that the internationalisation of the renminbi is proceeding
according to the domestic and international needs of China’s productive
economy and it is likely to proceed further along the same path. It is,
however, radically different from that taken by sterling and the dollar in the
past. Precisely for that reason, the path China takes to internationalising
the renminbi will be attractive to Africa and the developing world. There is
certainly no evidence that the China’s party state is willing to tread the path
of the dollar; the cost to its productive system would be too high.
China’s financial system is designed for financing production with
long-term credit, not speculation with short-term credit. It is not loaded
in favour of creditors against debtors, lends very little for non-productive
purposes, and facilitates national autonomy (its own and that of other
countries) not international domination. While the US and Chinese states
govern, and bail out, their respective financial systems, the priorities that
each imposes on their financial system could not be further apart. China’s
party-state requires that its financial system serve the wider, productive,
job-creating economy, not a set of private interests. Further, China
manages and controls capital flows rather than permitting their free flow,
especially to tax havens. This means that its financial system is not designed
to siphon off productive incomes into the coffers of financial institutions
and the high net worth individuals who own and control them.
These differences illuminate the real dynamics of China’s monetary
and financial relations with Africa. They also account in critical ways
for China’s economic success and contain critical lessons for African
countries in their pursuit of broad-based prosperity, while developing
the tremendous human potential of that continent to the fullest.

c h ina’s propert y bu bble
The same differences also ensure that, while Chinese asset and property
prices are undoubtedly rising, it is unlikely, as many fear,53 that China
will suffer from the ‘bursting’ of a property bubble causing an economic
crisis like that in the US after 2008 or in Japan after 1990. Walden
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Bello fears not only this, but also decades of Japan or US-like economic
stagnation. He warns that though workers complain of unaffordable
housing, authorities are loath to end the bubble given that ‘China’s realestate sector accounts for an estimated 15 per cent of gross domestic
product (GDP) and 20 per cent of the national demand for loans’.
Shutting down this economic engine is not done lightly.54
Surprisingly for a critical writer, Bello fingers financial repression
as the culprit. According to him, low returns on savers’ deposits lead
them to speculate in assets, and the financial system’s focus on large,
state-owned and, critically for Bello, export-oriented enterprises leads
investors into the property market and to the pervasive shadow banking
system. Only ‘a fundamental reform in the country’s national credit
system to end the virtual monopoly by the export-oriented economic
complex of the banking system’, which creates the ‘strong demand for
these sub rosa entities’55 can resolve the problem. He blames the ‘export
lobby’ for hijacking the post 2008 stimulus ‘that had been intended
to place money and resources in the hands of consumers’ and for
preventing further liberalisation which would end financial repression
and orient the financial sector towards financing small investor and
firms producing for the domestic market.56
However, there are at least three major problems with this diagnosis.
First, in naturalising savers’ search for high returns, it misses the
opportunity to criticise the rising inequality and gaps in social provision
that really lie behind those households engaging in property speculation,
not to mention the key role of land sales in raising revenues for local
authorities.57 Second, in framing the export sector as the culprit, he
ignores the extent to which, since 2008, the Chinese economy, never
as reliant on export as was widely believed anyway, was reorienting
towards domestic investment and consumption, a development that
has culminated in the ‘Dual Circulation’ strategy, emphasising the
increasing importance of the domestic market as a growth stimulant.58
Finally, by blaming financial repression, this diagnosis appears to be
implying that China’s financial system should become more like the
speculative Western one.
In any case, sober observers, even Western ones, reject Bello-style
alarmism. While acknowledging that some Chinese banks, particularly
regional ones, are in trouble thanks to their involvement in the real estate
market, they caution against interpreting these troubles ‘as indications
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of an imminent financial crisis’. Chinese authorities are approaching
the problem through a pincer movement. They are putting pressure on
banks to ‘clean up their balance sheets, raise new capital, and dispose
of bad loans’ and lending ‘to struggling companies at nonmarket rates
to forestall a further slowdown in the pace of economic growth’. This
indicates that ‘PBOC and the CCP leadership remain committed to
ensuring stability. Authorities have so far successfully contained isolated
bank failures and prevented sector-wide contagion’.59

‘ debt trap diplomacy’
So, if China is not about to endanger its productive economy and rising
prosperity by internationalising the renminbi on the US model or
liberalising its financial sector, is it preying upon the developing world
with its alleged ‘debt trap diplomacy’? How are we going to make sense
of the war of words emanating from Western countries and institutions,
such as the World Bank on China’s lending to the Third World?
Despite a decade and more of scholarly work exploring the distinctive,
and largely beneficial, Chinese pattern of trade and financial engagement
with the developing world,60 tendentious accusations about China being
a ‘rogue donor’, ‘freeriding on Western debt forgiveness’ and engaged
in ‘debt trap diplomacy’ continue to proliferate. It was recently given
high-profile definition by an Indian defence expert, Brahma Chellany.61
The accusations are that China extends loans for infrastructure
projects ‘not to support the local economy but to facilitate access to
natural resources or open the market for its low-cost and shoddy export
goods’, often not even creating local employment but sending ‘its own
construction workers’ instead. These projects ‘bleed money’ and only
add to the debt burden. China leverages it to get additional projects and
loans with which to take over assets, as in the case of the Hambantota
port in Sri Lanka, and to force countries to accept its questionable
international positions and territorial claims. By locating the roots
of the problem in developing countries’ unmet infrastructure needs
‘[n]eglected by [Western] institutional investors’, Chellany also appeals
to Western financial institutions to not leave this breach for China
to step into. He concludes by warning countries ‘not yet ensnared in
China’s debt trap’ to ‘take whatever steps they can to avoid it.62
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The reality is very different, as Deborah Brautigam’s extensive work at
the China Africa Research Initiative at Johns Hopkins University shows.
While, as with all countries, China’s aid and economic engagement
are bound up with its foreign policy, its conception of aid, economic
engagement and their purposes are radically different from those of the
neoliberal West. They are based on China’s long-standing principles
of peaceful coexistence, including non-interference and respect for
sovereignty. China has had a decades-long engagement, going back to
its pre-reform days, with the Third World, Africa in particular, based on
Third World solidarity.
Accusations that China is a rogue donor are beside the point since
only a small part of Chinese financial flows to Africa is aid. Indeed, as
Brautigam points out, it would hardly be fair for China, given its own
modest per capita income levels, to give much aid. China’s practices of
international economic engagement are, moreover, often versions of
the Western and Japanese trade and investment practices in China that
the Chinese government found particularly beneficial and China has a
record of long-term commitment to the success of its projects, including
by training personnel.
China invests in infrastructure and manufacturing as well as in
resources. While resource-related FDI stock amounted to 11.2 per cent
of total Chinese outbound FDI in 2017, that for manufacturing,
construction, the production and supply of electricity, gas, and water
amounted to 12.3 per cent.63 While at 24.8 per cent in 2019, mining FDI
stock accounts for a greater proportion of Chinese FDI stock in Africa;
manufacturing and construction together still loom large 43.2 per cent.64
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, what developing countries,
including African countries, appreciate is that Chinese aid and credit
giving capacities are vast and they are exercised without conditionalities
affecting their economic autonomy, unlike Western donors. Brautigam
also emphasises that China does not claim to know what policies African
countries should follow.
Specifically on the subject of debt trap diplomacy, in his recent
survey of the literature on the subject, Ajit Singh makes a number of
helpful clarifications.65 The extent of Chinese loans to debt-distressed
countries is overstated. They constitute a major share of the debt in just
three of seventeen such countries. Since a great deal of Chinese credit
is actually lent to the Chinese firms undertaking the investment,66 the
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overwhelming majority of the debts owed by African governments are
owed to the World Bank and non-Chinese private creditors. Not only
are most Chinese loans not connected to resources, China does not
lock in low resource prices or take repayment in physical resources or
strategic assets.67 Instead, it arranges repayments from sales at current
spot prices. Finally, Singh clarifies that most of China’s loans are
extended at low or commercial rates, and China has a record of being
willing to renegotiate loans in distress cases.68

conclu sion
It should now be clear that China is not only a major source of external
finance for Africa and the developing world more generally, it is a
qualitatively different kind of source. Its historical evolution and place
in the geopolitical economy of capitalism, where it has retained the
characteristics of a productively superior contender socialist market
economy with a financial sector that serves rather than strangulates
production both at home and abroad, account for this difference.
We conclude with two caveats, one relating to China, the other to
Africa. Since China embarked on its reforms, constituencies that have
an interest in pushing China towards greater liberalisation, and possibly
full-blown capitalism, have grown in size and power. They include
China’s sizeable capitalist class and large sections of the bureaucracy,
many of whose more talented layers have imbibed the neoliberal and
neoclassical economics taught in nearly all Chinese universities, and
as foreign students abroad. So far, however, despite these pressures the
Chinese party-state has kept up its commitment to the ‘socialist’ part
of the label ‘socialist market economy’, a commitment that can only
be strengthened by the dismal performance of Western economies,
particularly the US economy, both in general and on the pandemic front.
However, should the forces of neoliberalism gain the upper hand, both
China and its international engagement could change quite radically for
the worse.
However, short of that as yet unlikely eventuality, African countries
can continue to benefit from their engagement with China. However,
that benefit will be the greater the more they see China not only as a
trade and investment partner, but also as a model.
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As a partner, China affords developing countries greater policy latitude
and places on partnering governments the responsibility of using it
wisely to ensure that trade and investment relations work well and to
mutual benefit. To exploit to the fullest the benign potential this has for
the development of African countries, partnering with China requires
them to consider China a model to critically adapt to Africa’s needs
and capacities. For instance, trade with China without proper planning
and industrial policy could endanger fledging manufacturing in African
countries. While hardly without faults, China is as close to a model
of autonomous national development as it is possible to have today. It
involves an intelligent combination of public and private initiative in
planning national development rationally via appropriate policies for the
major sectors, a productively oriented financial sector and management of
external economic relations of trade and finance with a view to optimising
the national economy rather than a slavish devotion to free markets and
free trade. They only guarantee that rich countries remain rich and poor
countries remain poor. It also involves a state that is committed, broadly
speaking, to public welfare, rather than being committed to a tiny and
unproductive financial elite as Western countries, particularly the most
neoliberal ones such as the US and the UK, are. Learning from China
how to refashion their economies and financial systems for production,
employment and productivity growth requires that African states
endeavour to acquire that broad and deep political legitimacy that gives
China’s party-state the political capacity that has permitted it to undertake
the scale of the economic transformation it has since the revolution.
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Banking, Business, and Sovereignty
in Sudan (1956–2019)
Harry Cross

introdu ct ion
This chapter examines the history of banking and finance in Sudan
from independence in 1956 until the aftermath of the Sudanese
revolution of 2019. Discussions of monetary sovereignty rightly
consider the monetary powers of sovereign states. However, most
monetary creation in contemporary capitalist economies is carried out
not by states, but by the loan-issuing activities of commercial banks.1
Furthermore, banks play a crucial role in the routine operation of the
payment systems, flows of funds and ‘market’ mechanisms that shape
and constrain the sovereign monetary power of states.
This chapter provides an historical analysis of banking in one
African country, Sudan, to explore the successive ways in which banks
have negotiated strategic positions at the intersection between national
economies, regulatory regimes and international flows of funds and
capital. The chapter highlights many instances of collusion between
private finance and political authorities. However, it will also be argued
that it is the routine business activities of banks and the payments system
that produce the possibilities and constraints faced by states within
the international capitalist economy. Whereas other contributions
to this volume emphasise the possibilities open to postcolonial states
through their sovereign powers of local monetary creation, I argue that
these powers are systematically disciplined to crises and imbalances
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produced by an international capitalist economy in which these states
are ‘rule takers’ rather than ‘rule makers’. This presents the political
choice instead as one of collective action by postcolonial states to
challenge the institutional architecture of the international capitalist
economy, or else a strategy of ‘delinking’ or revolutionary exit from
this economy.
This chapter begins by analysing the history of banking in Sudan.
It then discusses the state’s consecutive policy choices with a view to
monetary and economic sovereignty. It concludes by considering Sudan
at a crossroads after the fall of its long-standing military government
in 2019.

imp erial and post -imperia l
banking in su dan
Sudan was ruled from 1899 until 1955 as an Anglo-Egyptian
condominium, nominally administered by both Egypt and the United
Kingdom. In practice, Egypt was sidelined in most aspects of Sudan’s
internal administration, and Sudan resembled a British colony. The
creation of the condominium was followed shortly by the arrival of
European-owned banks in Sudan, beginning with the National Bank of
Egypt (NBE) in 1901.2 These banks provided a financial infrastructure
with which to measure, circulate, and accumulate wealth in Sudan as
part of a larger capitalist economy.
European colonisation did not, of course, introduce money or
markets to Africa (though these were much less important in East Africa
in the nineteenth century compared with West Africa) and European
merchants frequently used, imported, manufactured, and counterfeited
African forms of currency. However, these local embodiments of value
‘were not convertible, could not be banked, and were not applicable
to the acquisition of European assets’.3 (Or, rather, assets in the
international capitalist economy). Toby Green has argued that the
rejection by European merchants, colonial administrations, and financial
payment systems of monies and currencies historically used on the
African continent, led to the devaluation of African wealth within global
capitalism.4 The activities of banks within national and international
payments systems are crucial in enforcing what constitutes value within
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capitalist economies – ultimately, ledger entries issued by finance capital
itself – and the rules by which value operates. Much of this chapter is
about how national and international bank ledgers have interacted.
When Sudan became independent in 1956, all of the banks operating
in the country were local branches of foreign institutions that were
managed from offices in London, Paris, or Cairo. The largest bank
in Sudan was the British-owned Barclays Dominions, Colonial and
Overseas (DCO). The lending policies of European multinational banks
became the object of anti-colonial critiques, both in academia and
Sudanese political discourse after independence, which charged these
banks with overwhelmingly focusing on short-term finance for fellow
multinationals engaged in external trade, especially the extractive export
of primary products, while simultaneously neglecting the small-scale
and long-term financing needs of local business and industry.5 These
charges had a significant grounding in fact, though some qualification
is required. Following Sudan’s accession to independence, the Sudanese
who could access bank branches (which were rare in rural areas, but
well-established in most urban settlements) had no difficulty in opening
deposit accounts. Furthermore, foreign banks did lend to (wealthy)
Sudanese and issued (some) long-term local finance, and lending to
Sudanese increased markedly after independence.6 In other periods of
colonial and postcolonial history, multinational banks participated in
explicitly racist endeavours to exclude local populations from sectors of
the economy. However, in Sudan in the 1950s and 1960s, this was not the
case. Although European banks remained conservative in their lending
ratios relative to deposits, and favoured the business of multinational
corporations over small-scale local businesses, this followed an
internally coherent market logic that sought to protect banks from an
excess of local liabilities (customers’ bank balances arising from bank
loans) relative to liquid assets (notably cash reserves).
Other banks in this period, such as the Egyptian Banque Misr which
operated branches in Sudan, and the Agricultural and Industrial Banks
created by the Sudanese state, deliberately engaged in small-scale, longterm, and under-collateralised lending that foreign commercial banks had
traditionally neglected. These endeavours successfully fostered new forms
of business and social organisation. However, in moments of crisis (such as
a collapse in cotton prices in 1958 and the withdrawal of US aid to Sudan in
1967), these banks suffered greater pressure on their liquid resources than
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the financially conservative European banks. The ultimate limit to banks
pursuing redistributive lending policies lay not with the imperial chauvinism
of these multinational institutions, but with the disciplining effects of the
routine ‘market’ mechanisms of national and international capitalism.

n ationalisat ion and af t er
In 1969, a coup by junior army officers brought to power a reforming
government in Sudan, led by Colonel Jaafar Nimeiri and ministers who
were socialists, Arab nationalists and members of Sudan’s powerful
Communist party. The following year, the government implemented its
most radical policy, namely a sweeping programme of nationalisations
(which offered compensation to company owners), and sequestrations and
confiscations (which did not). All private banks were nationalised in 1970,
including the country’s foreign banks and the Sudan Commercial Bank,
which had been established by a consortium of local investors in 1959.7
Compensation to shareholders of local nationalised companies was a
relatively straightforward affair. Sudanese residents were subject to the legal
sovereignty of the Sudanese state, which could determine the method of
calculating compensation, or even deny it (as occurred with sequestered and
confiscated companies, whose owners were accused of criminal activities
such as economic sabotage and currency smuggling). Furthermore, local
shareholders could be compensated in Sudanese currency and government
bonds, of which the Sudanese government was the sovereign issuer.
In contrast, the nationalisation of assets belonging to foreign investors
raised the question of compensation in foreign currencies. Financial
obligations in foreign currencies compromise monetary sovereignty
as states face an external constraint in their supply of such currencies.8
Bank nationalisation triggered protracted negotiations between the
Sudanese government and foreign investors over the valuation and
compensation for the latter’s nationalised local businesses. This section
focuses on the largest national group of investors, those from Sudan’s
former imperial power, Great Britain.9
In the early 1970s, international law governing transnational investments
and mutual rights following nationalisation was little developed, reflecting the
fact that many of these investments had initially been made within imperial
legal jurisdictions. Decolonisation caused these imperial jurisdictions
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to splinter so that the laws governing an investment could no longer be
decided solely in the former metropoles, and nationalisations by newlyindependent states were becoming a common occurrence. A debate existed
in legal scholarship regarding the rights of transnational investors subject
to nationalisation, with positions ranging from support for the ‘prompt,
adequate, and effective’ compensation payments (see below), to a position
contending a ‘community of fortunes’, according to which foreign investors
were said to have merged their fortunes with residents of a jurisdiction upon
investing, making their investments subject to the sovereign legal authority
of host jurisdictions without external legal recourse.10
The Sudanese government did not question companies’ rights to
compensation and offered payment in 15-year Sudanese government
bonds based on net asset values. Meanwhile, British corporations did
not contest Sudan’s sovereign right to nationalise. However, they
made little reference to the nuanced debates in international law
regarding the rights of nationalised investors and, unsurprisingly,
insisted that ‘prompt, adequate, and effective’ compensation was their
unassailable legal right. The provenance of this phrase was a demand
made by the US Secretary of State, Cordell Hull, to the government of
Mexico in 1938 following the nationalisation of US-owned oil firms
in the country. Subsequently, multinational investors and creditors
in capital-exporting countries attempted to uphold this language
as a precedent in international law.11 British investors in Sudan
interpreted this as a requirement for compensation in the form of a
(prompt) down payment that included compensation for goodwill12
as well as (adequate) net assets, and be paid in sterling rather than
Sudanese currency or securities.13 Accordingly, negotiations between
the Sudanese government and British investors were not merely a
debate over the nominal level of valuation, but also, and primarily,
over which political, legal, and accounting principles should apply.
The public position of the British companies was that ‘the basic
principle should be that what one is trying to find is the sum of money
that would be paid for the assets in question by a willing buyer to a
willing seller in the open market’.14 This was a somewhat remarkable
expectation, that an anti-colonial government engaged in nationalisation
and a corporate purchaser in an ‘open’ market might be expected to
pay the same price. Other company directors conceded privately that
their initial claims would undergo a significant markdown.15 This was a
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reflection of Sudan’s objective shortage of foreign exchange with which
to compensate foreign firms at the levels they demanded, a position of
apparent weakness that, in fact, served to temper the demands made by
British firms in negotiations.
This reveals how insolvency and the threat of default subverts the
typical power relationship between debtors and creditors. Precedents
existed in Russia in 1917, China in 1949, and Cuba in 1959 for
governments to simply refuse compensation for foreign investors
following nationalisation, based on a revolutionary rejection of the
financial commitments of previous regimes that returned the problem
of recovering investments squarely to foreign company owners. Such
measures also invited hostile commercial, financial, and military
responses that these revolutionary governments were prepared to accept
as the price of implementing their political programmes. In Sudan, the
UK Foreign Office noted internally that aid from the Soviet Union after
1969 made it difficult for Western nations to use economic sanctions to
pressure the government towards generous compensation settlements,
as Sudan now had access to an alternative means of external supply.16
However, the more radical options of partial or total refusal to pay were
not contemplated by Nimeiri’s governments. For Nimeiri, nationalisation
was not a revolutionary challenge to the capitalist organisation of Sudanese
society but, rather, a nationalist and technocratic society that sought to
wrest public control over the sources of local financing and exchange
activities that were eroding Sudan’s external balance of payments. The
latter included remittance of profits in foreign currency by multinational
banks and their alleged facilitation of exchange control violations for their
customers. As a contemporary journalist observed, ‘Behind the ideological
screen raised by the authors of the [1969] coup lies the hand of the
nationalist technocrats’.17 From late 1969, Nimeiri had begun sidelining
and repressing his erstwhile communist allies, who supported building
economic alternatives to capitalism in Sudan. This culminated in the
bloody liquidation of communist cadres and sympathisers by Nimeiri in
July 1971.18
Political counter-revolution was accompanied by Sudan’s capitulation
in negotiations with foreign representatives of nationalised firms.
After nationalisation, Sudan lost its creditworthiness in international
markets, which viewed the outstanding demands for compensation
by foreign companies as unsettled creditor claims on the Sudanese
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state. This prompted the withdrawal of commercial credit and official
capital aid. Although Sudan had the option of exiting these systems
and deepening its commercial relationship with the Soviet Union in
a model of ‘socialist globalisation’, this was not the desire of Nimeiri’s
purged government.19 To regain international creditworthiness, Sudan
was obliged to concede to compensation payments largely on terms
demanded by the firms in question, regardless of how spuriously they
invoked accounting and legal principles to justify their claims. This
occurred in June 1973.
The 1970s were a period of transition in Sudan, and the international
political economy. Financial liberalisation and US dollar dominance
eroded the international importance of sterling and the imperial
organisation of the global monetary system.20 Meanwhile, the OPEC
oil price shocks directed substantial revenue flows (‘petrodollars’) into
the postcolonial world. Many petrodollars accumulated by Arab Gulf
states were recycled through intra-regional investment, including in
Sudan through utopian projects to develop agricultural schemes that
would make the Arab World nutritionally self-sufficient.21 After 1970,
commercial banking in Sudan was carried out by the nationalised
successors of the foreign banks that had operated before that date.
These banks pursued progressive policies, such as increasing long-term
financing and expanding branch networks into unbanked areas in the
far West and South of the country. These banks could pursue liberal
credit policies in local currency as they were backed by the liquidity
of the Sudanese state, though access to foreign exchange for external
transactions presented a more significant challenge.
With the socialist aspirations of Nimeiri’s government decidedly
checked in the early 1970s, Sudan implemented an ‘open door’ policy
to foreign investment. This attracted investment in Sudan from the
United States, Western Europe, Japan, and the Middle East, reflecting
the increasingly globalised financial flows of the period. Foreign
banks returned to Sudan in the form of the Abu Dhabi National Bank,
the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (both in 1976), and
Citibank (1978).22 These banks all operated out of single branches in the
national capital, Khartoum, and extended corporate banking services,
such as foreign exchange provision to foreign investors and wealthy
domestic clients. However, a different form of bank would soon seek
out the branch banking requirements of the Sudanese populace.
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the islamic banking revolu ti o n
Islamic banking in Sudan has received more attention from historians
and political scientists, which they have compared with other financial
institutions in the country’s history.23 This is because the links between
finance and organised politics have been much more explicit within
Sudan’s Islamic banks than under previous organisations of banking
and finance in that country.
Islamic banking advances a moral and practical alternative to Western
finance, founded on the Islamic prohibition of usury. In contrast to loansat-interest, Islamic financing is carried out through profit shares, forward
purchases, and other innovative arrangements between banks and their
customers. It is commonly debated whether Islamic banks merely
provide a different accounting presentation for loans-at-interest, but, in
principle, Islamic financing precludes the possibility of compounding
debts that exceed customers’ eventual means of repayment, and resulting
insolvency and financial ruin.24
The first Islamic bank to open in Sudan was the Faisal Islamic Bank
of Sudan (FIBS) in 1978. FIBS was part of the group of banks owned
by Prince Muhammad bin Faisal of Saudi Arabia, which were financed
in no small part by the petrodollar earnings of that Kingdom.25 Unlike
the other foreign-owned banks that had opened in Sudan in the 1970s,
FIBS pursued a strategy of provincial branch expansion that sought
provincial clients and depositors. FIBS was soon joined by other Islamic
banks pursuing similar strategies, such as the Tadamon Islamic Bank
and the Al-Baraka Investment and Development Company, with its
shareholdings divided between Sudan and the Arabian Gulf.
One scholar has explained the success of these banks by ‘the extent
to which an appeal to Islamic principles in banking can result in the
accumulation of enormous financial reserves’.26 This is no doubt part of
the explanation. However, the dizzying success of these banks in raising
deposits – FIBS secured over £S.10 million ($20 million) within four hours
of opening in Khartoum27 – suggests that they could promise superior
facilities and international connections compared with their state-owned
competitors. Significantly, the Islamic banks’ Gulf connections gave them
access to foreign exchanges that the state-owned commercial banks lacked.28
Islamic banks became active political operators in Sudan in support of
the Sudanese chapter of the Muslim Brotherhood. Islamic banks employed
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members of this party among their staff, and one interviewee told me that
the banks’ computer systems were used for party membership lists and
other party activities.29 Furthermore, preferential access to bank credit was
a means of rewarding and recruiting party members. Other religious and
political bodies in Sudan soon established rival Islamic banks to counter
the growing influence of the Muslim Brotherhood, such as the Sudanese
Islamic Bank founded by the Khatmiyya Islamic order in 1982, which was
associated in Sudanese politics with the Democratic Unionist Party.30
In the early 1980s, Nimeiri’s government was facing severe local and
external imbalances and was increasingly dependent on the support of
local Islamic banks, and Sudan’s Islamist movement was able to leverage
this influence for political ends. In 1983, Nimeiri implemented Sudan’s
‘September laws’, which were a substantial Islamisation of the country’s
legal system, thereby igniting a civil war in Sudan’s non-Muslim
south.31 These laws remained in place after the fall of Nimeiri during
a brief restoration of parliamentary rule in Sudan from 1986 to 1989.
In 1989, a new military coup brought the Muslim Brotherhood to
power, which refounded itself as the National Congress Party (NCP).
The NCP ruled Sudan for the following 30 years under the presidency of
Umar al-Bashir. The NCP learned from the failure of Sudan’s previous
military governments and sought to break the economic power of the
country’s existing political, religious, and business elite (categories which
overlapped).32 Simultaneously, the NCP sought to remake Sudanese
society based on Islamic principles. This included presiding over a smallbusiness revolution in Sudan that allegedly saw as many companies
registered between 1989 and 1994, as in the entire period between 1925
and 1989.33 This institutionalised the long-standing political, social,
and business strategies of the Islamic banks, with which the NCP in
government remained in close alliance.34

san ctions and a siege econ o m y
In 1997, the United States organised a system of stringent economic
sanctions against Sudan due to the NCP government’s alleged support for
Islamist political violence outside of its borders. Because US-registered
technology is used to operate international payments, Sudan was frozen
out of international finance. This imposed great material suffering on the
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Sudanese people but, like sanctions elsewhere, the measures also provided
an exogenously imposed protectionist boost to local businesses, thereby
reinforcing the social and economic base of the government in power.35
In the long run, Sudan’s state of siege had its desired effect of eroding
living standards and placing external pressure on the government’s
policies. Starved of external resources, the ideological fervour of the
NCP’s foreign policy of the 1990s had long vanished by the 2000s.
Despite its early independence in foreign policy, al-Bashir’s government
had always been a faithful student of the orthodoxies of the IMF and
World Bank recommendations and conditionalities. After 1997, this
adherence was continued in the sustained hope of readmission to
international systems of trade and finance.36 Notwithstanding the
dissipation of the original causes of sanctions against Sudan, it suited
Western states to maintain them as a status quo so that the country’s
external reserves remained on drip feed. This ensured the besieged
government’s ready compliance to any external actor willing to extend
short-term liquidity to the country. By the 2010s, al-Bashir’s foreign
policy had become entirely pragmatic, with examples of its purchased
cooperation, including Sudan’s role in the policing of migrant corridors
in Africa in coordination with the European Union; its sale and lease of
land by the Red Sea to Turkey as part of that country’s investment in
strategic regional arteries; its support for Ethiopia against Egypt for a
dam on the Blue Nile that would capture scarce water resources in the
upper Nile valley; and, most tragically, Sudan’s deployment of ground
troops for Saudi Arabia’s war in Yemen.37
Academic and popular commentary, including within Sudan,
frequently point to NCP corruption and mismanagement in explanation
of the country’s economic travails. This no doubt has a basis in fact, but
these simplistic and frequently caricaturised accounts fail to account for
the enormous staying power of Sudan’s Islamist government across three
decades. The NCP succeeded in cultivating a constituency of small- and
medium-sized businesses financed by Islamic banks. Simultaneously,
the declining external value of the Sudanese currency, due to shortages
of foreign reserves, boosted the local revenues of exporters of primary
goods (notably cotton, livestock, and crude oil). In short, the NCP was
built on an alliance with those who lived from local revenues rather than
foreign currency receipts, in contrast with the political economies of
economically liberal export-oriented African countries.
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So far, this chapter has described what appear to be successive discrete
periods, but it should be noted in closing that there are important
continuities in the history of banking in Sudan, including, most notably,
local banking staff. Sudanese employed in junior positions in foreign
banks and the government civil service in the 1950s and 1960s went on
to hold senior managerial positions in subsequent decades, despite there
being a transformed financial sector. By placing their technical financial
training at the service of different projects, they both navigated and
created successive phases of Sudan’s political economy.

fin an c ial syst ems and monet ary s o ver ei g n ty
Wealth and value in capitalism is measured, stored, and enforced through
the symbols and accounting entries issued by the financial sector. In the
period of capitalism’s global and imperial expansion, finance capital was
centred on Western Europe, while in the twentieth century its centre of
gravity shifted to the United States.38 By excluding non-capitalist measures
of value from their payment systems, banks devalued accumulated
African wealth in the global capitalist economy.39 In the twenty-first
century, it is the capitalist system of value that receives spontaneous or
enforced adherence across the globe. States that issue currencies used for
international trade – a privilege whose geographic distribution has clearly
been decided by the history of empires – have significant means to pursue
a sovereign monetary policy. Those that do not have the means have
to challenge the rules of the game governing the global distribution of
wealth, terms of credit, and accepted forms of payment under capitalism.
European imperialism incorporated colonial territories into relationships
of free trade and free financial flows with metropolitan economies, and
often with the global economy more widely. Postcolonial states that retained
economic openness towards the rest of the world after independence must
take measures to avoid their residents’ balances in local currency being
converted into external reserves – through remittances and imports – beyond
the finite limits of these reserves. These measures include demand reduction in
countries that are impoverished by global standards, and through budgetary
austerity and conservative credit policies, combined with export-oriented
support for external reserves. In the absence of local industries, this often
implies the intensification of extractive exports of primary commodities. In
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other words, these are policies that extend those of colonial administrations
and imperial banks which themselves typically operated in open economies
with institutionalised scarce money constraints. This policy option was
pursued by Sudanese governments in the 1950s and early 1960s.
In response to the dependence on primary commodity exports, late
colonial states in Africa initiated a turn to ‘developmentalism’, which
was continued after independence.40 This advocated building countries’
productive and export capacities through local capital investments. This
utopian ideal of economic independence had the immediate effect of
increasing countries’ dependence on external finance, which contributed
to balance of payments crises in Sudan from the 1960s, and a public debt
crisis across the postcolonial world in the 1980s. People advocating the
progressive potential of sovereign monetary creation on the African
continent, who include as precondition judicious capital investments to
build economic capacity, should be cautious not to admit by the backdoor
the failed technocratic developmentalism of the twentieth century.
If local money supplies expand through bank lending or expansionary
public budgets, either following or stimulating local business activity,
then this creates an excess of domestic balances relative to external
reserves. Success in growing local business activity consequently
becomes self-defeating as growing demand from local balances for
the purchase of external reserves results in chronic external deficits.
This either prompts the deflationary policies described above, or else
trends asymptotically towards external insolvency, currency crisis,
and the intervention of external creditors in a situation of highly
unequal negotiation positions.41 This latter scenario can be said to have
characterised Sudan in the late 1970s and 1980s.
Conversely, it is possible to limit openness towards the international
economy, either through the (post)Keynesian policy of capital controls,
or Samir Amin’s more radical policy of ‘delinking’ from global capitalism
and building autonomous bases for production and exchange in the
postcolonial world.42 The former route was taken in Sudan in the late
1960s under the auspices of al-Sharif Hussain al-Hindi as Minister
of Finance, whose policies I examine at greater length in my doctoral
research. Such policies transform a crisis in external reserves into one of
domestic inflation and public enforcement of exchange controls.
Delinking from global capitalism was briefly contemplated by the
more radical elements of Nimeiri’s political coalition following Sudan’s
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programme of nationalisations in 1970. ‘Socialist globalisation’ in the
form of economic cooperation between socialist states and postcolonial
governments provided an alternative to global capitalism in the second
half of the twentieth century.43 Within such a system, domestic money
supply and external trade could be organised through non-market
mechanisms such as payment agreements. Naturally, it was difficult to
pursue such a policy by degrees, and it required a popular and political
commitment to building a different form of society. In Sudan, this
political commitment was lacking.
Each of the scenarios described, other than the radical options of
delinking or socialist globalisation, bestows vast strategic influence on
external creditors. The argument that external finance can be an effective
and socially neutral arbitrator of these imbalances has been debunked by
historical experience, as is demonstrated throughout this volume.

c on c lusion: su dan at a cros s r o a d s
From the 1990s, Sudan has undergone a forced ‘delinking’ from much
of the international economy. US sanctions were nominally lifted in
2017, but Sudan’s status as a designated state sponsor of terrorism by
the US State Department meant that few external actors sought to do
business with Sudan. In the last twenty years, Sudan’s economy had
entirely adapted to a state of siege, meaning that little changed on
the ground and the country remained under a system of ‘sanctions
by default’. In 2017, the withdrawal of government wheat subsidies
(under IMF recommendations)44 was the proximate cause of street
protests in Sudan, which soon gave way to a popular uprising against
declining living conditions and political repression, calling for the
departure of the NCP and the army from government. In April 2019,
army officers responded to pressure from the streets by arresting and
deposing President al-Bashir. At the time of writing, Sudan is ruled by
a Transitional Military Council (TMC), containing both military and
civilian ministerial appointments, and elections are scheduled for 2022.
Sudan’s popular revolution will have succeeded if it puts an end to the
violent repression that characterised al-Bashir’s rule. Restoring political
and monetary sovereignty will be more challenging. The NCP’s alienation
from the West caused many participants in Sudan’s 2019 revolution
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to view Europe and the United States as natural allies in their uprising.
However, with al-Bashir duly toppled, it appears that Sudan’s readmission
to international systems of trade and credit will only come at a punitive
price. During a three-year transition to scheduled elections, Western
states and creditors have already exacted from the TMC the continued
implementation of IMF diktats, notably withdrawing fuel subsidies,45
the resurrection of junk bonds defaulted on by Sudan in the 1990s and
earlier,46 a privatisation programme of state assets,47 and ‘compensation’
payments for US victims of Islamic terrorism in the 1990s – without parallel
compensation for Sudanese civilian victims of separate aerial strikes by the
United States and Israel in the intervening period.48 While the abdication of
a sovereign economic and foreign policy is proving to be the preimposed
condition of Sudan’s reintegration into international trade and finance, the
alternative is for Sudan’s public finances to remain on a drip feed of liquidity
under a state of siege, leaving any Sudanese government open to influence
by any interest willing to supply short-term infusions of external liquidity.
If a radical third course exists, it is to be found in the fact that Sudan
has undergone a forced delinking from an international economy that
stacks legal, economic, and coercive powers behind the interests of
creditors, perhaps more so than ever before. A state of siege has forced
much of production, consumption, and financial circulation in Sudan to
be organised nationally. Sudan could use this to adopt a more sovereign
economic model, seek partners for payment agreements and alternative
trading networks, and pursue a vision of social progress beyond one of
capitalist growth. This would not come with the guarantee of immediate
and rapid increases in material wealth. However, this may not be
attainable by chasing reintegration into external capitalist markets at any
price. If external investment is restored, then economic success should
not be measured by the arrival of Western retail outlets in Khartoum
while the material and social emancipation of the Sudanese people
remains a more elusive object. The route is difficult, in all circumstances.
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Money, Finance, and Capital
Accumulation in Zimbabwe
Francis Garikayi

int rodu ction
The Southern African nation of Zimbabwe became the first country
in the world to record hyperinflation in the twenty-first century. In
November 2008, the country’s month-over-month inflation reached
79.6 billion per cent.1 In early 2009, the country’s central bank issued
a record-breaking one hundred trillion dollar bill.2 This latest attempt
at taming runaway inflation was followed by the official dollarisation3
of the economy in April 2009.4 Since then, Zimbabwe has struggled to
manage its currency arrangements.
Like most studies on social phenomena in contemporary Africa,
dominant literature on Zimbabwe’s monetary woes has tended to follow
a technicist and neoclassical approach (see for instance McIndoe-Calder).5
In neoclassical theory, money is considered neutral; the notion that
in the economy money only affects prices, wages, and inflation6. In this
light, Zimbabwe’s currency has mainly been analysed based on its ability
to work as a medium of exchange,7 as a store of value8 and as a unit of
account.9 Studies have therefore tended to emphasise the importance of
the following causal factors: fiscal policy,10 institutions, corruption, poor
economic growth, dwindling foreign direct investment (FDI), and good
governance.11 Consequently, the deceptive ‘appearances’12 of inflation
and currency instability have been approached as financial management
problems.
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For this reason, policymakers and academics have mostly sought
technical solutions to Zimbabwe’s monetary problems. Moreover,
relatively little attention has been paid to the impact of social relations,
interests, and social forces behind Zimbabwe’s currency collapse and
hyperinflation. To be more precise, no regard has been given to how
Zimbabwe’s economic structure might have influenced its monetary
relations. In broad terms, economic structure refers to the configuration
of economic sectors as conceptualised through the system of national
accounts (SNA); i.e. manufacturing, mining, agriculture, services, and
so on. Besides this, literature on Zimbabwe’s monetary sovereignty is a
rarity. To fill this gap in the literature, I will explore two questions. First:
is there an alternative conception of money capable of throwing light
on Zimbabwe’s monetary sovereignty? Second, what role has money
played in the processes of capital accumulation throughout Zimbabwe’s
history?
Answering these questions might reveal why Zimbabwe’s hyperinflation
is not merely an aberration but an outcome of the country’s economic
structure. I will argue that Zimbabwe’s monetary system is and has been
related to its historically specific processes of capital accumulation. To
support my argument, I will analyse the relationship between capital
accumulation and the evolution of Zimbabwe’s monetary system.
During the imperial period, Southern Rhodesia’s13 monetary system
served to facilitate the extraction of gold. With the transition in 1923
from Chartered Company rule to a ‘Responsible Government’14
monetary relations shifted towards facilitating the ‘draining-off of
surplus’. The idea of a monetary system geared towards draining-off
surplus was propounded by Loxley.15 In his study of the Tanzanian
monetary and financial system, Loxley argued that, in the first place,
Tanzania’s colonial financial and monetary system was geared towards
‘the unimpeded creaming-off of surplus’. And that, secondly, the main
objective of Tanzania’s colonial monetary institutions was to export
surpluses.
A similar situation could be observed in inter-war Rhodesia. However,
as global conditions changed, Rhodesia became industrialised. At that
stage, the monetary system moved towards facilitating the export of
processed agricultural and mining products to global markets, as well
as manufactured goods to neighbouring countries. Since Zimbabwe’s
independence in 1980, the function of the monetary and financial
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system has strengthened its role in promoting exports in concert with
the Washington Consensus (WC). Zimbabwe has, therefore, not been
spared from financialisation processes. Financialisation in this instance
being understood as the ‘increasing power of the owners of money in the
management of economic affairs’.16 This conjuncture has undermined
the country’s sovereignty.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. To begin with, I outline
an alternative theoretical framework for understanding currencies and
monetary relations. The second part provides an empirical account
of the historical broad changes and continuities between money and
capital accumulation in Zimbabwe. The last part provides concluding
remarks and some recommendations on how Zimbabwe might attain
more sovereignty.

t he r elation sh ip between monetary r el a ti o n s
an d capital accu mu lation
Processes of capital accumulation have a close relationship with the
nature and form of monetary relations. The function and forms of
money are closely related to the underlying structure and functioning
of an economy.17 As a result, monetary relations cannot be separated
from relations of capital accumulation. Moreover, processes of capital
accumulation differ in time and space. Therefore, different situations of
monetary sovereignty exist.18
In this light, the type and nature of a country’s monetary system are
contingent upon specific historical processes of capital accumulation.19
Money does not emerge independently of any social setting, nor does
it spontaneously appear out of the market exchange process. Rather,
a monetary system shapes and is shaped by a country’s political and
economic history. Moreover, a monetary system is not simply banks,
currency, and transactions. Instead, it encompasses ‘the interaction
between financial and other institutions and how they mutually
undertake financial functions’.20 Whether a monetary system is
supportive of the extraction of surpluses, developmental processes,
general commodity exchanges or capital flow is subject to change and
is ‘historically and socioeconomically specific’.21 How then can we
understand money and financial systems in relation to the structure and
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functioning on an economy? In this chapter I will argue that the idea of a
system of accumulation provides a powerful framework for this purpose.
The concept of a system of accumulation22 was pioneered by Fine
and Rustomjee.23 It refers to historically determined linkages of capital
accumulation that develop between different fractions of capital24 within
a particular situation. Such linkages are both concrete and dynamic.
Though the concept emerged from an analysis of the South African
economy, it does not necessarily pertain to a ‘national entity’.25 Instead,
it integrates:
spatial scales of analysis in a manner which recognises that national capital
relations are conditioned by global capital relations, but that they also
contribute to and are constitutive of the global whole.26

A system of accumulation framework commences from capitalist
development as a process of capital accumulation. Capital is an abstract
concept encompassing certain powerful tendencies. From a Marxist
political economy vantage point, the central question is how to move
from abstract to concrete situations − unfolding from the simple or
abstract, to the complex or totality.27 Thus, the penetration of capital28
tends to produce universal development features; for instance, the
creation of an excess population. However, capitalist reproduction
differs across specific concrete situations because there are differences
in the interaction between class forces, the state, and productive forces.29
A system of accumulation is therefore an articulation of how capitalist
value relations are constructed, organised, and reproduced.30 Here, the
role of the state is emphasised, but not as an independent arm of society.
State and market are instead considered as constitutive of the capitalist
whole. For this reason, state and market are viewed as a reflection of
social relations.31
Accordingly, the evolution and development of a national financial
system is theorised as occurring in relation to the character of a country’s
capital accumulation processes. Most significantly, the framework
recognises that a monetary system is ‘built in relation to existing [political
and economic] structures in a contested, frustrated, and co-constitutive
manner’.32 Moreover, a system of accumulation conception of money
rejects the dichotomisation of the real economy and the monetary
system − the so-called classical dichotomy.33 By contrast, mainstream
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economics accounts conceptualise money as a technical phenomenon.
Therefore, in analysing Zimbabwe’s monetary relations, I do not
conceptualise the financial system as simply an independently evolving
intermediary between lenders and borrowers. With this understanding,
I now proceed to apply the systems of accumulation framework to the
specific case of Zimbabwe.

a histo rical view of money and ca pi ta l
ac cu mu lat ion in zimbabwe
Early colonial capital accumulation and monetary relations
The most significant determinant of political-economic development in
southern Africa was the discovery of diamond and gold in South Africa
in the late nineteenth century.34 Thus, it was in the wake of failures on
the Transvaal Rand35 that Southern Rhodesia was established by Cecil
John Rhodes’s British South Africa Company (BSAC) in 1890. In this
context, the BSAC was set up to represent the interests of international
capital36 whose goal was to extract as many internationally tradeable
commodities as possible.37 The Chartered Company sought to pursue
a ‘Second Rand’ in the area North of the Limpopo River.38 Just like in
South Africa, Rhodesian gold mining relied on metropolitan finance.
Because of this, the BSAC had to compete with the Witwatersrand of
South Africa for foreign capital. And so, early optimism in the prospects
of gold in the territory saw an explosion of mining stocks on the London
Stock Exchange. By April 1900 almost one hundred mining stocks
and shares had been listed on the London bourse.39 Therefore, at the
very outset, the imperial colonial financial system evolved to facilitate
the flow of metropolitan finance to gold mining operations. Indeed, it
was share trading and not banks that formed the bedrock of the early
financial system.
The relative poverty of mineral resources in Rhodesia induced
change in development strategy. Most importantly, the BSAC needed to
recover its outlays on the railway system, mining claims, and developed
land.40 For this reason, in the early 1900s settlers (the first of which were
some of the displaced employees of De Beers41 after its amalgamation
with Kimberly Company42), and companies were impelled to transition
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from mining towards agriculture and other economic activities. By the
1930s, a state-supported white agrarian bourgeoisie43 had emerged. The
subsequent increase in commercial activity in mining and agriculture
accentuated the demand for currency. To lessen coinage shortages, a
banknotes ordinance was passed in 1922 authorising Barclays Bank
and Standard Bank (‘expatriate banks’) to issue some notes.44 But the
rapidly growing agricultural sector could not be sustained by privately
issued notes, such that by 1938 the Southern Rhodesia Currency
Board (SRCB) had been established.45 Certainly, the notion of a
Currency Board was aimed at ‘draining-off surplus’.46 The expatriate
banks were simply hoarding money without spurring local industrial
development.47
Furthermore, Currency Board arrangements reflected the speculative
nature of white agriculture at the time. Farmers tended to switch
from crop to crop depending on expected returns.48 Consequently,
the expatriate banks endeavoured to drain-off surpluses emanating
from those speculative ventures. Unsurprisingly, the 1930s economy
resembled typical colonial conditions, notwithstanding twenty years of
self-government.49 Capitalist relations were concentrated in the foreignowned mining and agricultural primary products sectors. In turn,
the primary products sector was heavily oriented towards the world
market. In fact, most economic activity revolved around gold mining
and tobacco-growing, which was destined for the export market. This
conjuncture assembled an intricate relationship between domestic and
international capital. The outcome was decisive in shaping an externally
oriented form of capital accumulation that has endured to this day,
albeit in different forms.
In the 1930s, the growing influence of settler-led production in mining
and tobacco farming meant that domestic capital was earning a surplus
from internationally tradable commodities. So, any reinvested surpluses
in the export sectors amounted to the real growth of domestic capital.
But the external orientation of domestic capital meant that it was de
facto international, not least because its reproduction was dependent on
importing inputs and exporting output.50 For this reason, the expansion
of domestic capital heightened the demand for imports. Consequently,
import substitution industries emerged. Logically, this called for a
system of managing imports and exports. Hence, the Rhodesian state
evolved to manage the distribution of international purchasing power
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earned in the territory. In this light, the monetary system simply served
to ‘divert’ a portion of the international purchasing power earned from
gold and agricultural products for the benefit of the country’s white
population.51 It is important to note that Rhodesia’s pre-war white
population comprised a rural bourgeoisie involved in agriculture and
mining, wage workers, and a trading petty bourgeoisie.52

w ar an d p ost -war capit al accu m u l a ti o n
and monet ary relations
The outbreak of the Second World War revolutionised capital
accumulation processes in Southern Rhodesia. Most significantly, it
stimulated a process of remarkable economic growth.53 In the 1930s
the economy had been underdeveloped, and stagnant in part, because
of a lack of internal demand. However, with the war taking up most of
the world’s resources, imported goods became scarce.54 Furthermore, a
global shortage of agricultural produce created a huge market for local
farmers.55 This created demand for local industries. Most impactful
though was an air training scheme implemented in the country
in conjunction with the British government.56 Under the scheme,
Rhodesia supplied air stations, quarters, land, buildings, and labour
to build aerodromes.57 Again, this expanded the market for farmers
and industrial firms, resulting in the tripling of gross manufacturing
output between 1939 and 1946.58 The upshot was the emergence of a
‘manufacturing capitalist class’ heavily controlled by British and South
African capital.59
After the war, new external stimulants sustained economic buoyancy.60
Most notably, a post-war high demand for raw materials, an influx of
British and South African immigrants, and capital flow into the territory.
Added to this were the effects of the collapse of the Gold Standard, which
secured Rhodesia a pole position in supplying Britain with tobacco.61
Further, the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland which existed from
1954 to 1963 widened the market for southern Rhodesian industries.62
As a result, monetary arrangements evolved to support the booming
capitalist economy. Local banking started to take root such that the share
of local assets to total assets held by the two expatriate banks increased by
56 per cent in 1946, and 71 per cent in 1947.63
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But most influential after the war was the role of South African
and British capital inflows. British capital comprised immigrant
remittances, loan repayments, and proceeds from London issued debt.64
South African capital flows, on the other hand, reflected the heightened
apprehension by international capital in the wake of the 1948 victory
of the National Party. Southern Rhodesia thus became an alternative
investment destination. Unlike in the past whereby London investments
passed through Johannesburg, from the late 1940s London started to
invest directly in Southern Rhodesia. Because of this, foreign investment
tripled between 1947 and 1949, reaching £51 million by 1951.65
The confluence of rapid industrial led economic growth and
heightened capital inflow could no longer be sustained by a Currency
Board.66 Moreover, the rapid expansion of the manufacturing industry
brought about economic complexity. This was exacerbated by a shortage
of American dollars and an impending sterling devaluation. Hence,
the Southern Rhodesian authorities recognised that if industrialisation
were to proceed smoothly, there was a need to control money supply.67
The ensuing debate revolved around whether financial institutions were
allocating resources towards the most productive sectors and how they
could be regulated.68 In the end, a central bank was established in 1956
because it was viewed as more effective at influencing development
as well as asserting sovereignty over money compared to a Currency
Board.69 In other words, a central bank was deemed fit for efficiently
managing international purchasing power.
Although the manufacturing industry was the most influential factor
in Rhodesia’s capitalist economic development in the post-war period,70
it harboured two major contradictions. First, due to its infancy, it could
not compete on a global scale. For this reason, its success was dependent
on an expanded local market. Yet, if demand was to be increased, there
was a need to improve the buying power of the majority black population.
To do this would have meant reforms to the agricultural sector which,
in turn, would have disadvantaged the politically influential white
nationalist class.71 Second, the expansion of manufacturing industry
relied on foreign currency from the export of primary products. It could
thus be said Rhodesia had a form of dependent industrialisation.72 In
sum, Rhodesia’s ‘manufacturing capitalism required for its expansion
the relative worsening of living conditions of the very classes on which
it still heavily depended’.73
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Socially, war and post-war economic development were accompanied
by widespread change. First, among the country’s white population,
there was a shift in power from petty commodity producers towards wage
workers. In the late 1950s, Rhodesian white wage workers rose to become
some of the best paid globally thanks to the ‘over-full-employment’
in skilled occupations. This conjuncture gave white workers a strong
bargaining position. Second, economic growth accelerated the rise of an
African proletariat. In turn, this brought about African nationalism and
demands for higher wages and improved working conditions. Third,
mass, and capital-intensive production shifted labour demands from
unskilled migrant labour of the farming type toward skilled labour.
There was thus an interest by the manufacturing class to weaken the
bargaining power of white workers by supporting the expansion of
African skilled and non-manual labour.74

r hode sia’s economy af ter t h e u n i l a ter a l
de c la ration of independen ce
To safeguard their interests against manufacturers, white middleclass and white working-class voters elected the Rhodesian Front
(RF) in 1962.75 After getting into power, the RF unilaterally declared
independence from Britain in 1965 − an event referred to as the
Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI).76 Britain’s response
to the UDI was an imposition of financial sanctions. British sanctions
meant Rhodesia’s expulsion from the sterling area, denial of access
to gold and financial reserves held in London as well as access to the
London money and capital markets. Furthermore, under the Southern
Rhodesian Act of 1965, the United Kingdom (UK) banned the import of
Rhodesian tobacco and sugar.77 The UDI thus marked a rupture of the
system of distributing international purchasing power that had existed
hitherto.
British financial sanctions also caused significant shifts in the
processes of accumulation; for instance, import substitution
manufacturing increased, foreign trade’s economic impact declined,
mining industry output increased, dependency on Britain ebbed, and
the economy became more integrated into the southern African region.
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Moreover, the state took an even more active role in investment.78
These changes resulted in an economic boom. Between 1966 and 1974,
Rhodesia’s yearly GDP growth averaged 9.5 per cent,79 thanks to the
rapid expansion of manufacturing industry. Up to a quarter of gross
fixed capital formation originated from manufacturing industries.80 In
addition, the ratio of Manufacturing Value Added (MVA) rose from
16 per cent in 1966 to about 21 per cent in 1974, spurred by mostly
domestic demand.81 Interestingly, however, is that under conditions of
relative sovereignty brought about by sanctions, Southern Rhodesia’s
economy thrived. Figure 3.1 shows the annual GDP growth rate in
Zimbabwe since 1960.
Besides trapping local finance and corporate profits, sanctions also
forced the Southern Rhodesian authorities to implement stringent
exchange controls, and to restrict the repatriation of non-resident
deposits.82 Whereas in the past surpluses would have been repatriated
to the metropole under the Exchange Control Act, No. 62, 1964,83
companies were forced to reinvest profits locally.84 The resulting excess
liquidity spawned the development of a white housing sector thanks to
high-net-worth white immigration. Increased mortgage demand set in
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Figure 3.1 Annual GDP growth rate in Zimbabwe since 1960
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Source: World Development Indicators
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train a boom in both residential and commercial property. Furthermore,
the rapid industrial development associated with increased buying
power in the economy greatly increased the demand for hire purchase
and leasing facilities. This was accompanied by growth in the primary
sectors which increased the demand for financing.85 As illustrated in
Figure 3.2, between 1965 and 1974, manufacturing and services boomed
relative to other sectors.

m an ufac t u ring-cent ric accu mul a ti o n :
1965 t o 1974
Another significant outcome of UDI was the strengthening of a system
of externally oriented manufacturing-centric capital accumulation.
Between 1966 and 1974 the volume of manufacturing grew by 9.6 per
cent,86 but because of a policy of import substitution, the manufacturing
sector became tightly integrated with the primary sectors. For
instance, in 1965, up to 13 per cent of agricultural output was used as
manufacturing inputs, increasing to 44 per cent by 1981/82. In turn,
42 per cent of agricultural inputs came from domestic manufacturers.
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By the early 1980s, this had increased to 48 per cent.87 Trade statistics
also reflected the increasing strength of manufacturing. From the time
of colonial conquest until UDI, mineral exports, especially gold, had
accounted for 50 per cent of Gross National Income. However, during
the same period, there was a shift in major exports from mining to
agricultural products (mainly tobacco), and then to manufactured
goods.88
At the point of UDI, manufactured goods accounted for 40 per
cent of exports. Two major commodities were exported: processed
mineral and agricultural products destined for the world market
(cigarettes, ferrochrome, copper, sugar, meats), and manufactured
products (clothing, textiles, radios, footwear, iron and steel, fertilisers,
etc.). The latter was sold to neighbouring Zambia, Malawi, and South
Africa. After sanctions, South Africa rose to take over 25 per cent of
Rhodesia’s manufactured exports.89 Most significantly, because South
African firms were not subject to the restrictions of the Exchange
Control Act, they came to dominate Rhodesia’s manufacturing
industry.90 After 1974, however, manufacturing started to experience
significant strains. Production volume declined by 27 per cent between
1974 and 1978.91 Both internal and external forces caused this slump.
In terms of the former, the exigencies of the liberation struggle were
a notable factor. For the latter, global gluts and the oil crisis of 1973
played a major role.92

zimbabwe’s 1980 inh erita n ce
At its independence in 1980, Zimbabwe inherited an economy that
was dominated by manufacturing industry, mining, and agriculture.93
Most notably, the economy was externally oriented because output
was mainly exported. Figure 3.3 shows that, apart from services,
manufacturing industry was the single most significant contributor to
GDP in 1979.
So, despite manufacturing having started to decline in the mid-1970s,
Zimbabwe inherited a system of manufacturing-centric accumulation.
But as discussed earlier, manufacturing processes were externally
oriented. For this reason, the manufacturing industry mainly existed in
support of the extraction and production of internationally tradeable
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commodities. UDI-era sanctions had brought about a shortage of
foreign currency and, in turn, import substitution industrialisation. But
that did not mean the diminution in the demand for foreign currency,
even though the economy had become almost self-sufficient.94 Facing
this constraint, the Southern Rhodesian government sought to tightly
manage the distribution of international purchasing power through the
Exchange Control Act.
It is, therefore, crucial to note that independence negotiations
were held in this context. Existing economic realities, in part, forced
the Zimbabwe African National Union Party (ZANU) to ditch its
liberation struggle socialist policies in favour of programmatic
socialism. This later morphed into growth with equity.95 The idea
was to harness international finance in the form of aid and balance
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of payments support to achieve socialist transformation, however
stupid that might have been.96 The outcome was a class compromise
that left the colonial structure of wealth and income inequality intact.
Most constraining were the provisions of the 1979 Lancaster House
agreement between the colonial government and the two liberation
movements, ZANU and the Zimbabwe African People’s Union
(ZAPU), which blocked radical land reform even as the country
faced a severe land problem.97 In the circumstances, greater attention
was now paid to racial and rival reconciliation instead of economic
transformation. And for the peasantry who had been at the forefront
of the liberation struggle, an era of neocolonialism commenced; how
were their social conditions to be improved if capital was to remain
untouched? As mentioned earlier, at the very outset, ZANU was
forced to jettison the idea of economic transformation although it
maintained it rhetorically.98 For this reason, an externally oriented
system of accumulation persisted.

stab ilisation and stru ct u ral a d j u s tm en t:
1980 t o 1990
The easing of sanctions after legal independence expanded foreign
trade, although imports increased more than exports. As a result,
Zimbabwe recorded enormous current account deficits between
1981 and 1982.99 Exports were further hurt by the global recession
of 1981–1983 which negatively affected the prices and demand of
exports.100 Because of this and other exogenous shocks,101 the country
started experiencing a balance of payments crisis. Inevitably, the
country accepted an IMF stabilisation package and World Bank loans.
According to Stoneman,102 in the first few years after independence,
Zimbabwe received nine loans from the World Bank and four
[International Development Assistance] (IDA) credits, totalling
US$646 million. Of the nine loans, two were specifically targeted
towards the promotion of manufactured exports.
Considering that at independence the concrete system of accumulation
was centred on manufacturing, manufacturing sector loans from the
World Bank were indeed geared towards influencing existing relations
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of capital accumulation.103 Zimbabwe’s manufacturing class had been
successful not because of its global competitiveness, but rather because
of state protection against international competition.104 As is common
with IMF/World Bank assistance, the funds came with conditions
curtailing the role of the state in managing investment.105 In this regard,
Zimbabwe’s 1982–1983 IMF/World Bank package was conditional on
the elimination of budget deficits, the scrapping of food subsidies, export
promotion, and currency devaluation.106 Because UDI had partially
isolated Zimbabwe, it was the aim of international financial institutions
(IFIs) to firmly integrate Zimbabwe into the global economy. But this
policy stance was antagonistic to ZANU’s earlier quest to redress colonial
imbalances.107
Because of this tension, beginning in the mid-1980s, the contentious
economic policy issue concerned the degree of openness or marketbased reforms that the government ought to undertake. Two extremes
emerged. On the one hand, the agrarian class resented the preferential
treatment of manufacturers in accessing foreign currency.108 In
addition, agriculturalists were dissatisfied with the exorbitant costs
of inputs from local manufacturers. Hence, for the agrarian classes,
deregulation meant cheaper inputs and an expanded market for their
produce. On the other hand, the manufacturing class and ruling
elites adopted an intermediate position. Indeed, the government had
recognised the importance of manufacturing in its First Five-Year
National Development Plan (1986–1990) albeit narrowly conceived to
promote export-led growth.109
With low economic growth (see Figure 3.1), unemployment,
burgeoning external debt, and a fiscal deficit, Zimbabwe acquiesced to
an Economic Structural Adjustment Programme (ESAP) in 1991. ESAP
marked a watershed moment in Zimbabwe’s history and a turning point
in monetary relations. It emphasised:
[…] moving away from a highly regulated economy to one where market
forces were allowed to play a more decisive role, while concurrently taking
steps to alleviate any transitional social hardships which may arise from
this transition,110 citing Government of Zimbabwe.111

ESAP which, according to Bond,112 became known as ‘Eternal Suffering
for the African People’ also deregulated finance, eased exchange
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controls, and liberalised trade. In the banking sector, new entrants
were encouraged.113 The government set out to meet a certain inflation
target.114 And high positive interest rates were to be maintained. But
in reality, ESAP was a class compromise between international capital,
the manufacturing class, the ruling elites, and the agrarian elites. For
the government, market-based reforms provided an opportunity to
revive industry given the high levels of unemployment. Whereas for the
manufacturing class, reforms had the potential of solving production
hampering foreign currency shortages.115
In terms of finance, the government intervened in the sector to
promote an emerging black elite along the lines of neoliberal orthodoxy.
The idea was to modernise by furthering the reach and depth of
finance.116 Key financial institutions in support of black accumulation
were either acquired or established. Some of the new financial
institutions were funded by the World Bank Group, the International
Financial Corporation (IFC), and the Commonwealth Development
Corporation (CDC). To cite some examples: the Zimbabwe Investment
Centre in 1987, the Indigenous Business Development Centre in
1990,117 and Zimtrade and the Venture Capital Company of Zimbabwe
in 1991.118
As a result of this, during the 1990s Zimbabwe’s financial sector
went through rapid expansion, as shown in Figure 3.4. The graph
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shows that between 1990 and 2000 there was a substantial increase in
firm indebtedness119 and that finance deepened.120 However, because
Zimbabwe’s financial sector liberalisation did not have a pro-poor
inclination, it benefited those who were already integrated into the
market economy.121 An unintended outcome was that the social
conditions for war veterans and peasants who had been at the forefront
of the liberation struggle worsened.122 But since the war veterans
represented a formidable social force in the balance of power within
ZANU-PF, they exacted financial compensation for their participation
in the liberation struggle.123 Moreover, revelations that the War Victims’
Compensation fund had been looted by the ruling elites made it harder
for Mugabe’s government to refuse to compensate ordinary war
veterans.124
In the circumstances, in August 1997 the government conceded to
paying an unbudgeted lump sum of Z$50,000 (approximately US$3,000)
to each war veteran; in total, the pay-out represented 3 per cent of GDP.125
In addition to this, the government committed to paying Z$2,000
(approximately US$125) as a monthly pension.126 The World Bank
reacted by withdrawing US$62.5 million in balance of payments support
amid fears Zimbabwe would breach its projected budget deficit.127 To
compound matters, on 5 November 1997, Britain notified Zimbabwe
that it did not feel duty bound to meet the costs of land reform as agreed
at Lancaster House.128 Subsequently, on 14 November 1997 (now known
as ‘Black Friday’), the Zimbabwe dollar lost 75 per cent of its value
against the US dollar in four hours.129 The 1997 conjuncture showed that,
without monetary sovereignty, Zimbabwe could not radically intervene
in the economy without attracting backlash. Furthermore, it signified the
climax of a crisis whose roots could be traced to the 1970s, as well as the
collapse of the Lancaster House class compromise.130

c urr en c y collapse and h yperin fl a ti o n
Early 2000 era
The turn of the new millennium witnessed agitation by classes that
hitherto had been subjugated by neocolonialism.131 The independence
class compromise,132 which had resulted in ‘elite accommodation’ started
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to unravel rapidly.133 To this end, war veterans and peasants organised
for a radical reform of agrarian relations.134 In fear of losing power,
ZANU-PF ‘co-opted and adopted’ the land occupation movement in
2000.135 A negative short-term effect of land reform was its adverse
effect on tobacco production – one of the country’s biggest foreign
currency earners.136 Before 2000, the country produced approximately
200 million kilograms per annum; however, by 2008 production had
plummeted to 48.7 million kilograms per annum.137
The collapse of export revenues and the imposition of financial
sanctions by the United States (US) accelerated the further collapse
of the Zimbabwe dollar. The Zimbabwe Democracy and Economic
Recovery Act of 2001 (ZIDERA), as amended in 2018, prohibits
‘support that is intended to promote Zimbabwe’s economic recovery
and development, the stabilisation of Zimbabwean currency, and
the viability of Zimbabwe’s democratic institutions’ until Zimbabwe
meets certain political conditions.138 According to Gono,139 Zimbabwe
had maintained foreign currency reserves worth three months of
imports in 1996, but this had fallen to cover of less than one month
by 2007. Hence, the convergence of foreign currency shortages,
financial sanctions, current account deficits, and low capital inflows
shifted capital accumulation processes towards speculative activities.
For the majority of the country’s citizens, a new economic logic of
‘kukiya-kiya’ or ‘making do’ to ‘get by’ became the only means of
subsistence.140

the e ra of bank f ailu res in zi m b a b w e:
2003 t o 2005
Between 2003 and 2008, Zimbabwe’s economy effectively became a
‘casino’.141 Money laundering activities became endemic, and a series
of ‘indigenous’ banks and financial institutions failed.142 Corporations
could profit more from dealing in foreign currency instead of engaging
in productive activities. For instance, in 2006, the Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe (RBZ) governor, Gideon Gono, revealed that less than
25 per cent of the issued currency was operating in the official financial
system.143 Firms and individuals were thus engaged in, inter-alia,
one-way exporting, offshoring executive management employment
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benefits, over-invoicing imports, transfer pricing, diamond smuggling,
and externalising funds from hunting conventions.144 The upshot was a
dramatic expansion of the financial sector, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
As shown in Figure 3.5, in the early 2000 period, broad money, as
represented by the ratio of liquid liabilities to GDP, rose remarkably.
Simultaneously, the ratio of central bank assets to GDP remained
virtually constant whilst banks and other financial institutions increased
their claims on the non-financial sector. This is reflected in Figure 3.5
by the spike in the ratio of deposit bank money assets to GDP. Most
notable, however, is that financial sector expansion went hand in
glove with runaway inflation. By the end of August 2006, inflation had
reached 1,204 per cent, a world record at the time.145 Because of high
inflation, most bank assets were now comprised of illiquid investments
in properties and equities (as a way of hedging).146 As a result of this,
the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange (ZSE) boomed.147 Zimbabwe was now
awash with worthless money. While many factors contributed to this,
including, for example, the decline in real output, the exposition of the
actual mechanics is beyond the scope of this chapter − suffice it to say
that the World Bank attributed the 2002–2003 crisis to inappropriate
policies.148
By late 2003, the hubris of financial enterprise became a nemesis,
especially as inflation continued to rise.149 Acute foreign currency
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shortages, exacerbated by the country’s inability to borrow from the
IFIs, affected the central bank’s ability to import paper and ink for
printing banknotes.150 For this reason, a cash crisis ensued.151 This
compelled the central bank to tighten liquidity by hiking interest rates;
by March 2004 interest rates had risen to 5,242 per cent. Because of
this, many banks struggled to cover their positions, resulting in,
mostly indigenous, banks failing.152 Part of the reason why indigenous
banks failed was because they tended to provide loans to low-income
groups. Because of this, their default rate was higher compared to
those of multinational banks.153 After many bank failures, the central
bank became actively involved in almost all sectors of the economy
through Quasi-Fiscal Activities (QFAs).154 Mackenzie and Stella155
define a QFA as:
an operation or measure carried out by a central bank or other public
financial institution with an effect that can, in principle, be duplicated
by budgetary measures in the form of an explicit tax, subsidy, or direct
expenditure and that has or may have an impact on the financial
operations of the central bank, other public financial institutions, or
government.

hy pe rin fla tion and t h e qu est fo r fo r ei g n
cu rrency: 2006 t o 2008
To fund QFAs, the central bank expropriated foreign currency
accounts of corporations, Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs),
and banks.156 To recompense the affected parties, the Reserve Bank
of Zimbabwe (RBZ) issued debt instruments. By January 2009, debt
from QFAs had reached approximately US$200 million.157 Described
by former central bank governor Gideon158 as ‘extraordinary measures
for extraordinary challenges’, QFAs comprised subsidies, foreign
exchange trading, and the interest expense of sterilisation operations.159
These measures were only ‘extraordinary’ because of Zimbabwe’s
weak monetary sovereignty. Without foreign currency, the country’s
economy would have totally collapsed.
To this end, four schemes were implemented. First, the central bank
provided ‘free’ foreign currency to parastatals for the importation of
grain, fuel, and electricity on behalf of the government. The foreign
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currency was free in the sense that the transaction was treated as an
interest-free loan to the government.160 Second, the RBZ provided
subsidies to private sector exporters as compensation for an overvalued
exchange rate. Third, the central bank availed funds to failed financial
institutions under the Troubled Bank Fund. Fourth, the RBZ
subsidised commercial bank lending to farmers, manufacturers, and
public enterprises under the Productive Sector Facility (PSF) and the
Agricultural Sector Productivity Enhancement Facility (ASPEF). These
schemes were highly inflationary, not least because the money that
was created to fund them did not stimulate production. Instead, it was
used to acquire foreign currency for the importation of consumptive
goods.161
The nature of QFAs also demonstrated the strength of the
manufacturing and exporting class. The strain of international financial
sanctions meant that the state had to be more assertive in managing
the distribution of international purchasing power. Consequently, in
2004, the central bank introduced a foreign currency auction system.
This was followed by tighter regulation of international transactions.162
Additionally, a retention scheme in terms of which exporters were
obliged to surrender 25 per cent of export proceeds to the central
bank at a prescribed exchange rate was introduced. These measures
were augmented by a scheme of multiple exchange rates. A higher
than market exchange rate for diaspora remittances was maintained163.
Accordingly, members of the public could only buy foreign currency
from the highly controlled foreign currency ‘auction’ system.
Meanwhile, exporters were paid the higher of the auction-rate or
diaspora rate while importers had currency sold to them at the auction
rate.164
By directly intervening in the foreign exchange market, the central
bank balanced the interests of exporters and the state. The former
could benefit by retaining 75 per cent of their proceeds offshore. In
addition, they received a higher rate for the 25 per cent mandatory
surrender. Thus, locally denominated transactions were effectively
subsidised by the central bank through the higher exchange rate. The
public sector, on the other hand, purchased foreign currency at the
below-market exchange rate.165 Any realised exchange losses from these
transactions were funded by printing currency. To curb the subsequent
money growth, the central bank issued bills with interest rates of
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more than 900 per cent per annum. Because of this, the central bank
incurred massive inflationary domestic debt related to sterilisation
operations. By 2005, the interest expense of sterilisation operations
had reached 40 per cent of GDP.166 What this shows is that the central
bank engaged in inflationary activities to balance the interests of
exporters, manufacturers, and the state. Under sanctions, international
purchasing power had to be carefully managed, notwithstanding the
consequent inflation.
In 2015, Parliament passed a bill to assume RBZ debt of US$1.4
billion, most of which related to the QFAs.167 A significant portion
of this foreign currency-denominated debt is owed to financial
institutions, banks, and companies in the mining and agricultural
sectors.168 It is therefore apparent that Zimbabwe’s hyperinflation and
currency collapse was not a progenitor of mismanagement or fiscal
indiscipline. Rather, the country’s central bank successfully managed
the distribution of international purchasing power among the state,
manufacturers, and primary producers. Put differently, externally
oriented capital accumulation under sanctions-induced financial
asphyxiation fuelled hyperinflation. Without inflationary foreign
currency subsidies, capital accumulation in mining, agriculture, and
manufacturing would have grounded to a halt. It is well established in
the literature that inflation is beneficial to manufacturers, producers,
and exporters because wages, taxes, and mortgage debts never keep up
with inflation.169
In Zimbabwe, the negative outcomes of hyperinflation were borne by
ordinary citizens who were forced to ‘kiya-kiya’ or eke out a living.170
During the period 2000–2008, there were job losses, basic commodities
became unaffordable, hunger and poverty increased, health and
educational outcomes worsened, and school enrolment declined.171
All this in a bid to protect manufacturers and exporters of primary
products. Although some social protection schemes were launched by
the central bank, their success was ambivalent.172
In March 2007, Zimbabwean prices had reached hyperinflation, and
by mid-November 2008 inflation was calculated at 79.6 billion per cent –
a position second to Hungary in world record terms.173 At this stage, the
country’s currency effectively collapsed. Many Zimbabweans refused to
accept the Zimbabwean dollar as legal tender. For this reason, in 2009,
Zimbabwe phased out its currency in favour of a basket of currencies
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led by the US dollar.174 If Zimbabwe was productively sovereign, then
increasing money supply might have resulted in different outcomes.
Instead, money supply was channelled towards accessing foreign
currency rather than promoting production. As I have argued earlier,
Zimbabwe’s economy revolves around the production and extraction
of internationally tradeable commodities from manufacturing, mining,
and agriculture. Most significantly, Zimbabwe’s manufacturing
industry mainly exists in service of mining and agriculture instead of
providing basic consumer goods. A situation therefore persists whereby
consumption needs are imported, and local production is almost
entirely geared towards the export market. Under such circumstances it
is hard to be sovereign.

c on c lusion and recommenda ti o n s
This chapter has argued that Zimbabwe’s monetary system is and has
been related to its processes of externally oriented capital accumulation.
During the imperial period, Zimbabwe’s monetary system served to
facilitate the extraction of gold from the colony. To this end, foreign
finance flowed through the stock exchange system to facilitate
mining infrastructural development. When the so-called Responsible
Government took over in 1923, monetary relations shifted towards
facilitating the ‘draining-off of surplus’ from speculative agricultural
and mining ventures. During the war and post-war period, Rhodesia
became industrialised and manufacturing capitalism became dominant.
Consequently, the monetary system shifted towards facilitating trade
and increasing local demand.
Since Zimbabwe’s independence, the function of money has strengthened
its focus on promoting exports, in concert with the Washington Consensus.
In the early 1990s, Zimbabwe deregulated finance and promoted the
establishment of new financial institutions and instruments. These policies
were supported by international and manufacturing capital.175 By the early
2000s, most of the established financial institutions had failed, leading to
a financial crisis. To compound matters, Zimbabwe was officially cut off
from accessing balance of payments support by US government sanctions.
This called for a much more assertive management of international
purchasing power by the central bank. To overcome the crisis, Zimbabwean
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authorities, in conjunction with miners, manufacturers, and tobacco
exporters, turned to finance. However, in the absence of local productive
capacity the result was hyperinflation and eventual currency collapse. Too
much money chased too few goods.
The Zimbabwe dollar was reintroduced in 2019.176 Regardless of this,
earning foreign currency remains a major economic policy objective.177
It is fair to conclude that the enduring importance of primary
commodities in Zimbabwe’s political economy means that prospects of
economic sovereignty are distant. This is not to argue that there are no
options. To overcome its socio-economic problems, Zimbabwe must
embark on a radical industrialisation programme. This would entail
altering the existing externally oriented productive structure. Such a
programme would strive for worker participation in the organisation of
production.178 One can’t help but imagine that if Zimbabwe’s QFAs had
focused on the reproduction of labour and not capital, the outcomes
could have been quite different.
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Monetary Policy in Algeria
(1999–2019):
An economic and
monetary history approach
Fatiha Talahite

introdu ct ion
In Algeria, where 132 years of French colonisation destroyed indigenous
institutions, and independence was won at the price of a long war of
liberation (1954–1962), sovereignty is a particularly sensitive issue.
Indeed, the slightest vulnerability stokes fears of falling once again under
the yoke of the former colonial power, or of another dominant nation.
Independent, the country gained the trappings of political sovereignty: a
state, a flag, a national anthem, an army.
Derogating from the Evian Agreements (1962),1 in April 1964,
Algeria decided to leave the Franc zone and created its own currency,
the Algerian Dinar (DA), thus regaining its monetary sovereignty,2
following the example of Morocco and Tunisia.3 The DA, which was
non-convertible, maintained a fixed parity with the Franc (1 DA for
1 Franc), and an exchange rate of about 1 USD for 5 DA, until the
devaluation of the dollar in 1971 and the collapse of the Bretton Woods
system. In 1974, the Algerians decided to have the value of the dinar
depend on a basket of 14 currencies, the definition of which remains
secret. This allowed them to stabilise the DA and to carry out a vast
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economic development programme sheltered from monetary storms,
until the downward oil shock of 1985–1986.4
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an account of the evolution
of monetary policy in Algeria as it relates to the issue of sovereignty. I
will investigate how, subject to strong external financial, political, and
economic constraints, the authorities created room for manoeuvre, the
means they used, and the extent to which they succeeded in preserving
the country’s monetary sovereignty. I will look at the role played by
the Income Regulation Fund (FRR) in this context. The period of time
under consideration coincides with the reign of President Bouteflika
(1999–2019). This timeline makes it possible to study this policy; first,
from a situation of abundant fossil fuel revenues (1999–2014), to a
downward shock (2014) and, finally, up to the resignation of Bouteflika
on April 2019, amid heavy contests from the streets against the regime
and its policies.
The literature review paints a paradoxical picture, pointing on the one
hand to the failure, or at least the inadequacy, of this policy, and on the
other to a certain resilience of the monetary and financial system, when
compared to other similar countries, like Venezuela.5 Indeed, inflation
seems to have been brought under control and the purchasing power
of the dinar has been preserved, while the economic collapse forecast
several years ago by experts has not (yet) materialised. However, this
observation must be qualified, insofar as the lack or even absence of
reliable statistical data makes it impossible to know the true state of the
economy. After a brief review of the literature on banking and financial
reforms in the Middle East and North Africa (Mena) region and a
presentation of the context, which preceded the period under study, I
will analyse this policy in a situation of abundant resources (1999–2014)
and then after a bearish shock (2014–2019).

the de b ate over banking and f in a n ci a l
re forms in th e mena regio n
Reform and sovereignty: In the 1970s and 1980s the external debt crisis
led many developing countries to conditionally submit to IMF and
World Bank structural adjustment programs (SAPs). These countries
lost their sovereignty over economic and monetary policy for a time
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through forced budget cuts and sharply devalued currencies in order
to restore financial equilibria. It is within this framework that reforms
were recommended to them. These were not aimed at avoiding using
debt to finance development, but rather at transforming its terms and
conditions so that it would be more rational and efficient, notably by
replacing bank-based financing with financial market and active debt
management. Most of the literature on banking and financial reforms
in the Mena focus on the link between financial liberalisation and
economic development. The question of sovereignty has not been
central, although it re-emerges through the debate on the place and role
of the state in this process, particularly in the monetary field.
Financial liberalisation and development: For several decades
now, research on the development of the Mena has shown that these
countries are not taking off when compared to those in South-East Asia.
Among the reasons put forth to explain the region’s growth deficit is the
controversial link between financial liberalisation and development. In
the years leading up to the 2008 financial crisis, some had come to believe
that the development gap was not so much a matter of lacking financial
resources as a misallocation of resources, with the weak performance of
financial systems hampering development funding.6 This seemed even
more true for hydrocarbon exporting countries such as Algeria, which
displayed a weak capacity to absorb external revenues.
The debate turned to the liberalisation of the financial sector. For
some, financial reform, one of the most significant measures prescribed
by the IMF under the Washington Consensus, should have been
implemented prior to opening up to FDI, as its positive impacts depend
on the economy’s absorption capacity, which in turn is directly linked
to its financial development. For others, on the contrary, it should only
be implemented in the final stage of economic liberalisation. Beji sets
thresholds for institutional development at which financial openness
can deliver financial development. He concludes that in Mena, trade
liberalisation should precede financial opening due to an unfavourable
institutional and legal environment.7
This debate was settled, at least temporarily, by the financial crisis
of 2008. The Arab economies’ resilience, which was attributed to
weak integration into the world financial system, lent credence to
the claims of those who feared the opening up of financial systems
and called for a gradual approach. Whereas previously reforming
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the banking system meant liberalising it, a progressive approach was
now favoured, separating the ‘modernisation’ of national financial
institutions from their opening to international finance. The priority
shifted to the necessary upgrading of banks and financial institutions,
both in terms of governance and of technical innovation. These
reforms were implemented with the help and expertise of the Bretton
Woods institutions and the European Union, within the framework
of association agreements. According to Ayadi et al.,8 one of the main
objectives of the reforms should have been to decrease the role of the state
in the banking sector, while ensuring that the regulatory framework and
institutional development adequately address market imperfections.
They believe that standards, such as Basel II capital standards, were
designed for developed countries and may not be appropriate due to
various gaps in information sharing and institutional mechanisms.
Others question the relevance of this model for the Mena, arguing that
none of these countries have the monetary architecture necessary for a
‘modern’ policy of the inflation targeting type.9 Implementing such a
system comes at a cost in terms of capital and already scarce intellectual
and physical resources. The cost would first have to be estimated and
compared with the likely benefits. From this point of view, the strategic
choice made by some countries, particularly the smaller ones, to fix the
exchange rate because of their inability to conduct an effective monetary
policy may, indeed, be appropriate.10

m o n e tary ref orm and stru ct u r a l
a dju stment in algeria
The 1989–1991 reform: Following the 1985–1986 fall in oil prices, the
economic system that had been built up through costly investment
programmes proved to be rigid, with little resistance capacity to the
external shocks to which it was particularly exposed. 11 In the wake of the
riots of October 1988, in a context of worrying internal12 and external
debt, the appointment of a ‘reformist’ government (1989–1991) marked
the start of a comprehensive reform project explicitly aimed at reinstating
market rules into the economy and, in particular, at restoring financial
constraints on banks13 and public companies. The project was drawn up
in a public sector-dominated economic environment largely dependent
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on exporting hydrocarbons, where the banking and monetary system,
including the central bank, was administered on the model of the Soviet
Gosbank, under the supervision of the Ministry of Finance. The priority
was then to provide the government with the economic policy tools that
the administered system had deprived it of. Although it was a decided
break with the previous policy, this process of reform was gradual and
was to be progressively extended to the entire economy.
The Law on Currency and Credit (Loi sur la monnaie et le crédit or
LMC, April 1990), one of the first to be promulgated by the government of
Mouloud Hamrouche without waiting for the election of the new national
assembly,14 transformed the former Central Bank of Algeria (CBA),
renamed Bank of Algeria (BA), into a ‘commercial’ bank and asserted its
independence. The bank was now headed by a governor appointed by the
President of the Republic, whose mandate exceeds the latter’s by one year,
and a Money and Credit Council chaired by the governor.15
The independence of the central bank was, at the time, at the very
core of the European monetary debate16 in the run-up to the creation
of the Euro. At stake was the transfer of monetary sovereignty from the
level of nations to that of the European Union.17 Algerian reformers
put it on their own agenda. In a context in which economic and
political changes (end of the single party system and introduction of
multipartism, creation of representative institutions) were going to
transform the institutional landscape, officials wanted to make the
central bank an independent institution to safeguard it and protect
it from the uncertainty of political reform.18 The LMC restricted and
strictly regulated the possibility for the central bank to advance funds
to the Treasury, which the previous regime had abused. It stipulated
that the Treasury had to repay the liabilities within 15 years. This
was included in the law in order to make it a dogma that can only be
understood in light of previous excesses.
The issue of sovereignty then arose crucially, in regard to Algeria’s
loss of solvency and the risk of a suspension of payments that would
have led to a rescheduling of the external debt. For the reformers,
regaining financial sovereignty required the revival of economic
growth by the rehabilitation of the market and its institutions within
the national economy, recognising in particular the place and role of
private enterprise, which the previous system had totally marginalised.
On the other hand, external opening and integration into the world
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economy was considered as a very gradual process and had to remain
under control.
In order to avoid a rescheduling, a prospect dreaded as an unacceptable
attack on national sovereignty, the government was negotiating with
its creditors a ‘reprofiling’ of its debts without the mediation of the
International Financial Institutions (IFIs).19 This was made possible
both by Algeria’s solvency as a hydrocarbon exporter and by the fact
that these loans were mostly short-term. The objective was to gain time
while waiting for growth to resume, so as to carry out its own adjustment
within the framework of a reform project independent of rescheduling
conditionality.20 The buyback of 60 per cent of the short-term debt to
convert it into indirect investments, through equity investments, was
proposed to institutional investors. This meant speeding up reforms
to open the capital of certain public companies to foreign investment.
Investors were reluctant to embrace this proposal because of the lack of
a financial market and the uncertainty of the reforms.
The reformist government, which had been committed to
transparency21 and open public debate,22 faced strong opposition on the
proposed reforms and the issue of external debt. While some opposed
both reform and rescheduling and advocated rather for austerity policies
to get the country out of the crisis,23 others downplayed rescheduling,
believing that structural adjustment under IMF leadership would
provide an opportunity to overcome internal resistance and accelerate
reforms. After the coup d’état of January 1992, these two options were
tested in turn, the first in 1992–1993, the second during the SAPs,
1994–1999.
Political liberalisation unleashed a powerful social and political
dynamic that caused the withdrawal of military support for the reformist
team, which led to the fall of the government in June 1991, a few months
before the first pluralist legislative elections. In September 1991, the
dinar was depreciated by 22 per cent with a view to opening up foreign
trade. Algeria obtained credit from the IMF, conditional on performance
criteria that were essentially aimed at limiting monetary creation. To
comply with the statutes of the Bretton Woods institution, the monetary
authorities had to pledge to eliminate the multiple exchange regime and
move towards abolishing exchange controls. Indeed, as in most socialist
countries, there were several exchange rates for the dinar depending on
how they were used.
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‘War economy’ (1992–1993) and Structural adjustment (1994–1998):
The interruption and subsequent cancellation of the legislative elections
followed by the coup d’état of January 1992 marked the end of the
reform process, both politically and economically. Parallel to the state of
emergency, the ‘war economy’, in the words of the head of government
Belaid Abdessalem, was set up. The LMC was revised and the Central
Bank, which changed governor, was brought back under government
control. The decision to return to multiple exchange rates was rejected
by the IMF. As a result, and particularly after structural adjustment, the
authorities relied on the parallel currency market as a substitute for the
legal multiple exchange rate, replacing it with a tolerated legal/illegal
double exchange rate. This market, which already existed as a corollary
of exchange controls and the non-convertibility of the dinar, took on
such proportions with the opening of foreign trade that it became
a de facto informal institution within the Algerian monetary system.
Unchecked by the authorities it became integrated into monetary
policy.24
In 1994, faced with a suspension of payments, Algeria requested the
rescheduling of its external debt and was obliged to negotiate a SAP
with the IFIs. Discussions stumbled over the issues of the public sector,
its restructuring and privatisation, the role of the state as an economic
actor, and the liberalisation of foreign trade. The low bargaining power
of a regime with no legitimacy resulted in it agreeing to standard
structural adjustment measures lacking continuity and consistency with
the previously initiated reform process. From then on, ‘transition’ was
largely subject to the requirements of SAPs.
Debt rescheduling agreements brought in $20–22 billion in new
money. In return, the government committed Algeria to a structural
adjustment plan with its creditors, including macro-financial stabilisation
measures (reducing inflation, devaluation25 and convertibility of the
dinar in foreign trade transactions, price liberalisation, liberalisation of
foreign trade, and a return to internal and external equilibrium) as a
precondition for structural reforms. Privatisation was a centrepiece of
the IFI’s reform agenda.
While the second SAP ended in a period with a depressed oil price,26
a salutary reversal of the world oil market at the beginning of 1999
saved Algeria in extremis from a third rescheduling, which had been
considered inevitable a few months earlier. After seven years of violence
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and destruction, the anticipated presidential elections of April 1999
brought Bouteflika to power.

mo n e tar y p olicy in a t ime of resou r ce b o o m
(1999–2014)
The monetary issue in oil countries: One aspect of this issue was
theorised by the Dutch disease effect on the exchange rate. This effect
is a special case of the Balassa-Samuelson effect,27 which holds that,
in a catching-up economy exposed to international competition,
productivity in the ‘tradable’ goods sector (on external markets) tends
on average to increase faster than that in the ‘non-tradable’ sector
(domestic market). As wages adjust broadly to this increase, labour
costs in the non-tradable sector rise relative to productivity. The price of
non-tradables relative to tradables then tends to rise relative to foreign
countries, and the real exchange rate tends to rise. In an oil economy,
the tradable goods sector is the oil sector. The increase in the value
of oil exports is reflected in a tendency for the currency to appreciate
(in real terms), which leads to a decline in the competitiveness of
local industry (non-tradable) because of high labour costs relative to
productivity. The latter loses market shares on the export or on the
domestic market, when it is subjected to international competition,
which can go as far as deindustrialisation. In order to defend local
industry, the exchange rate policy can aim to limit this appreciation.
However, in the context of free movement of capital and international
integration, the use of exchange rate controls is incompatible with
an autonomous monetary policy,28 so that traditional instruments
(the constitution of foreign exchange reserves, sterilisation, and
interest rate control) prove ineffective in achieving internal objectives,
particularly in terms of economic growth. Faced with these constraints,
a government may be tempted to control capital flows in a way that
favours their exit or restricts their entry, and thus hinder integration
into the world economy. The main recommendation to avoid Dutch
Disease syndrome is to diversify production and exports. But this
solution is hampered by the low competitiveness of the local industry,
itself an effect of the Dutch Disease.29 It is theoretically easier to
implement when hydrocarbon export revenues fall, which leads to a
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depreciation in real terms of the local currency and, therefore, allows
exports to become more competitive in regaining market shares.
Finally, there are other problems facing oil-producing countries,
notably the volatility of oil prices and the amplitude of their fluctuations,
which subject these economies to shocks that can sometimes be very
violent.
Dealing with external shocks: The Algerian economy faces two types
of external shocks: oil price shocks and euro and dollar exchange rate
shocks.30 They can act in the same way or, on the contrary, cancel each
other out. In the face of this vulnerability, the economic policy pursued
by governments will aim at stabilisation. On the one hand, monetary
policy consistently targets a priority objective of limited inflation
(Table 4.1) to ensure the stability of the dinar;31 on the other hand, fiscal
policy is subject to a new mechanism, the Income Stabilisation Fund
(Fonds de Stabilisation des Recettes, FRR), which aims to stabilise state
revenues and expenditure.
Table 4.1

Inflation rate (2000-2014) %

Year

Inflation rate

2000

0,3

2001

4,2

2002

1,4

2003

2,4

2004

3,6

2005

1,6

2006

2,5

2007

3,5

2008

4,4

2009

5,7

2010

3,9

2011

4,52

2012

8,9

2013

3,2

2014

2,9

Source: Ministry of Finance.
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It had been argued that this monetary policy, this monetary policy was
not adapted to cope with oil shocks.32 They showed that, over the period
1990–2010, the core (long-term) inflation target would have been the best
policy to stabilise output and inflation, and the best way to improve social
welfare. The adoption of a core inflation targeting framework requires
certain preconditions, such as central bank independence and reliance
on interest rates as the main instrument of monetary policy. These
authors argue that, on both these points, Algeria lags behind other uppermiddle income countries, including the MENA countries. Strengthening
the interest rate as a channel for monetary policy transmission involves
encouraging bank credit to the private sector and developing the capital
market. But, as the authors acknowledge, the model does not consider
fiscal policy, in particular the FRR, which aims to reduce the sensitivity of
fiscal policy to fluctuations in hydrocarbon revenues.
The Income Stabilisation Fund (FRR): Disruptions in oil prices
immediately affect public revenue, a phenomenon which is accentuated
in Algeria where the amount of income (especially from fossil fuels) is
more unpredictable than public spending, and the revenue variables are
more volatile than those of expenditure.33 Empirical studies show that
oil exporting countries often pursue pro-cyclical budgetary policies. In
boom times, windfall revenues from exports are mainly used to boost
investment in infrastructure and the public wage bill, through wage
increases and public sector job creation;34 whereas, after a downward
resource shock, policies to reduce public spending, especially on
subsidies, public employment, and wages, are socially and politically
difficult to implement. Governments then tend to favour monetary
measures (currency depreciation or devaluation, and inflation).
In order to force itself into a countercyclical fiscal policy, the
government introduced a mechanism to insulate public finances from
oil price volatility.35 This framework has two components:
(A) A fiscal reference price of the barrel (FRP/B), set by the authorities,
is introduced for the calculation of oil taxation as part of the
forecast revenue of the state budget;36 this notional barrel price is
intended to smooth out the effects of oil price volatility;
(B) A special Treasury account, the FRR, is created (complementary
finance law of 2000), which records in revenue the fiscal gains
resulting from a level of oil price higher than the budget forecasts
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and, in expenditure, the compensation of the part of the budget
deficit ‘resulting from a level of oil tax revenue lower than the
finance law forecast’ (finance law, 2004), excluding deficits linked
to other factors. The latter clarification reflects a preoccupation with
maintaining FRR revenue and expenditure in line with the same logic
linked to the strict cyclical fluctuations in oil market prices. It also
expresses the authorities’ intention to diversify the state’s resources
and is a signal against the propensity for uncontrolled increases in
public spending, typical of oil economies in boom periods.
The FRR is a special allocation account of the Treasury. A legacy of the
French system of national accounting, these accounts were designed to
deal with exceptional targeted and specific expenditure, by temporarily
derogating from the democratic principle of the universality of the
budget, which requires that revenues be calculated globally and then
allocated to the various expenditure items. The budget, as a part of the
annual finance law, has to be discussed, amended, and voted on by the
National Assembly and the Senate, and then published in the Official
Journal. This derogation is limited and regulated, and must not in any
case exceed one year.
However, the FRR is not adapted to this framework. First, its objective
of ‘regulating the budget balance’ is not a one-off. Second, as soon as it
was set up, it was assigned a second objective, the early repayment of
the public debt.37 But above all, the 2006 finance law allowed the FRR to
fund budget deficits that no longer result solely from cyclical variations
in the price of oil, opening the way to a systematic transgression of the
principle of the universality of the budget.
By keeping the fiscal reference price per barrel (FRP/B) far below
the average annual market price (AMP/B), the government imposed a
policy of budgetary austerity, in a context where the oil price remained
at exceptionally high levels.38 However, since the 1994–98 SAPs, wages
have hardly increased,39 and there has been very little public job creation.
Apart from temporary measures to promote youth employment, no
major policy has been implemented to create jobs in industry and services.
The accumulation of growing surpluses in the FRR was becoming less
and less justified in the eyes of the public, given the tremendous needs of
society and the economy. Eventually, protests led authorities to gradually
ease their control over spending.
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But it is mainly to avoid the contagion of the ‘Arab springs’ that
the government let public spending blow up from 2011. In fact, wage
increases and job creation in the public sector, as well as the rise in
the National Guaranteed Minimum Wage,40 which are seen as a way
to buy social peace, barely make up for some of the delay accumulated
since the SAPs in the evolution of employment and purchasing power.
This increase in public expenditure generated artificial budget deficits,
compensated by the FFR (Table 4.2). These amounts, subtracted
from the calculation of the budget, escape any control. Through
this subterfuge, a large part of the state’s revenue is allocated in a
discretionary manner and in the greatest opacity, opening the way to an
unprecedented expansion of bribery and corruption.
The Treasury’s special accounts were not designed to carry out
strategic tasks such as financing the budget deficit or early repayment
of the public debt. Internal control procedures are not adequate, given
the amounts involved.41 In reality, the FRR has never been audited.
As a simple account managed by the Ministry of Finance, it has no
autonomous institutional existence. As it is not remunerated, it is
impossible to calculate the profitability of the use of the oil tax surpluses
allocated to it. It cannot be assimilated to a sovereign wealth fund,
insofar as it does not aim to constitute savings, invest them and make
them bear fruit for future generations, or invest in development, or for
any other public utility purpose.
The question of giving an institutional status to the FRR has
been debated and several solutions have been proposed, including:
converting it ‘into a savings and financing account fully integrated into
the budget’;42 or by creating a Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations on the
French model,43 already adopted by Morocco; or a sovereign wealth
fund,44 without any decision having been taken by the authorities to
regularise the status of this fund.45
The FRR played a role in monetary policy as well. The volatility of oil
prices also has an impact on the money supply. A high price can create
excess liquidity in the economy, while a price fall can lead to a situation
of tight liquidity. In this regard, the FRR was used to stem the surplus
in dinars, matched by foreign exchange reserves held by the central
bank. Through its capacity to withdraw or, conversely, reinject huge
quantities of money into the economy, it weighs on the money supply
and the determination of variables such as the inflation rate, the interest
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rate, and the exchange rate. Even if it can converge with the objectives
pursued by the BA, its action disrupts the BA’s policy, if only because
of a dual decision-making centre, and because it does not fit into the
same agenda. Thus, a BA report states that ‘the emergence of net claims
of the Treasury on the banking system has a profound influence on the
conduct of monetary policy’.46 The Treasury has been a net creditor
of the banking system since late 2004, even though in 2006 it resorted
to exceptional advances from the BA to prepay the rescheduled debt.
The report notes that part of this debt was transformed into Treasury
debt to the BA without drawing on the FRR, thus increasing domestic
public debt. This debt is also fuelled by the Treasury’s repurchase of
non-performing public bank47 debt, which explains the decline in
demand for liquidity on the interbank market.
The compensation of growing budget deficits by the FRR led to
the injection of previously ‘sterilised’ funds into the economy. This
only aggravated the crisis of excess bank liquidity, so that most of the
monetary policy consisted in trying to mop it up.48 The absorption
of primary bank liquidity by the Central Bank at a high rate with no
corresponding risk encouraged banks to build up idle resources and
discouraged credit activity, at the expense of production. This is the
paradox of excess bank liquidity and the underfunding of the economy.49
Imports, which are tantamount to destroying dinars through the
purchase of foreign currency, are favoured. Throughout this period, the
rediscounting system was put on hold. Neither the interbank market
nor the open market was operational.

m o n e tar y p olicy f ollowing a bearis h r es o u r ce
sh ock (2014–2019)
In late June 2014, a sharp fall in the price of oil caused a sudden
turnaround in the economic outlook, which very quickly resulted in a
drastic drop in external resources and state revenue, and the widening
of twin deficits: the current account deficit of the balance of payments
and the budget deficit. The authorities continued to draw on the savings
accumulated in the FRR. Due to the size of the budget deficits to be filled
and the lack of oil tax surpluses to replenish it, this fund was depleted in
2017 (see Table 4.2).
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At the monetary level, the fall in hydrocarbon export revenues had
the dual outcome of reducing foreign exchange reserves and squeezing
the main engine of monetary creation, the dinar exchange of external
revenues, thus putting the banks in a situation of illiquidity. The
monetary authorities regularly depreciated the dinar, but without going
as far as to devalue it, as requested by the IMF.
The ‘orthodox’ management of the dinar was abandoned in 2016.
The international context had become more favourable to so-called
‘accommodating’ monetary policies, since their adoption by Western
central banks (the Fed and the ECB) to support their economies.
A study on Algerian monetary policy between 2007 and 201450
questioned whether this policy was transposable to the Algerian postoil shock context, where the weakness of credit is linked to structural
causes. After the chronic excess liquidity of banks had rendered the
transmission of monetary policies to growth inoperative, the author
wonders whether the fall in hydrocarbon prices and the quasi-structural
illiquidity that followed was favourable to the accommodative openmarket monetary policy adopted by the Bank of Algeria in September
2016. The author deplores the lack of macroeconomic impact studies
to assess the effects of this policy, resulting in the central bank ‘flying
blind’.
The monetary authorities adopted measures to help refinance the
banks: lowering the rate of compulsory reserves from 12 to 8 per cent in
2014; the refinancing of Treasury bills in excess of three years; and the
rediscounting of private claims (the rediscounting rate went from 4 to
3.5 per cent in 2015). New regulations aim to fluidify the banks’ liquidity.
This unconventional policy of qualitative easing quickly finds its limits
in the rigidity of the banking system. Obstacles to the transmission of
these actions on the volume and quality of credit include the lack of a
real credit market and the delayed reaction time of economic agents.51
These instruments can take up to three years to have an impact, making
them ineffective in responding to the economic situation, and even
likely to have delayed effects contrary to those intended.52
The Central Bank tried without much success to encourage banks
to use the interbank market and the open market, both of which had
become obsolete due to a prolonged period of excess liquidity. Public
bankers lacked the expertise to handle these instruments but, more
importantly, the liquidity shortage had affected the entire system, which
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required deeper measures. To draw money to the banks, a voluntary tax
compliance programme was launched in early August 2016. Targeting
the money of the informal sector, it granted a kind of tax amnesty to
fraudsters to place their money in banks at rates that were meant to be
attractive. The government also launched a large national bond issue,53
and announced an Islamic bond (sukuk) called a ‘participative loan’.
Finally, the authorities increased administrative constraints with the
sole aim of getting money into the banks, thereby aggravating market
distortions and deepening the mistrust felt by economic agents.
These measures failed for two main reasons: the first relates to the
deep crisis of confidence between economic agents on the one hand,
and the state and the banking system on the other; the second is the fact
that the authorities probably overestimated the importance of liquid
savings hoarded by economic agents, the liquidity crisis stemming
primarily from the fall in oil revenues and their counterpart in dinars.
Indeed, the shortfall in dinars was due to the current account deficit
in the balance of payments. Foreign exchange reserves fell from $194
billion in December 2013 to $102 billion at the beginning of November
2017, a drop of $92 billion. This meant that the dinar counterpart of
these currencies had been depleted.
From 2017 onwards, and despite the warnings of many economic
and financial experts, the unconventional financing policy crossed the
threshold of quantitative easing. This consisted mainly of advances from
the Central Bank to the Treasury for financing the budget deficit, as well
as other extra-budgetary expenditure such as investment or pension
funds. This required a further amendment to the Law on Currency and
Credit. Once again, the banking system remained on the sidelines, and
the Central Bank’s rescue of the economy allowed the state to continue
its spending spree in a context where no government could afford to
curb it.
At the time, for the experts, the two remaining solutions were
currency devaluation and foreign loans, a taboo under Bouteflika’s
reign. Paralysed by the political crisis that led to the resignation of
the President in April 2019, and the organisation of a widely disputed
presidential election nine months later, the authorities did not define a
clear monetary policy. This period was marked by unstable governance
at the Bank of Algeria, which had had three governors between May
2016 and November 2019.54
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conclu sion
Algeria’s monetary policy during the two decades of Bouteflika’s rule
was marked by the decisive role of the FRR. Although it converged
with the task assigned to the BA, focused on inflation targeting at the
cost of creating a liquidity shortage, the massive nature of this fund
disrupted the central bank’s handling of the instruments of a more
complex monetary policy capable of transmitting impulses to growth.
The FRR strengthened the financial weight of the Treasury through the
accumulation of oil tax surpluses, thus enabling it to circumvent the
constraints of the monetary policy by emptying it of its content.
In doing so, the finance administration regained its monetary power,
which had been limited by the 1990 reform. There was a kind of sharing
of roles: while the Bank of Algeria served as a formal interface with
the IFIs, whose advice is literally applied, most of the monetary power
shifted to a special Treasury account whose management was opaque.
This strategy, which is more a matter of cunning than the policy of a
sovereign state, was made possible by financial manna in a resource
boom situation, but it did not led to the establishment of a sustainable
institutional mechanism. Throughout this period, the authorities froze
any reform of the banking system, which would have meant the loss of
their control over these resources. But this strategy lost its effectiveness
when the oil price collapsed, exposing the vulnerabilities of the economy
and its increased dependence on hydrocarbon revenues. All the more so
as these revenues experienced a structural decline, beyond that caused
by the fall in prices, linked to factors affecting both demand (energy
transition in client countries; emergence of new, more aggressive
competitors; etc.) as well as supply (a drop in production capacity due
to non-renewal of equipment; depletion of wells; delays in prospecting;
and uncontrolled increase in local consumption at subsidised prices;
etc.). Can it be said that Algeria has recovered its financial sovereignty,
if this has been done to the detriment of the entire economy? And was
it necessary to go through this? Wouldn’t a different policy have made
it possible to alleviate the burden of the external debt thanks to the
resource boom, while strengthening and diversifying the economy?
In February 2019, millions of Algerians peacefully took to the streets
in many cities across the country to challenge the legitimacy of the
regime. In addition to rejecting a fifth term for President Bouteflika,
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who has been ill and impotent since 2014, they are demanding a radical
change to the ‘system’, in particular an end to electoral masquerades
and the army’s control over institutions. The hirak accused Bouteflika’s
government of squandering oil revenues and allowing the issaba (literally
the ruling ‘gang’) to enrich itself shamelessly. No longer considered an
exclusive matter for experts, the FRR entered the public debate as the
instrument of this squandering, a kitty from which the authorities have
drawn from with impunity and without limit. But, what the hirak raises,
beyond denunciation of corruption and mismanagement of public
funds, is the issue of democratic control over the state budget and its
implementation. While the FRR was designed to preserve the financial
sovereignty of the state by safegarding oil revenues, the hirak challenges
the government’s legitimacy in implementing such a policy in the
absence of democratic control over its management of the country’s
resources. By brandishing Article 7 of the Constitution55 to forcefully
demand a re-foundation of the state and institutions on the basis of
the principle of popular sovereignty, a prerequisite for restoring trust
between the people and political power, it reminds us that sovereignty
of the state is based first and foremost on its legitimacy as the expression
of the nation. Beyond technical and ideological choices, this crisis of
confidence is the main cause of the failure of monetary and financial
policy.
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The West African CFA Franc Zone
as a Double Monetary Union: Loss of
economic competitiveness and antidevelopmental path-dependencies
Carla Coburger1

introdu ct ion
One of the very last colonial currency regimes was meant to be
abolished in 2020: The CFA franc. Born during the colonial period,
the CFA franc describes a unique and lasting monetary regime that
lacks any comparability with other currency regimes. It incorporates a
particularly severe loss of monetary sovereignty for each member state
through a double monetary union. The double character originates in
the fact that each member state’s monetary policy space is restricted
twice: first, by being part of a monetary union, and second via the fixed
exchange rate between the CFA franc and the euro.
Critical voices portraying this currency regime as neocolonial and
anti-developmental have gained momentum in recent years. In 2015,
late Chad’s President Idriss Deby found strong words for the CFA
franc and its particular set-up, including the neocolonial ‘cooperation
agreement clauses’ that ‘are dragging Africa’s economy down’ and ‘will
not allow it to develop with this currency’.2
To address this kind of criticism, the Ivorian president, Alassane
Ouattara, and the French president, Emmanuel Macron announced in
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2019 that the West African CFA franc would be renamed the ECO in
2020, which was postponed due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Despite the
purported name change, the ECO3 would preserve key fundamentals of
the current CFA franc regime, including the fixed peg to the euro.4
This chapter will provide a framework to understand the
exceptionality of the current CFA franc currency regime, and the loss
of monetary sovereignty it implies via Kamrany et al. (1974) concept
of a double monetary union5. Crucially, it will also assess the three
key promises of a fixed peg currency regime on economic benefits
through gained ‘stability’ and their actual realisation in CFA franc using
countries.
First, I depict the mechanism through which a fixed currency regime
influences inflation and sets in motion a dynamic that eventually
counteracts its own growth imperative. Second, I ask whether the
solidarity and trade integration between CFA franc using countries and
the euro area are strong enough to offset losses occurring from giving
up an adjustable exchange rate tool to counteract external economic
shocks. Lastly, I introduce a hypothesis that needs further modelling
investigation on how neocolonial path dependencies are fostered and
reinforced by the CFA franc regime and how financial dependency is
created.
The concluding suggestion for achieving greater monetary sovereignty
will be twofold: (1) the fixed peg to the euro needs to be replaced with
an alternative currency regime and (2) the continuation of the West and
Central African monetary unions should be critically assessed due to the
large heterogeneity of their member states.

the cf a f ranc arrangemen t:
a un iqu e dou ble monetary un i o n
Following the collapse of the international monetary order based on
the gold standard during the interwar period, different colonial powers
established their own currency areas. Britain established the sterling
area after it left the gold standard in 1931, while France created the franc
zone in 1939 on the eve of the Second World War. The primary function
of the latter was to serve as a ‘trade and monetary defence zone’6 to unite
its colonial territories in Africa, Asia, the Pacific, and the Americas.
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After the end of the Second World War, inflation and economic
collapse in France led to uneven devaluations of the metropolitan franc
which circulated across most parts of its colonial empire. This gave rise
to the so-called ‘colonial francs’, which included the franc of the French
colonies in Africa (franc des colonies françaises d'Afrique). At its birth,
on 26 December 1945, the CFA franc was the single currency of the
sub-Saharan Africa part of the French empire.
In the process of former colonies gaining independence, other
colonial currency zones such as the pound sterling area, the Spanish
peseta zone, the Portuguese escudo zone, and the Belgium monetary
zone were dismantled, and their member states started to issue their
own national currencies.
This had not been the case for the member states of the CFA franc
zone, which split into two monetary blocs: 1) today’s West African
Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU) – Benin, Burkina Faso,
Cote d’Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau (joined in 1997), Mali, Niger, Senegal, and
Togo – using the franc of the African financial community (West African
CFA franc) issued by the Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO),
and 2) today’s Central African Economic and Monetary Community
(CEMAC) – Cameroon, Chad, Congo, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea
(joined in 1985), and the Central African Republic – using the franc of
African financial cooperation (Central African CFA franc) issued by the
Bank of Central African States (BEAC).
The continued use of the CFA franc by former French colonised
countries was, in most cases, not a voluntary choice, but a contractual
demand by France:
Before granting them independence, France had required sub-Saharan
African countries to sign ‘cooperation agreements’ in various fields: foreign
affairs, foreign trade, raw materials, currency, etc. These agreements
effectively deprived the promised ‘independence’ of any substance.
Thus, for the former French colonies in sub-Saharan Africa, access to
international sovereignty was premised on remaining in the franc zone.7

As a result, most former French colonised countries south of the
Sahara remained part of the two distinct CFA franc currency areas (see
Figure 5.1), overlapping with the former French West African Federation
(AOF in French) and the former French Equatorial Federation (AEF in
French).
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Map of CFA Franc Zones: WAEMU and CEMAC member states

The working of these two CFA franc currencies is based on the
following four principles:
I) A fixed exchange rate parity between the CFA francs and the French
currency (French franc until 1999 and the euro since).8 At its birth
in 1945, 1 CFA franc was exchanged for 1.70 French franc. In 1948,
it exchanged with 2 French francs. Since then, the CFA franc would
remain stable vis-à-vis the French franc until it was devalued by
50 per cent in 1994. From 1999, the CFA franc has been pegged to
the Euro at a fixed rate of 656 to 1.9
II) Freedom of movement of capital and transfer of income within
each monetary union and between them and the France/euro area.10
III) Convertibility guarantee of the CFA franc at a fixed rate. In other
words, the French Treasury promises to lend reserves in its own
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currency to the BCEAO and the BEAC whenever they lack sufficient
foreign exchange.
IV) Centralisation and pooling of the CFA franc member states’ exchange
reserves in the French Treasury.11 According to the monetary
cooperation agreement between France and each of the two currency
blocs, the member states have to ‘pool their external assets in a
foreign exchange reserve fund’,12 which is then deposited for each
central bank in a current account (compte d’opérations) at the French
Treasury. Initially, the deposit rate was 100 per cent, before being
lowered to 65 per cent from the mid-1970s, and 50 per cent from
the mid-2000s. The pooled reserves function as a guarantee for the
convertibility ensured by the French Treasury. In return, the French
Treasury13 exercises budgetary and accounting controls through its
representation in the organs of each central bank. For example, France
has two seats on the BEAC’s Board of Directors, equally to all member
countries – including a veto right which became implicit over time.
In addition, ‘the BEAC’s Statute establishes a three-member College
of Censors. France appoints one member ex officio’.14
These arrangements resulted in a double monetary union (see
Figure 5.2) that prioritises ‘stability’ over monetary sovereignty. The
double character originates in the fact that each member state’s monetary

Fixed Exchange Rate

Monetary Regime
Non-convertible Sovereign FreeFloating regime
Pegged Float Regime1

Fixed Exchange Rate Regime
Currency Board

WAEMU

CEMAC

Dollarization
Monetary Union

Two CFA Franc Monetary Unions

Figure 5.2

Policy Space
Greatest policy
space
Decreasing policy space

French Currency: EURO

Smallest Policy
Space

The CFA Franc Double Monetary Union

1
For an extensive discussion of the difference between fixed and pegged exchange rate regimes see
Flassbeck (2001) as well as Mundell (2000).
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policy space is restricted twice: first, by being part of a monetary union
(WAEMU or the CEMAC), and second, via the fixed exchange rate
between the CFA franc and the euro.
Figure 5.2 depicts a range of monetary regimes and their respective
policy space after Tcherneva,15 and positions the CFA franc double
monetary union accordingly. It should also be noted that the two CFA
francs are not freely convertible with each other, even though they are
linked through a fixed peg to one another – completing a triangular
fixed peg regime (black shaded area).
The greatest restriction in individual country monetary
sovereignty results from entering a classic monetary union (WAEMU
and CEMAC). Such a choice implies, on the one hand, the transfer
of decision-making regarding monetary policy to a supranational
level. It therefore represents the greatest decrease in policy space,
even if each country is still part of the decision-making process and
has equal input. The literature on optimum currency areas discusses
scenarios in which joining a monetary union can be highly beneficial
for its members despite the restriction in monetary sovereignty. On
the other hand, the reduction in policy space due to a fixed currency
represents a loss in monetary sovereignty as they could not rely
on their exchange rate to adjust to economic shocks.16 Entering a
fixed currency regime means that the central bank of the anchoring
currency (here, the Bank of France until 1999; the European Central
Bank (ECB) since) is indirectly setting the monetary policy for the
fixed currency. Due to principles II, III, and IV (see page 134),
the specific arrangements of the CFA franc are more restrictive
than other fixed currency regimes. However, it does not qualify as
a classic monetary union due to the lack of formal agreements, as
well as institutional representation of CFA franc member states in
the decision-making bodies of the euro. I will hence refer to it in the
following as a ‘quasi-monetary union’.
Such drastic restrictions in any country’s monetary sovereignty
resulting from the above conceptualised double monetary union are
justified in the literature with the expected gain of monetary stability,
which supposedly offsets the loss in policy space and sovereignty.
The next section will introduce the theoretical argument of ‘monetary
stability’ versus monetary sovereignty and looks at the real economic
effects of the CFA franc blocs on its member states’ economies.
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s tab ility : w hat real economic para m eter s a r e
being stabilised?
Despite the longevity of the CFA franc regime, it is still uncertain
whether the fixed exchange rate is beneficial to its member countries
in real economic terms. Strong political support for the CFA franc
arrangement comes from the Ivorian President, Alassane Ouattara,
who called the CFA franc a ‘solid and well-managed currency’17 which
stabilises African economies. ‘Today, the West African Economic and
Monetary Union is the most stable monetary zone in the world’.18
Despite the fact that the word ‘stability’ is widely used, and everyone
might have an intuitive understanding in economic terms, it is far from
clear what is actually being stabilised in the CFA franc member states – price
levels, employment, growth, or other parameters? What real economic
effects are connected to the stability of exchange rates and inflation?
Mainstream economic theory promises three main benefits from a
fixed exchange rate regime:
1) Exchange rate stability leads to low inflation and price stability,
which enables higher economic growth.
2) An increase in solidarity and regional integration between member
states.
3) Increasing economic attractiveness and long-term planning ability: a
fixed peg currency regime and its resulting price stability incentivises
investment and long-term economic development.
In the following three subsections I will look at each of these theoretical
promises and analyse their distributional effects: Who within the
economies of the CFA franc and trading partners benefit from the fixed
exchange rate?
Inflation Stability or the Loss of Trade Competitiveness
The following section will explore the case of low inflation in the CFA
franc zone and whether it really enhances economic growth. I will
theoretically lay out the mechanism through which a fixed currency
regime influences inflation. This will highlight the necessity to
disaggregate inflation by sectors (tradable goods including all products
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and services which are exported or traded, and non-tradable goods
comprising domestically produced goods which are not exported as well
as services produced and consumed domestically) in order to understand
the impact of changing relative prices on wealth distribution and power
dynamics, as well as its relation to the systemic overvaluation of the CFA
franc. Those relative price shifts – facilitated through the fixed exchange
rate regime – result in a dual distributional mechanism: a) the shift in
relative prices leads to CFA franc domestic consumption moving away
from domestically produced goods towards imported goods, and b) the
resulting currency overvaluation leads to a loss in competitiveness of
domestically produced goods aimed at export markets.
Inflation describes the decline in purchasing power of a given
currency and can be reflected in the increase of prices over time. The
relative movement of prices within a given economy is subject to many
factors including wage policy, productivity growth, and fiscal and
monetary policies. The theoretical channel through which a fixed peg
leads to price stability and in extension to beneficial macroeconomic
outcomes is the following:
In order to stabilise and ensure the credibility of the exchange rate parity,
France and the ECB controls the supply of money for its own currency
and, in extension, for the fixed CFA franc as well. Inflationary pressures
arising from within the CFA franc member states are prevented because
they are subjected to close macro-prudential monitoring based on
principles III and IV (see below) to ensure lower fiscal deficits.19 Due to
the prevention of inflationary pressure arising from within the CFA, franc
countries, investors, and other economic agents only need to trust20 the
anchor currency and its monetary policy (here France and the euro). In
such a framework, economic uncertainty can be reduced, which should
positively affect the profitability of investments via lower transaction costs
and reduced exchange rate volatility, as well as a higher growth rate of
GDP.21

Supporters of the CFA franc defend such theoretical channels by
referring to the observed low and stable inflation of around 3 per cent,
compared to 9 per cent average inflation22 in other sub-Saharan African
countries.
However, the fixed exchange rate regime sets in motion a complex
spiral of change in the relative prices of goods within the CFA franc
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using economies. The phenomenon arising is called ‘dual inflation’,
and describes the divergence of inflation rates for tradable goods and
non-tradable goods leading to a relative price increase of domestically
produced goods.23
The source of dual inflation is the widening gap in productivity
growth rates between the tradable and non-tradable goods sectors. ‘If the
productivity growth differential between the tradable and non-tradable
goods sectors is larger’24 in the CFA franc using countries than in the
euro area, the relative price of non-tradable to tradable goods will be
rising faster in former than in the latter area.
The intuition can be understood with the example of the declining
traditional clothing industry in WAEMU countries (non-tradable
sector) due to used clothing imports (tradable sector) from OECD
countries. The productivity in the tradable sector of imported cloths
increased faster than the productivity of WAEMU non-tradable clothing
services. More imported cloths25 can be offered at cheaper prices: the
price of imported used clothing is between 50 and 80 per cent cheaper
than imported new cloths,26 which correlates with the significant decline
in traditional clothing manufacturing since the 1990s27 in sub-Saharan
Africa, particularly in Benin and Togo.
The difference in productivity increase in the non-tradable and
tradable sector results in the following redistributive mechanism:
1) The relative price of imported cloths (tradable sector) decreases
in comparison to domestic non-tradable cloth manufacturing,
which becomes relatively more expensive. This leads to a shift in
real economic consumption behaviour where households chose
to consume relatively less traditional clothing and more imports.
The real economic effect is, hence, a redistribution of economic
profits away from domestic CFA franc production and towards
importers.
If the relative price of domestic non-tradable goods increases, the
purchasing power of the population decreases in real terms. ‘Under a
fixed exchange rate regime, [the divergence in productivity growth rates]
will result in CPI inflation and real exchange rate appreciation’.28 A
direct link is therefore established between the choice of a fixed exchange
rate regime, dual inflation,29 and a systemic tendency of currency
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overvaluation.30 The second distributional mechanism is, hence, the real
economic effect of a systemically overvalued currency:
2) The overvaluation of the CFA franc means that the relative price of its
export goods is higher than that of comparable exporting nations.31 CFA
franc using countries therefore lose out on international competitiveness
and their trade benefits will remain systemically underperforming.
Figure 5.3 depicts the real effective exchange rate (REER) movement
of the CFA franc using countries, as well as France/euro. From this
simple descriptive data one important trend becomes apparent: while
the absolute levels of the REER have been varying over time and across
countries, the trend is one of constant overvaluation. Escaping the mass
collapse of multiple fixed and quasi-fixed exchange rate regimes between
1990 and 2000,32 the CFA franc was devalued once vis-à-vis its anchor
currency in 1994, which amounted to 50 per cent of its former value.
Figure 5.3 shows clearly that even though today’s overvaluation has not
reached pre-1994 levels, it only took four years (1997) for each CFA franc
member country’s REER to surpass the anchor currency, the euro, and to
continue a path of appreciation since. The overvaluation towards the US
dollar is even more striking, given that the euro has been appreciating by
40.7 per cent33 against the US dollar between 2002 and 2020.
Those descriptive observations find supporting evidence in an IMF
working paper by Ngouana (2012),35 which explores the counterfactual
scenario of the CFA franc appreciation under a) the euro fixed peg
and b) a SDR peg.36 That paper supports the finding of a systemic
overvaluation of the CFA vis-à-vis the French franc and, since 1999,
the euro which re-evolved even after the 50 per cent devaluation in
1994. The model predicts that under a SDR peg low inflation could
be ensured, while simultaneously preventing systemic overvaluation
and enhancing international competitiveness. Those findings are an
important contribution to the literature on the impact of the CFA
franc fixed currency on economic parameters opposing findings which
neglect the negative impact of the CFA franc regime because their
models do not find statistical significance.37
Ngouana’s (2012) proposal to replace the fixed peg to the euro with
a basket peg is heavily influenced by an observed shift in trade pattern
away from France and the EU and towards other trading partners.
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Until the 1970s, France, as the main trading partner, was the prime
beneficiary of the CFA franc overvaluation. The French colonial empire
created the CFA franc currency zones as a political motive to foster
economic control over its colonised territories in times of war and
change, especially after the Second World War. With the emergence
of new trading partners over the past 30 years the trade patterns of
the CFA franc region have drastically shifted: in 1980 the CFA franc
countries engaged 54.2 per cent of their trade with the countries of
today’s euro area, of which 31.2 per cent was with France alone, but
this share has dropped significantly. In 2010 Europe only accounted for
half its previous trade (26.1 per cent) and France lost two-thirds of its
trade share from thirty years ago (down to 10.4 per cent).38 ‘This trend,
which is expected to continue further, is another argument in favour
of the adoption of a more flexible exchange rate regime. While the
dollar remains the invoicing currency for many international exchanges
outside the Eurozone, products from the Franc zone are losing their
competitive edge’.39 The real loss in economic competitiveness and
hence in trade and income is therefore carried by the CFA franc using
economies.
To summarise: 1) The euro area and CFA franc countries trade
increasingly less, while 2) CFA franc countries shift more trade
(industrial and raw materials, but also financial services and debt)
towards countries where their goods are denominated in US dollars,
which has become more expensive due to the appreciation of the euro
against the dollar. The preservation of the fixed peg vis-à-vis the euro is
therefore a direct subsidy for international importers at the expensive
of CFA franc economies. Nubukpo (2017) provides precise figures
on the loss of competitiveness resulting in the reduction in economic
growth:
Our results suggest that the continual overvaluation of the real effective
exchange rate [in the WAEMU] over the period 1985–2014 resulted in
a loss of economic growth of 0.32 percentage points and an increase in
volatility leading to a reduction of growth of 0.86 percentage points.40

Taking the argument even further, we can identify strong links between
the overvaluation of a currency and the deterioration of workers’
conditions, work safety, technological progress, and investment in R&D.
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‘It is precisely the pressure stemming from overvaluation – i.e. from low
import prices and tough competition in the export markets – that acts
as a sanction against unjustified claims of workers and other sectors
of society. With an overvalued exchange rate, the adjustment pressure
of the world market (i.e. of globalisation) is artificially but voluntarily
increased’.41
The findings suggest that the primary beneficiaries of the redistribution
are: a) import supplying countries – historically dominated by France
and the EU and, lately, China, Maghreb states and the US and b) the
upper classes of CFA franc using countries who enjoy luxury imports
at relatively cheaper prices. The losers are: a) workers in all CFA franc
using countries, and b) small and medium enterprises which produce
for domestic as well as export markets. Those distribution affects often
get lost in aggregated GDP figures. The GDP per capita figures on the
other hand tell a very different story and hint at underlying inequalities:
real GDP per capita has been falling in all CFA franc states over the past
forty years according to some estimations.42 In 2018, Côte d’Ivoire’s real
GDP per capita was 31 per cent lower than its best level, obtained in
1978. The second strongest economy in WAEMU – Senegal got back to
its best level achieved in 1961 only in 2015. Niger’s real GDP per capita
in 2018 was 44 per cent lower than its best level in 1965. The former
Portuguese colony Guinea-Bissau recorded its best level of real GDP per
capita in 1997, the year it joined WAEMU. Twenty-one years later, this
indicator had declined by 18 per cent!
Therefore, by praising the benefit of low inflation stability from a
fixed peg regime one neglects the resulting distributive effects.
Solidarity, Regional Integration, and Stabilising Inflexibility
As conceptualised above, the fixed peg regime binds the fourteen CFA
franc countries and France in a quasi-monetary union. The arrangement
is more restrictive than a normal fixed exchange rate regime because of
principles III and IV, but it is not strong enough to be classified as a
classic monetary union in the stricter sense. The relationships between
the two CFA francs and the euro are based on the 23 November 1998
Decision of the Council of the EU. It determines that there is no formal
link, including no formal declaration of solidarity mechanism, between
CFA franc using countries and the European monetary authorities, etc.
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The 1998 Decision concerns only France, as a ‘guarantor’ of the CFA
franc convertibility.43
Under a free floating monetary sovereign regime, the exchange rate
can, in principle, be instrumentalised in times of crisis to selectively
support the needs of the country, capitalising on the relative change
in price for imports and exports. Entering a quasi-monetary union
restricts this function significantly. This does not mean that joining one
could not hold benefits, but the costs need to be weighted accordingly.
The literature on optimum currency areas suggests that monetary
unions can offer support via common policy which – under ideal
circumstances – could lead to a better coordination in the presence of
asymmetric shocks.
Hence, two possible scenarios could justify a fixed exchange rate
regime: 1) the economies of the fixed currency (CFA franc zones) and
the economies of the anchor currency experience the same economic
cycles and are hence in need of the same exchange rate policy at the
same time. Or, in case (1) does not apply, increased solidarity and trade
integration could offset the loss in monetary sovereignty for the CFA
franc zones (scenario 2).
The stage setting for scenario (1) is based on the following observation:
exchange rate policy always reflects the needs of the real economy and
mirrors the economic cycle based on countries’ production pallet.
Among the euro area’s main export goods are high technology
products with high R&D intensity.44 The main exported goods include
planes, helicopters and/or spacecraft, cars, pharmaceuticals, scientific
instruments, and electrical machinery.
In comparison, WAEMU countries produce primarily low valueadded primary goods, such as raw zinc and copper, gold, raw cotton,
nuts, and tropical agriculture. Furthermore, the fraction of high
technology goods produced in WAEMU countries is significantly
lower than in the euro area. Figure 5.4 shows the high-technology
products as a share of total exports for WAEMU countries and the euro
area. The three biggest economies in the WAEMU – Cote d’Ivoire,
Senegal, and Burkina Faso – have had spikes of high-technology goods
exports in the past twelve years, but the overall picture is one of strong
differences. Over the past five years, the average of high-technology
export by WAEMU countries has not surpassed one fifth of that of the
euro area.
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The main observation is hence: the pallet of produced goods of the
euro area and the CFA franc zone represents two opposite ends of a
spectrum ranging from low value-added primary commodities to
highly complex manufactured goods. The impact is twofold: first, the
central debate in development economics around the deterioration
of the terms of trade of developing countries, lower prices for their
primary commodity exports compared to their manufactured
imports,46 has contributed key insights into a postcolonial world where
trade dependencies and structural inequality persist. A more nuanced
discussion on the relevance of those structural imbalances and the
prohibited long-term development of CFA franc countries will follow
below. Second, the structurally different goods produced by the euro
area and the CFA franc zone experience different economic shocks,
fluctuations, and demand cycles; therefore, they require different
exchange rate policy responses at different times.
The prices of primary unprocessed goods face ‘problem[s] of shortterm instability of primary commodity prices, which is greater than that
of prices for non-primary tradable commodities’.47 Owing to potentially
rapid changes of supply and demand resulting in price shifts, countries
producing those goods need a short-term adjustment of the exchange
rate48 to absorb shocks. In case of a good year of harvest, external
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commodity price shocks, etc., a short-term adjustment tool to devalue
the currency is helpful to stimulate domestic consumption rather
than import consumption. A short-term devaluation of the currency
would decrease the relative price of domestic products in comparison
to imported goods. Therefore, local farmers will be able to sell more
of their products at a slightly cheaper price and export at competitive
prices. In such a scenario, the good harvest will be able to generate
surplus to either invest or to save for less ideal years. In the opposite
scenario, when a harvest is poor, or a natural catastrophe has occurred,
it is helpful to overvalue the currency on short notice to encourage
imports to prevent a supply shortage which could lead to starvation or
multiple supply crises. Since the two currency unions are pegged to the
euro, the ECB is indirectly in charge of their monetary policy, but the
latter is primarily concerned with the Eurozone economic cycle, which
does not necessarily correlate with the economic cycles of the two CFA
franc monetary blocs. The reason lies in the opposite characteristics
of the European product range, which consists of high value-added
products with very little price volatility.
The asymmetric terms of trade49 between the Eurozone and the
CFA zones are too diverse to be addressed by one monetary policy.
The results are crises of hunger, overproduction and waste as well as
structural dependencies.50 The first dramatic crisis for CFA franc using
countries which could have been prevented or at least attenuated with
the tool of an adjustable exchange rate occurred in the second half of the
1980s. In the forefront – during the 1980s –
The autonomous powers of the African central banks in determining
monetary policy were […] restrained by ‘stability clauses’ which granted
the French minister of finance rights of consultation and veto over the
formulation and implementation of monetary policy in the franc zone
member countries.51

Those stability clauses towards the BCEAO and the BEAC led to an
augmented demand of credits from private markets. The result was an
inflationary credit expansion. When these financial developments were
additionally hit with real economic deterioration in the terms of trade
due to falling world market prices of raw materials, ‘[t]he real revaluation
of the FCFA ultimately caused not only foreign trade but also domestic
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economic activity to collapse’.52 Not only were the CFA franc institutions
one of the sources of inflating credit demand on private markets, but they
also proved ineffective in dealing with the crisis. ‘The franc-zone model
now proved counter-productive, as the initial inflationary potential gave
way to flagging real economy, only exacerbated by the ability to adjust
exchange rates. This was a situation in which devaluation would have
offered the only way out’.53 The results were domestic consolidation and
structural adjustment programmes under the French government, the
World Bank and the IMF. None of these programmes addressed the
institutional setting of the CFA franc in their policy restructuring.
Summarising, there is little evidence that the monetary policy by the
Bank of France/ECB has been equally beneficial to the very different
production pallets. On the contrary, historical examples highlight a
dominating passivity of the Bank of France/ECB in times of much
needed monetary policy intervention to prevent economic crisis in CFA
franc economies.
Regarding scenario 2, within a monetary union and the absence of
exchange rate movements as a tool to absorb shocks, labour migration
provides theoretically an alternative means of restoring equilibrium
between labour markets and economies.54 In times of asymmetric
shocks, it allows unemployed workers to move to places which did
not experience the shock and find employment. In theory, migration
within monetary union is a sign of increased regional integration and
functions as an alternative to absorb shocks.55 In practice however, the
potential for migration is limited between CFA franc using countries
but especially restricted between the CFA franc zones and Europe.
While freedom of capital movement is part of the statutory agreements,
freedom of labour is not considered. Therefore, the theoretical channel
to absorb real economic asymmetric shock via labour migration is
institutionally prevented.
And lastly, the Covid-19 pandemic has shown that solidarity in
times of crisis is not sufficient. On March 15, 2020 – at a time where
the Covid-19 virus pandemic was spreading rapidly – the EU adopted
export restrictions56 on medical protective equipment to all non-EU
countries, including CFA franc countries. Applying the insights from
the overvaluation of the CFA franc, those export restrictions forced
CFA franc countries to pay a relatively higher price to other suppliers
in times of a severe health crisis, forcing public debt to increase further.
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In summary, economies bound together by a fixed peg regime do not
benefit from a similar exchange rate policy, nor has increased solidarity
and trade integration offset the loss of monetary sovereignty.
Economic Attractiveness and the Failed Promise of Long-term Development
The last theoretical promise of a fixed currency regime is all about an
increase in credibility, which should lead to more investment and longterm development. I will argue that this promise has not been delivered
for two reasons: 1) the fact that the CFA franc was devalued once due to
overvaluation, which never the less continued, did not create trust in the
sustainability of the fixed exchange rate. International capital markets count
on a further devaluation, the only question is when. Due to this fact, the CFA
franc countries are subject to short-term investment and cyclical capital
flight. The second argument goes deeper into an institutional argument: 2)
the monetary regime and the CFA franc institutions support neocolonial
path dependencies, maintaining the current global division of labour.
Only eighteen years after the CFA franc got devalued by 50 per cent,
Gnansounou and Verdier-Chouchane (2012) published a paper on
‘When Should the Franc CFA be Devalued Again?’. The combination
of the experience of the 1994 devaluation due to overvaluation, and
its possible reoccurrence, allows for justified doubt that international
investors still trust the arrangement enough for long-term investment.
On the contrary, we can observe that ‘[t]he CFA franc […] encourages
massive capital outflows’57 Ndiaye (2012) analysed the effect of capital
flight on economic growth in the CFA franc zone between 1970 and
2010. They found that real capital flight was positive and significant,
with a magnitude of approximately $86.8 or $80.1 billion dollars,
representing 122.1 per cent or 112.6 per cent of GDP, and 5.3 times
or 4.9 times foreign direct investment.58 According to another study,
capital flight – consisting of private wealth being transferred outside
of its country of origin, foreign direct investment being withdrawn, as
well as sovereign transfers in exchange for reserves – puts CFA franc
countries in the position of a global net lender rather than a debtor,
despite the status of many of its member as least developed nations.59
Furthermore, overvaluation hampers domestic credit creation
and enforces international financial dependency. As the BCEAO
and the BEAC are committed to maintain a fixed peg, given the low
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diversification of production in many CFA countries, credit expansion
will feed more imports – which will ordinarily deteriorate the current
account balance, and deplete foreign exchange. Credit creation, in a
context of countries with structural trade deficits and a commitment to
a fixed peg, can expand only if countries receive external financial flows.
In the WAEMU, all countries, except for Cote d’Ivoire, have structural
trade deficits and very low domestic savings (2018: Senegal 24 per cent;
Guinea-Bissau 8.8 per cent of GNI). With such weak domestic financial
possibilities, the peg can be maintained only through increasing financial
dependency towards international financial institutions. The result is a
banking sector dominated by French, Moroccan and ‘Pan-Africanist’
banks60 which underperform in their credit supply.61 ‘The credit-toGDP ratio stands around 25 per cent for the WAEMU, and 13 per cent
for the CEMAC, but averages 60+ per cent for sub-Saharan Africa, and
100 per cent+ for South Africa’.62
The literature on economic complexity indicators has shed light on one
key economic relationship: while it is easy for countries which already
have a diversified and complex production pallet to switch between
products, the transition from producing primary less-complex goods to
more advanced complex goods is incredibly difficult. But it is especially
impossible if there is no domestic financing structure that provides
credit for enterprises trying to develop more complex industries. Those
investments might be connected with a higher risk of failure due to being
exposed to highly competitive markets, but it is the only way to diversify
and climb up the ladder of economic complexity. Here, further work must
be done, employing methodology from economic complexity indicators
and network theory to understand the neocolonial path dependency of
production patterns in the CFA franc zones. Unfortunately, Kamrany
et al. words from 1972 seem devastatingly timely:
[T]he banking system [in the WAEMU] does not play an effective role
toward capital accumulation, since its operating rules are basically aimed
at financing trade flows and capital repatriations, rather than at stimulating
monetisation, savings and local investments. Because the monetary and
banking system are biased against indigenous savings and investments,
they perpetuate the past system of economic production and are among
the major institutional bottlenecks which limit indigenous opportunities
in the region, especially in the traditional sector.63
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c on c lusion: only cosmetic c ha n g es
f or t h e f u t u re
In light of the recently proposed currency reform which will replace
one of the last colonial currency regimes – the West African CFA
franc – with the newly introduced ECO, this paper has analysed the
key monetary regime feature and its real economic effects: The fixed
exchange rate vis-à-vis the euro which will be transferred into the ECO
regime.
This paper has explored the three key promises of a fixed currency
regime:
I) Lower inflation: It is achieved in the CFA franc zones, but comes
at the high cost with dual inflation and a distributive effect which
benefits importers and high-income classes within CFA franc states,
and disadvantages for domestic production aimed at domestic
demand as well as export markets.
II) Decreased coordination costs (via one monetary policy and
increased solidarity and trade integration): The differences in
production pattern among CFA franc and euro using countries
reveal strong differences in exchange rate policy needs. The
solidarity and regional integration between the two regions are
not strong enough to offset CFA franc zone losses from a Europecentred monetary policy.
III) Higher economic attractiveness and long-term development:
Persisting overvaluation deteriorates the faith of international
financial markets and fuels short-term investment and cyclical
capital flight. The inability to bind long-term investment fosters
the colonial production pattern of primary goods and raw materials
because investment into diversifying and increasing the complexity
of production does not find willing investors.
The above presented mechanism-based analysis concludes that all three
theoretical promises from a fixed peg regime do not offset the loss in
monetary sovereignty in the CFA franc region. Presented evidence
suggests that upon entering the new ECO, the fixed regime should be
replaced with a more flexible peg, similar to a SDR peg.
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Exploring the structure of the double monetary union further,
more work needs to be done on the optimality of the WAEMU and
the CEMAC. Currently, two CFA franc reform proposals are on
the table: the ECO as a replacement of the West African CFA franc
(announced in 2019) and, second, the creation of the Economic
Community of West African States currency (also ECO), which will
include WAEMU members and seven other countries, including
Nigeria.
Hence, both proposals aim at either preserving the underlying
classic monetary union or even enlarging it by adding more countries.
Unfortunately, just adding more countries into a single currency does
not necessarily increase integration or solidarity, at worst it produces
new internal power dynamics with new winners and losers.
Calling into question the optimality of today’s WAEMU and
CEMAC, the heterogeneity of inflation within the regions is huge and
might not sufficiently qualify for a successful monetary union. For the
period between 2014 and 2016, overvaluation ranging among WAEMU
member states stood at between -7 per cent for Mali and +12 per cent
for Guinea-Bissau.64 Furthermore, the price volatility of goods, such as
palm oil, cocoa beans, uranium, petroleum, fish meal, phosphate rock,
cotton, and beef, across West African countries is far from uniform. The
fear is, therefore, justified that by getting rid of the power dynamic with
the Euro, where Europe’s highly complex production pallet dominates
the monetary policy needs of volatile primary goods and raw materials,
the ECO will replace this dominance with a regional player: Nigeria.
‘Nigeria alone represents 73.1 per cent of the zone’s wealth, against
just 26.9 per cent for the other fourteen countries. Clearly, there is a
strong chance that satisfying the needs of Nigeria would be the chief
preoccupation of monetary policy within the region’.65
The policy discussion should explore options for the breaking up
the monetary unions and replacing them with ‘an ambitious economic
integration for the West African region based on mutually supportive
national currencies’66 to foster regional trade, develop regional financial
systems, and diversify regional production patterns with the help of
radical industrial policy. This would increase monetary sovereignty
much further than the cosmetic change of a new name in the same
cloths of the CFA franc.
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The CFA Franc Under Neoliberal
Monetary Policy:
A labour-focused approach
Hannah Cross

int rodu ction
The CFA franc has come to represent persistent neocolonial links
with France that undermine a significant departure from colonial
modes of development.1 In a series of economic debates held in Dakar,
inaugurated by Samir Amin, prominent economists and scholars
brought the currency union to the forefront of political and economic
struggle in the franc zone, where it was argued that ‘money is the
first instrument of sovereignty and the role of the CFA vis-à-vis the
euro and French Treasury is one of the principal causes of economic
difficulties in francophone countries’.2 Expanding on the question of
sovereignty, this paper will show how a neoliberal monetary regime,
based on inflation targeting and central bank independence, shifted
the existing pattern of foreign dominance over the economy. This
policy framework brings a renewed democratic focus to critiques of
the monetary regime in the franc and Eurozones, with impetus from
those who have experienced the financial transformation of the state
first-hand in official roles.3
What is often peripheral to discussion on global neoliberalism,
democracy and neocolonial domination is their relationship to the
power of the labouring classes which actually provides the links between
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them. The suppression of democracy is the consequence of an economic
policy that aims to keep labour costs down, previously achieved in
colonial practice and then sustained in changing forms of imperial
dominance. The neoliberal project has institutionalised the existing
imbalance of power between capital and labour in its reconfiguration
of the state to contain labour.4 To be clear, for observers of African
regions’ historical integration in the capitalist world economy,
low-paid, precarious, or ‘unfree’ labour is not a novel pattern found
in neoliberalism.5 Nor has neoliberalism introduced the fundamental
restrictions on autonomous development that the franc zone has faced
since its inception. For Samir Amin, writing over fifty years ago, the
aim for local control over reproduction of the labour force was part
of the delinking project that also required local autonomy over the
market, natural resources, technology, and investment, and this process
needed the transformation of the franc zone’s monetary structures.6
Considering this history, this chapter examines, firstly, how the
changing conditions of labour and subsequently of popular sovereignty
are not distinct from monetary policy or epiphenomenal to it, but are
part of its calculation. A background to labour struggle in the franc zone
will illustrate that monetary policy is linked to the losses and gains of the
labouring classes. The chapter subsequently examines the export of the
Eurozone’s macroeconomic framework to the franc zone, along with the
CFA franc’s peg to the euro, following both the 1994 devaluation and
the abandonment of the French franc. This tightened monetary policy
renewed the demand for alternatives, by which monetary sovereignty
and its relation to the wider economy continues to be a necessary
condition for broader social transformation.

n eolib eral monetary policy a n d the
su ppression of labou r
Rosa Luxemburg argued in 1899 that ‘The fate of democracy is bound
up, we have seen, with the fate of the Labour movement’. 7 Only the
labour movement could achieve democracy, even though socialism was
its primary goal. Social democracy in Europe had become oriented to
imperialist policy, to the neglect of the international working classes.
A century later, neoliberal policy was attacking social democracy and
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its redistribution of the benefits of imperialism to the bourgeoisie,
eventually eroding the middle classes.
The abandonment in 1971–1973 of the fixed exchange rate system
of convertibility of the dollar into gold embedded financial market
intervention in the international monetary system, and this was
combined with fiscal and monetary austerity policies that aimed to
restrain wages. The resulting confrontations in Western Europe led to
states’ reversal of labour regulations, welfare, and employment benefits,
and efforts to reduce industrial costs.8 The indirect domination over the
working class in Keynesian monetary policy would give way to direct
subordination of workers. In turn, monetarism, associated with Hayek
and Friedman’s economic theory, rejected social democracy and argued
that macroeconomic mismanagement and the acceptance of workers’
demands generated excessively high inflation.
Monetarism broke with the consensus of states’ responsibility to
address unemployment and allow inflation to rise, moving the control
of inflation to the centre of monetary policy. Milton Friedman’s
opposition to the targeting of unemployment was based on the idea
that ‘a lower level of unemployment is an indication that there is
excess demand for labour that will produce upward pressure on wage
rates’; while excess supply will produce downward pressure.9 Workers
were expected to price themselves into jobs in liberalised, flexibilised
labour markets, exercising ‘hard work and thrift’. Paul Volcker, leading
the US Federal Reserve, announced the plan to fight inflation using
an aggressive interest rate policy in 1979, encouraged by national
banks’ use of this mechanism in Germany, Japan and Switzerland.
The Volcker shock showed that monetary policy, without wage, price,
or credit controls, or supporting fiscal policy, could reduce inflation.
Unemployment increased persistently and commercial bank credit
expanded that did not circulate in the real economy but, instead,
promoted the expansion of international finance, where US power was
institutionally reconfigured.10 The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
adopted the inflation target11 as the nominal anchor in many assistance
programmes.12
Interest rate manipulation became the primary tool for monetary
discipline under the ‘new monetary policy consensus’, a term used by
Alfredo Saad-Filho (2005) and in Philip Arestis and Malcolm Sawyer’s
(2005) explanation of the neoliberal monetary policy that advanced
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in the early 1990s.13 This policy draws on monetarism, new classical,
and New Keynesian schools of thought. It is a policy approach that is
based on nominal anchors, which have also included the gold standard,
currency boards, and money supply targeting. It is a departure from
Keynes’ ideas, which prioritised output as well as price stability, and
carried the objective of ‘optimum level of employment’, although wages
still could be reduced by inflationary means.14
The Maastricht Treaty of the European Union, signed in 1992,
assigned the Eurosystem the objective of maintaining price stability in
the Eurozone, specified in 1998 in the European Central Bank (ECB)
as ‘a year-on-year increase in the Harmonised Index of Consumer
Prices (HICP) for the euro area of below 2 per cent’.15 The interest rate
policy became the key policy instrument, in a ‘one instrument-one
target’ framework, whether formally focused on an inflation target with
a quantitative definition, or more broadly with a monetary policy that
focused on price stability.16
At this time, there were major changes in central banks’ laws in
industrial and ‘emerging market’ economies. They gained authority over
monetary policy, with legal responsibility for more than one country in
the case of the ECB (Eurozone), the Central Bank of West African States
(BCEAO) (West African Economic and Monetary Union [WAEMU]),
and Bank of Central African States (BEAC) (Central African Economic
and Monetary Community [CEMAC]). In these monetary unions,
the hard exchange rate peg between countries led state authorities to
surrender control over domestic monetary policy to the central bank.
This transformation sought to prevent undisciplined wage bargaining
and political agents from expanding the aggregate labour cost.17
A single inflation target, originally understood as a means of managing
crisis, is excessively rigid between member countries of a central bank
and also between regions.18 In Europe’s ‘golden age’, from 1947–1977,
inflation averaged around 10 per cent. This might equally be expected
of African countries that are reconstructing after a prolonged period
of war or economic devastation. The movement of inflation suggests
weighty demand and a lightened real value of debt.19
The effects of this monetary regime can fundamentally be understood
as class-based, transferring wealth upwards at the expense of wage levels
and labour conditions, which could improve with moderate inflation.20
As manipulation of interest rates is the tool for low inflation, real
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interest rates tend to be higher, with an increase on costs of production,
investment, and consumption, triggering public expenditure cuts.
The singular focus on price stability can force the economy into a
‘stabilisation trap’, a ‘low-level equilibrium with low growth, high
unemployment, intractable problems of poverty and inequality’.21 The
reliance on wages as the adjusting variable will push wages down and
cause persistent unemployment. Labour’s share of national income
declines and states lose the capacity for social compromise.22 Hence,
Greece’s assertion of the principle of governing with the consent of
the electorate was a ‘profound shock’ to the Troika (of the European
Commission, the ECB, and the IMF); the Syriza government had dared
to submit economic decisions to a democratic process.23

lab our stru ggle in t h e cf a f ra n c z o n e
The two CFA franc blocs24 have economies and labour systems that were
shaped differently by European colonialism from the late nineteenth
century. Samir Amin described distinct regional patterns of integration
into the world economy in colonial Africa.25 In West Africa’s colonial
trade economy, pre-colonial trade networks were disrupted, mainly
by France and Britain, and the region was restructured towards an
export economy with commercial crop zones near to the coast and
underdevelopment in the interior, underpinning coercive labour
systems. The Central Africa of concession-owning companies did not
have the population density and hierarchical social structures that had
developed in West Africa. It was opened, mainly by Belgian and French
colonisers, to private plunder of raw materials, moving towards the
establishment of foreign-owned industrial plantation zones by the 1930s.
In view of the lasting effects of colonial domination,26 progressive forces
emphasise the importance of a new sovereign project, delinked from the
reproduction of patterns of underdevelopment and dependence.27 Yet
the politics of the franc zone have encouraged their continuity.
From 1960 to 1986, even if regular devaluations of the French franc
and favourable prices of primary products enabled economic growth
in some franc zone countries, monetary policy kept inflation rates
abnormally low.28 France’s control over the zone loosened in the early
1970s, following protests from workers, students, and some African
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heads of state. In Senegal, the ‘street fighting years’ started in 1966
when anti-neocolonial students walked out to demonstrate against the
ousting of Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana, and forced the government
to legalise the students’ unions. Following the repression of 1968’s
student strikes, trade unions joined in solidarity. The government was
eventually forced to release arrested union leaders and increase the
minimum wage by 15 per cent, while scholarships would be retained for
the 1967–1968 academic year and universities would follow a principle
of Africanisation. Later strikes in 1971 and 1973 were met with more
authoritarianism and a loss of momentum for the revolutionary left, but
these struggles did force a more open political system, with a significant
role for the working class that is often downplayed.29
African leaders in this time of dissent threatened to leave the franc
zone, opposing monetary arrangements that did not allow a negative
balance in the operations account, which were oriented to the short-term
needs of commodity marketing and export rather than industrialisation
and development. The BCEAO and BEAC headquarters moved
from Paris to Dakar and Yaoundé respectively, and gained African
governors.30 However, these reforms did not decolonise monetary policy
or change its core operating rules. Economic and political violence from
France against sovereign projects, or the benefits of the arrangements
for the ruling elites, suppressed the possibility of liberation.31 Moreover,
the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries’ quadrupling of oil
prices in the early 1970s created severe balance of payments problems.
In WAEMU countries a domestic and external debt crisis by the early
1980s was compounded by the rise of interest rates following the
Volcker shock. In the CEMAC countries, the discovery of oil disguised
the crisis up to the late 1980s.32
Tariff protection, in response to firms’ inability to match the prices
of imported goods, was off the table in financial and academic circles,
notwithstanding the rise of European protectionism, because, the
argument went, they would impose ‘efficiency costs’ on the economy,
be subject to corruption and rentierism, and would discourage foreign
investment; similarly, capital controls to overcome their flight to
France would ‘promote greater capital flight’! Governments instead
had to overcome their ‘political failure’ and impose austerity measures
to restore macroeconomic equilibrium.33 Neoliberal rationality was
doubling down and, by the 1990s, most franc zone countries were under
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austerity programmes as farmers protested against the slashing of prices
of export crops like cocoa, cotton, and coffee to almost half, and public
sector workers’ pay was frozen or cut.
These changes would not have been possible through democratic
channels. In 1990, new institutional arrangements for the CFA franc
would centralise banking supervision in regional banking commissions
in West and Central Africa that would provide an ‘agency of restraint’
to preserve the currency’s internal and external value.34 France would
impose technocrats like Oye M’Ba in Gabon and Alassane Ouattara in
Côte d’Ivoire, who would insist ‘the currency is a matter for experts and
thus not a subject for democratic debate’.35 France made an example of
Benin by withdrawing financial support from the country and allowing
salary arrears to accumulate in the civil service for nine months, forcing
the ex-World Bank official Nicéphore Soglo into power.36 The climate
of austerity led Senegal’s new government in 1993 to reduce salaries
and cut state expenditure. Trade union groups refused to accept these
sacrifices and pay for others’ economic mismanagement, instead
developing their support for each other and distancing themselves from
political parties, hoping again to become the opposition that parties
were failing to provide.37
The 1994 devaluation came soon after the death of President Félix
Houphouët-Boigny of Côte d’Ivoire, one of its main opponents. It
was seen as France’s capitulation to the Bretton Woods institutions
and a shift in power in the latter’s favour. Three days of intensive
meetings culminated in the change in parity promoted by the IMF
and Ouattara, against the warnings of social explosion to President
Mitterrand, led by Omar Bongo, Blaise Compaoré, Abdou Diouf, and
Houphouët-Boigny.38 Between 1948 and 1994, the CFA franc’s parity
to the French Franc was stable, though the French currency was
regularly devalued. From 1 CFA franc equals 0.01 French franc, the
CFA franc’s value was halved in January 1994 to 0.02 French franc.
This was not merely a remote economic decision with ripple effects
on the economy, but an event that was directly and immediately
absorbed by households. It created a wave of wage freezes and layoffs
with retaliations from labour unions, while prices for pharmaceutical
products and other imports soared. The governments of Côte d’Ivoire,
Senegal, Benin, and Burkina Faso introduced temporary price controls
on stock imports to prevent price-gouging and halt a sharp rise in
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inflation, while the IMF promised US$1.5 billion of aid to counter the
impact of higher prices. France would set up a ‘special development
fund’ and halve the debts of Gabon, Cameroon, the Republic of the
Congo, and Côte d’Ivoire.39 The IMF noted a growth in the franc zone
of 0.8 per cent per year during 1994 to 96 after an annual decline
of 2.6 per cent in the preceding years, inflation came down to single
digits, and the balance of payments deficits and external public debts
were contained. However, while terms of trade modestly improved,
competitiveness gains were largely attributed to relative unit labour
costs.40
In all countries, total wage costs diminished in relation to total public
expenditure, declining from 43 per cent in 1993 to 32 per cent in 1997
in WAEMU countries, and from 50 per cent to 37 per cent in CEMAC
countries in the same years.41 This reduction in public wage expenditure
extended to other sectors of employment and was combined with
a loss of purchasing power. This deterioration in living standards
vastly outweighed the mitigating measures taken by the IMF and
France. Cameroon recorded positive macroeconomic results after the
devaluation, but in 1996, almost half the population (55 per cent in rural
areas and 22 per cent in urban areas) was consuming less calories per
day than the Food and Agricultural Organisation’s recommendation of
2400 calories.42 People became half as rich and were often forced into
unstable and exploitative forms of labour migration as a household
survival strategy, with a new significance for the value of earnings
from the US or Europe. The simultaneous disruption of international
visa regimes led to the phenomenon of clandestine migration, which
continues to mark economic shocks in Senegalese and other regional
households.43
The trend over time has been a decline in incomes: in Côte d’Ivoire,
average income in 2016 was under two-thirds that of the late 1970s,
while Gabon’s average income fell by half in the four decades after 1976.
Guinea Bissau, rejoining WAEMU in 1997 when its average income was
at its highest, saw a fall of 20 per cent by 2016.44 Agricultural incomes
were hit by the euro peg for exports. Burkina Faso, growing its cotton
production sixfold between 1994 and 2006, saw marketing companies
and peasants face severe losses when the euro strengthened against
the dollar between 2004 and 2007. The appreciation of the euro also
prevented food security such that, for example, Senegal’s local rice was
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more expensive than imported rice from Thailand, which is priced in
dollars. Thus, agricultural exports, as well as the potential for import
substitution, were hit by the euro peg.45

tightened monet ary policy a n d
the s earch f or alternat ives
Following both the 1994 devaluation and the CFA franc’s peg to the
euro, the Eurozone’s macroeconomic framework was exported to
the CFA franc zone as a new anchor. This would leave governments
dominated by French economic policies and the international price
of commodities as these determine the currency’s international
value and exchange rate in US dollars.46 Having ceded power to the
international financial institutions (IFIs) in the previous decade, after
2002, macroeconomic surveillance in the franc zone included the
demand for the wage bill not to exceed 35 per cent of budget revenues
in WAEMU countries.47 Intra-regional trade, which for CEMAC was
less than 5 per cent of its total trade and for WAEMU around 10 per
cent, was a secondary target.48 The IFIs, European Commission and
French Treasury view countries’ own governments as the barrier to
regional cooperation, claiming they are weak or lacking in political will,
are not sufficiently promoting the market, and that their protectionism
has stifled competition and prevented a single market of products,
capital and labour mobility.49 These ahistorical approaches obscure the
uneven and combined development that has prevented diversification
of production and has centred capital and labour mobility around
export commodities.
Dependence on imported foods in both franc zone regions sparked
rioting in 2007 and 2008 when prices of rice and grains soared by 50
per cent and more. The hunger riots were part of a wider pattern of
protests against austerity, unemployment, and alienation of community
land, intensified by food price hikes. Market deregulation, reduced
grain reserves, and global financial speculation led to food crises.50 This
was acutely experienced in low-income countries, including in Côte
d’Ivoire, the largest CFA economy. Riots in Abidjan led the government
to cut taxes on household products. The government of Burkina Faso
responded to the riots with emergency subsidies for fertilisers, seeds,
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and farming equipment, while Senegal introduced a special intervention
programme to reduce dependency on imported rice.51 In light of these
countries’ high dependence, a European Commission paper suggested
that fiscal policies in the franc zone should have some flexibility,
compared to the Economic and Monetary Union, and that fiscal
programmes should respond to public opinion.52
Yet, in 2010 the BCEAO changed its decision-making bodies to
establish committees for monetary policy and financial stability, revised
the objectives of monetary policy, and expanded the set of operational
tools, moving towards more rigidity and control. It became independent
in relation to member states. Given the fact that the monetary base is
often backed by foreign reserves by more than 70 per cent,53 it looks like
a currency board rather than a true central bank, with a primary focus
on price stability, defined as the ECB’s inflation target of 2 per cent,
plus or minus 1 per cent over a 24-month period. Unlike the Eurozone,
which has national roles in the supervision of financial responsibility,
the CFA model establishes external discipline on financial and fiscal
policy. As a counterpart to its so-called guarantee of convertibility, the
French Treasury has a representative with voting rights in the organs of
the BCEAO, which can barely diverge from the monetary policy of its
anchor and, by extension, that of the ECB.54
While monetary stability has been promoted as a means of creating
a stable environment for attracting foreign investment and promoting
the integration of member countries, there has been major capital flight,
especially in times of economic and political crises (see Chapter 5 by
Carla Coburger). Foreign investment has favoured countries that are
rich in oil and mineral resources, rather than responding to the stability
of currencies while, at the same time, profits are repatriated to French
investors.55
Currency unions with their pooling or surrender of state sovereignty
are not inimical to democracy per se, but the neocolonial relationship with
France and the mechanisms of neoliberal monetary policy prevent the
state and the people from determining the allocation of social resources.
However, in 2016, the BCEAO reported that financial, commercial,
and transport activities had expanded in the region more recently and
that subsidiaries of French banks had been losing their market shares
to African banks that had an explicit regional approach, the largest of
which was the ‘pan-African’ Ecobank.56 South-South cooperation has
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extended in the past decade to include new considerations of regional
monetary strategies to counteract the global financial and monetary
system with its rigid conditionalities and narrow governance demands.
The West African Monetary Zone, formed in 2000 and based in Accra,
had plans to incorporate the regional franc zone countries with its
members of Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Liberia,
using the ECO as its currency. While it is not a neocolonial project, it
is influenced by the neoliberal convergence criteria of the Eurozone
and would include a targeted inflation rate below 5 per cent, a fiscal
deficit ratio below 4 per cent, and a limitation of deficit financing by the
central bank to 10 per cent. While it eases monetary policy, its central
bank would remain focused on price stability in an inflation targeting
framework, but it has since been postponed by political and economic
instability.57
In line with the broader intellectual criticism of inflation targeting,
African critics have argued during the last two decades that the CFA
franc has adverse consequences for growth and employment levels.
Côte d’Ivoire’s former finance minister, Mamadou Koulibaly, launched
an attack against the CFA franc at the start of the 2000s, arguing
that, as a consequence, ‘our industry is not competitive, we have
low-skilled labour, our economy isn’t diversified’.58 Other critics include
former international economic officials like Togo’s Kako Nubukpo
(ex-BCEAO), Senegal’s Sanou Mbaye (ex-African Development Bank),
and Guinea-Bissau’s Carlos Lopez (ex-UN Economic Commission for
Africa). In January 2017, there were anti-CFA demonstrations in African
and European cities and calls to boycott French products.59 Nubukpo
has appealed for foreign exchange reserves to be mobilised through
credit creation for projects in areas such as energy, telecoms, and other
infrastructure, rather than be kept in the French Treasury.60 Other
recommendations are to have a sovereign currency as a basic condition
for a regional market and a sustainable industrialisation process;61 to
peg the CFA franc to a basket of local currencies and soften draconian
credit policies;62 for commercial banks to have a role in financing longterm credits for productive investment;63 and to coordinate between
monetary policy and national budgetary policy.64
As a result of the growing criticism of the CFA franc, Alassane
Ouattara and Emmanuel Macron, in December 2019, announced the
‘replacement’ of the latter with their own version of the ECO. However,
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their ‘reform’ is essentially cosmetic, as the core features of the
neocolonial currency relationship – with a fixed peg to the euro, free
transfer of capital and income, and the so-called French ‘guarantee’–
remain untouched. For Kako Nubukpo, the CFA franc will only be
buried, and monetary sovereignty transferred, with an adjustable
exchange rate regime; or if, instead, member countries do not enter into
a single currency but introduce exchange rate agreements and advance
the trade integration process with specialisation processes between
economies.65

re for m and emancipatory po l i ti cs
The CFA franc zone is associated with French neocolonial control.
This continues to be symbolically and economically important, but the
devaluation of the currency in 1994 also marked a reconfiguration of
power in favour of the IFIs and international finance in line with the
Eurozone’s financial configuration. Ever similar patterns have emerged
of austerity and the crushing of labour across a neoliberal world, in
which few governments can succeed or be considered exemplary from
the perspective of ordinary people. It is unhelpful to debate endlessly
the degree to which low development indicators are caused by domestic
or external politics, when these are best understood as a class relation
that has been systematically isolated from the influence of elected
governments.
Neoliberal monetary policy removed political power from economic
policymaking by means of ‘governance’ mechanisms that reinforce
an authoritarian nature to the economy as they ensure a programme
that restricts welfare, public spending, wages, and employment for a
supposed long-term goal of monetary and economic stability. However,
restoring the monetary mechanisms of the Keynesian era will not go
far enough to bring labour-centred development. Only a repoliticised,
labour-centred approach will bring CFA economies beyond generations
of capitalist exploitation of labour within the regions. This is why
unearthing the emancipatory politics that are downplayed by history,
and engaging with the left’s attempts to rebuild itself in the present global
wave of strikes and protests, will be central to substantive economic and
monetary reform.
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From Central Bank Independence to
Government Dependence: Monetary
colonialism in the Eurozone
Thomas Fazi

introdu ct ion
African monetary sovereignty has been a core component of the
Pan-Africanist ideal of political unity, as expressed, for example, by
Ghanaian President, Kwame Nkrumah, in the early 1960s, with the
foundation of the Organization of African Unity (OAU).1 While a
deepened monetary and financial cooperation within the African
continent is a legitimate goal, the specifics leading to this process matter
as well as the forms under which this cooperation is supposed to happen.
The long-term ambition of African authorities is to create regional single
currencies – such a project exists for example in West Africa and in East
Africa – which would pave the way at one point to a continental single
currency (see the chapter by Elisabeth Cobbett). Sadly, these currency
unions projects are modelled on the European Monetary Union (EMU),
also called Eurozone.2 This is indeed unfortunate, as the Eurozone is far
from being a ‘model’ to be emulated elsewhere.
The main premise of this chapter is that current discussions on how to
strengthen the economic and monetary sovereignty of African countries
cannot afford to ignore the dramatic consequences that monetary
unification has had on the countries of Europe. In order to design forms
of monetary integration that would enlarge their policy space, such a
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union would have to be tailored to meet their specific challenges. Thus,
African countries would be well-advised to learn from the shortcomings
of the Eurozone rather than draw uncritical inspiration from it. It is
especially important for them to realise that monetary unions are no
panacea. On the contrary, depending on how they are designed, they can
compromise national independence and democratic self-determination,
including the capacity by national authorities to implement coherent
development policies that have lasting effects for their populations.
Indeed, there exists, and has existed for a long time, an established
consensus that countries that belong to a monetary union are rather
limited in the scope as regards their national economic policy. As the
British economist Wynne Godley famously wrote, ‘the power to issue
[one’s] own money, to make drafts on [one’s] own central bank, is the
main thing which defines national independence. If a country gives up
or loses this power, it acquires the status of a local authority or colony’.3
Indeed, to the extent that the management of a country’s fiscal policy
depends on its control of monetary and exchange rate policy, and that
fiscal policy is the central plank of any meaningful economic policy
(from industrial policy to (full) employment policy), we can conclude
that giving up (or losing) the power to issue one’s currency effectively
means giving up (or losing) the ability to efficiently manage all aspects of
economic policy – particularly demand-side and welfare policies aimed
at sustaining employment, equality, and societal well-being. This loss
of economic sovereignty becomes self-evident in the face of a financial/
economic crisis, such as an external shock of some kind.
The EMU, and specifically the economic underperformance and high
unemployment rates of its member countries vis-à-vis other advanced
countries in the decade following the financial crisis of 2007–2008,
testifies to this very clearly. When the financial crisis hit, member states,
because they did not have the possibility to ‘print the currency’ to buy
their own bonds (and thus control interest rates) or a central bank
willing to act as lender of last resort, found themselves defenceless in the
face of market speculators – or so-called bond vigilantes – which caused
bond yields (interest rates) to skyrocket in a number of countries,4
particularly those of the so-called periphery (Portugal, Ireland, Italy,
Greece, and Spain, often referred to, with clear racist undertones, as the
PIIGS). This gave rise to the so-called European ‘sovereign debt crisis’ or
‘euro crisis’. Indeed, these countries became exposed to the very real risk
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of sovereign default, or ‘national insolvency’. As Merkel stated in late
2011, ‘[t]he top priority is to avoid an uncontrolled insolvency, because
that wouldn’t just hit Greece, and the danger that it hits everyone, or at
least a number of other countries, is very big’.5
For almost three years – from late 2009 to mid-2012 – the European
Central Bank (ECB) refused to intervene (in any meaningful manner)
to support euro area government bond markets, leaving member states
at the mercy of financial speculation and forcing them to pursue harsh
austerity measures to meet growing interest payments and, in some cases
(Ireland, Portugal, Greece, Spain), to go cap-in-hand to the so-called
troika – a tripartite committee with representatives from the European
Commission, the ECB, and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) – for
financial assistance, conditional upon even harsher austerity measures.
These countries were essentially put into ‘controlled administration’.
This was presented in the mainstream media and by policymakers
as a ‘natural’ consequence of the fact that the countries in question
had accrued excessive debt levels, which had caused them to ‘lose the
confidence of investors’. In fact, there was nothing natural about it. As
we will see, to the extent that Eurozone countries continue to be subject
to the ‘market discipline’ of bond vigilantes – and to the risk of national
default/insolvency – this is uniquely a consequence of the defective
architecture of the Eurozone (as well as the actions of EU institutions).
Monetarily sovereign governments that issue debt in their own
currency – that is, all advanced countries with the exception of the
Eurozone members – can never become insolvent or be forced to
default on their public debt. That’s because they can always roll over
their debt by issuing new debt as the old debt matures – which is what
most countries do – or they can even extinguish the existing debt by
issuing new fiat money; that is, by ‘monetising’ the debt. A corollary of
this is that, in a country that issues its own currency, the central bank,
as a buyer of last resort, can always set the interest on its government
bonds regardless of the country’s deficit or debt levels, as Japan has been
demonstrating for years;6 simply put, if financial markets refuse to buy
the country’s bonds or ask for excessively high yields, the central bank
can always step in and buy the bonds itself with newly ‘printed’ money,
thus setting a ceiling on the interest rates. In such a context, there is
little, if anything, bond markets can do to put pressure on an elected
government.
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This, of course, does not apply to countries that are part of the EMU:
they effectively use a foreign currency, the euro. Much like a state
government in, say, the US or Australia, Eurozone countries borrow
in a currency which they don’t control: they can’t set interest rates nor
can they roll over the debt with newly issued money and thus, unlike
currency-issuing countries that issue debt in their own currency, they
are subject to risk of default. This means that their ability to manage
their public debts, and to engage in deficit spending, depends on their
ability to issue debt to the private markets (and on the goodwill of the
ECB, as we will see). This situation ‘is reminiscent of the situation of
emerging economies that have to borrow in a foreign currency’, as
Belgian economist Paul De Grauwe noted a few years back.7
Much of the euro area’s problems – including the fact that it
experienced a ‘sovereign debt crisis’ in the first place – can be attributed
to this ‘original sin’: the member states’ relinquishing of their monetary
sovereignty to a supranational authority. That said, it could be (and
has been) argued that the various policies undertaken by governments
throughout the euro crisis were the result of choices willingly (if not
happily) made by the national governments themselves – including
the choice to turn to the troika for financial assistance – and that, to
the extent that these decisions were taken under duress, the latter was
solely caused by the defective architecture of the EMU rather than by
the arbitrary decisions of any given actor.
In this sense, it might appear out of place to speak of ‘monetary
colonialism’ – a term which implies some form of agency on behalf of the
EMU’s dominant institutions, particularly its issuing institute, the ECB –
and specifically an arbitrary use of the latter’s powers for illegitimate ends.
Indeed, it is widely believed that, to the extent that the ECB contributed
to the worsening of the euro crisis (for example by delaying the launch
of its asset purchase, or quantitative easing (QE), programme), it did so
purely because it was bound by the EMU’s rigid rules-based framework;
conversely, at the opposite end of the spectrum of opinions, to the extent
that the ECB, particularly under the leadership of Mario Draghi, succeeded
in stretching the EMU’s rules (for example by eventually launching its QE
programme in 2015), it is claimed that this was done with the sole intent
of ‘completing’ the EMU and making it more resilient to crises.
Contrary to both these claims, this article aims to demonstrate that
the ECB did indeed engage in an arbitrary and illegitimate use of its
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monopoly currency-issuing powers with the aim of coercing governments
to comply with the overall political-economic agenda of the EU (and
of the dominant actors there within). I will focus specifically on the
following episodes: the ECB’s delayed response to the European
‘sovereign debt crisis’ (2009–2012, or ongoing depending on the point
of view); the signing of Ireland’s bailout programme with the troika
(2010); the resignation of Italian prime minister Silvio Berlusconi and
his replacement by the ‘technocrat’ Mario Monti (2011); the shutdown
of the Greek banking system (2015); and the bond market turbulence
that accompanied the formation of the Five Star Movement-League
government in Italy (2018–2019).

ho w the ecb ‘engineered’ th e ‘eu r o pea n
sovereign debt crisis’
On the heel of the global financial crisis (GFC), euro area bond markets
were the target of intense speculation. The ECB took three years to finally
quell it. In the summer of 2012, it announced its Outright Monetary
Transactions (OMT) programme, under which it pledged, if necessary,
to engage in unlimited purchases of government bonds on secondary
bond markets in order to preserve ‘an appropriate monetary policy
transmission and the singleness of the monetary policy’ – or, more
simply, as ECB president Mario Draghi, who succeeded Jean-Claude
Trichet in 2011, famously put it, ‘to do whatever it takes to preserve
the euro’. By declaring that ‘no ex ante quantitative limits are set on the
size of Outright Monetary Transactions’, the ECB sent a clear signal to
the markets. The implication was that if markets demanded excessively
high interest rates the ECB would step in and buy the bonds itself,
theoretically putting an end to the speculators’ game. Unsurprisingly
for anyone that understands the power of central banks, which I briefly
outlined above, Draghi’s announcement succeeded in immediately
bringing down bond yields in affected countries – without even having
to actually activate a single OMT programme (which entails ‘strict and
effective conditionality’; that is, austerity and neoliberal ‘structural
reforms’ on behalf of the country that applies for one, which testifies to
the fact that the OMT programme falls very short of transforming the
ECB into a full-fledged lender of last resort, a point we will return to).
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By then, however, the damage was done: the lives of millions of people
across Europe – particularly in the countries of the periphery – had
already been ravaged by brutal austerity policies that had been presented
as a ‘painful but necessary evil’8 to shore up public finances, restore
market confidence, and bring down bond yields. Which begs the
question: why did the ECB wait so long to intervene? The delay is usually
attributed to treaty obligations and to Trichet’s dogmatic adherence to
old monetary theories, as well as to the complex politics of compromise
that characterises the Eurozone’s decision-making process and, in
particular, Germany’s long-standing refusal to engage in any form of
debt mutualisation.
There is some truth to this. However, it is now becoming increasingly
clear that the European ‘sovereign debt crisis’ of 2009–2012 was largely
‘engineered’ by the ECB (and Germany) to impose a new order on the
continent in the form of a self-imposed shock doctrine. Indeed, former
ECB president Jean-Claude Trichet made no secret of the fact that the
central bank’s refusal to support public bond markets in the first phase of
the financial crisis was aimed at pressuring Eurozone governments into
consolidating their budgets and implementing (neoliberal) ‘structural
reforms’.9 As Adam Tooze noted, ‘[t]he role of bond markets in relation
to the ECB and the dominant German government was less that of a
freewheeling vigilante, than of state-sanctioned paramilitaries delivering
a punishment beating whilst the police looked on’.10 In a number of
countries, though, the ECB went much further than simply ‘looking
on’ (or turning the other way) as financial markets beat governments
into compliance. Early into the crisis, it had already become clear that
the ECB had moved beyond its purely monetary prerogatives (or lack
thereof) and had taken on the form of a ‘full-blooded political actor
engaging in a strategy aimed at forcing EU political leaders to embrace
fiscal rectitude’, as Jacob Kirkegaard of the Peterson Institute for
International Economics wrote in 2011.11

m o n e tar y blackmail: t h e case of i r el a n d
An early example of this was in Ireland in 2010. Following the
country’s massive banking crisis of 2007–2008, the Irish government,
in consultation with the ECB, made the controversial decision, in 2009,
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to offer a blanket guarantee to the country’s highly indebted banks
(and, indirectly, to their foreign creditors, which included British,
German, French, and American banks). By March 2010, however, it
had become clear that the government was unable to meet its mounting
obligations to provide cash to the banks – in particular the Anglo Irish
Bank, which had been nationalised in 2009. Thus, in consultation with
the ECB, Dublin drafted a new deal with the bank, ‘promising’ to pay
Anglo Irish the bailout cash through regular instalments (known as
‘promissory notes’) of €3.1 billion a year. The bank in turn would be
able to use that ‘sovereign promise’ to access the ECB’s Emergency
Liquidity Assistance (ELA) – a special funding provided to institutions
with liquidity problems. The operation became very contentious, as it
basically shifted the banks’ private debts onto the government’s balance
sheet. By September 2010, government support for the six guaranteed
banks had risen markedly to 32 per cent of GDP, but the banks were
still unable to raise finance on the markets. Moreover, by that point,
Ireland’s biggest banks had borrowed more than €80 billion from the
ECB to pay back private creditors.12
At that point the ECB stepped in. In mid-November, Jean-Claude
Trichet, then president of the ECB, sent a series of ‘secret’ letters to the
Irish government – subsequently disclosed in 2014 following an appeal
by the European Ombudsman13 – in which he threatened to cut off ELA
funding to the Irish banking system unless the government immediately
applied for a bailout and agreed to a programme of austerity and bank
recapitalisation. Ireland’s request needed to include a commitment to
undertake ‘decisive actions in the areas of fiscal consolidation, structural
reforms and financial sector restructuring’, the letter added, despite
the fact that the crisis in Ireland had been caused by private – not
public – debt. A failure to accept these conditions would have resulted
in the ECB cutting off ELA support for the Irish banks – which would
have effectively caused the collapse of the Irish banking system. Soon
afterwards, the government started negotiations with the ECB and the
IMF for a €64 billion bailout.14 Furthermore, over the course of 2012,
the ECB repeatedly insisted that the promissory notes had to be repaid
in full and refused the government’s proposal to swap the notes with
a long-term (and less costly) bond until 2013. In addition, the ECB
insisted that no debt restructuring (or bail-in) should be applied to the
nationalised banks’ bondholders.
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In many ways, the Irish bailout provided the blueprint for all future
‘rescue programmes’, whereby the European political-financial elites
rewrote the history of the financial crisis, transforming a crisis of the
markets – and in more general terms of neoliberalism – into a crisis of
public spending, and then used this narrative to push through policies
designed to re-engineer European societies and economies according to
an even more radical neoliberal framework, even at the cost of resorting
to financial and monetary blackmail and threatening to crash a member
state’s banking system (or actually crashing it, as we will see further on).

a monet ary cou p:
the r emoval of silvio berlus co n i
In 2011, the ECB’s policy of financial and monetary blackmail reached
new heights. This time the country on the receiving end was Italy.
On August 5 of that year there was a stir over the news that Italian
government bond yields had risen above Spain’s for the first time in
more than a year.15 This was widely interpreted as a sign of the markets’
doubts about Rome’s ability to meet its debt obligations. (In other
words, the commentary followed the now-conventional wisdom about
the Eurozone crisis: that it was all about legitimate market concerns over
excessive government debt). That same day, ECB president Jean-Claude
Trichet and his anointed successor, Mario Draghi, sent an extraordinary
letter to the Italian government which was intended to remain secret,
although it was subsequently leaked.16 The letter claimed that Italy’s
post-crisis deficit-cutting plan was ‘not sufficient’, and set out detailed
demands aimed at ‘a major overhaul of the public administration’.
This included ‘the full liberalisation of local public services’; ‘large
scale privatisations’ (even though citizens had recently overturned
through a referendum the government’s attempts to privatise the
country’s water services); ‘reducing the cost of public employees by
strengthening turnover rules and, if necessary, by reducing wages’;
‘reform [of] the collective wage bargaining system’; ‘more stringent
[…] criteria for seniority pensions’; and even ‘constitutional reform
tightening fiscal rules’. All this, of course, was needed ‘to restore the
confidence of investors’. Giulio Tremonti, Italy’s then minister of
Economy and Finance, later privately told a group of European finance
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ministers that his government had received two threatening letters in
August: one from a terrorist group, the other from the ECB. ‘The one
from the ECB was worse’, he quipped.17
At that point, the government pledged far-reaching reforms and
deeper budget cuts. Nonetheless, interest rates continued to rise,
eventually leading, on Saturday, November 12, to the resignation of
Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi. That same day, President Giorgio
Napolitano appointed Mario Monti to form a so-called governo tecnico
(‘technical government’ in Italian). Monti was a technocrat, not a
politician. He had been a European commissioner and an international
advisor to Goldman Sachs since 2005 (a position he resigned from
just a few days before being sworn in). This marked the beginning of
yet another chapter in the Eurozone crisis: the rise of the technocrats.
Monti was sworn in as prime minister on November 16, just a week
after having been appointed a senator for life.
In most accounts, the Italian government crisis was portrayed as the
‘natural’ response of financial markets to Berlusconi’s handling of the
economic crisis, in line with the dominant narrative of the European
‘debt crisis’. However, it was clear from the start that there had been
very strong international pressures at play. A number of commentators
argued at the time that Angela Merkel, and especially the ECB, had
played a pivotal role in Berlusconi’s resignation. Over the years, evidence
has surfaced to support such suspicions. In 2015, former Spanish Prime
Minister, José Luis Zapatero, recounted to the Italian daily, La Stampa,
the events that took place at the G20 meeting in Cannes between 3–4
November 2011, just a few days before Berlusconi’s resignation:
I will never forget what I saw at the G20 meeting in Cannes. I went there
fearing that Spain was in the sight of the proponents of austerity but I was
wrong: the target was Italy. Berlusconi and Tremonti were under immense
pressure to accept an IMF bailout. But they staunchly refused. Shortly
afterwards, I heard Monti’s name mentioned in the corridors. I found it
very strange. Was it a coup d’état? I don’t know, all I can say is that […] the
proponents of austerity wanted to decide Italy’s economic policies in place
of the government. It is definitely a case that needs to be studied.18

In light of Zapatero’s startling declaration, it is safe to posit that it is
probably not a coincidence that in the days following the G20 meeting
there was a steep rise in Italian bond yields. This is considered by many
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to be a result of the fact that the ECB stopped or reduced its purchases
of Italian bonds.19 We can’t be certain – back then the ECB wasn’t in the
habit of disclosing the countries involved in its weekly bond purchases,
and in any case yields had been rising since mid-October – but it is telling
to note that the following week the ECB stated that it had purchased
about €4.5 billion in sovereign bonds, which is less than half of what it
had acquired a week earlier (leading various analysts to conclude that
the ‘missing bonds’ were indeed Italy’s, and that the move was aimed
at putting pressure on the Italian government, in a perfect example of
the ‘politics by other means’ employed by the ECB in its handling of the
crisis).20 This was belatedly acknowledged even by Mario Monti himself,
who claimed in a 2017 interview that in late 2011 ‘Draghi decided to
stop the purchases of Italian government bonds, which had kept the
Berlusconi government afloat in the summer and autumn of 2011’.21
Regardless of the details of the event in question, it is by now
increasingly clear that the ECB ‘forced Silvio Berlusconi to leave office in
favour of unelected Mario Monti’, by making his ousting the precondition
for further support by the ECB for Italian bonds and banks, as even the
Financial Times recently acknowledged.22 It is hard to imagine a more
disturbing scenario than a supposedly ‘independent’ and ‘apolitical’
central bank resorting to monetary blackmail in order to have an elected
government removed from office and impose its own political agenda
(outlined in the August 2011 letter), though this appears to be exactly
what happened in Italy in 2011, leading some observers to suggest that
the EU was on track to ‘becom[ing] the post-democratic prototype and
even a pre-dictatorial governance structure against national sovereignty
and democracies’.23 This exemplifies what Wynne Godley meant when
he wrote that ‘[i]f a country gives up or loses’ the power to issue its own
money, it effectively ‘acquires the status of a local authority or colony’.

d en y in g de m ocracy and economic r ea s o n : the
s h uttin g down of t h e greek bank i n g s y s tem
An even more explicit demonstration of this took place in Greece in
2015. On that occasion the ECB was exposed for what is really is: a fullyfledged political body with the power to bring a country to its knees –
and the willingness to use it. As is well known, after the left-wing party
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SYRIZA – led by Alexis Tsipras, which had campaigned on a radical
anti-austerity platform – came to power in Greece in January 2015, a
dramatic political standoff ensued between the Greek government and
the EU authorities as the former attempted to renegotiate the country’s
public debt, fiscal policy, and reform agenda, and reverse the austerity
policies that – ever since the first troika bailout package (and related
‘economic and adjustment programme’) in 2010, which was followed
by a second bailout package in 2012 – had caused so much damage to
the country. The standoff came to an end in the summer of that same
year when the Greek government ultimately capitulated and accepted
the onerous terms of yet another loan agreement conditional on further
austerity and deregulation measures, effectively putting an end to the
Greek ‘rebellion’.
SYRIZA’s capitulation is generally blamed on the obstinate refusal of
the leading European states (first and foremost, Germany) to allow a
peripheral country such as Greece to deviate from the fiscal-economic
status quo, fearing a domino effect and, perhaps, even more importantly,
to accept any losses on the loans extended by their banks to the Greek
government. However, the most pernicious role was played by the ECB.
Indeed, in Europe’s war against the new Greek government, the first
shots were fired by the central bank. On February 4, just nine days after
the election, the ECB deprived the Greek government of one of its main
lines of credit, by ruling that it would no longer allow Greek banks to
access ‘normal’ ECB liquidity by offering as collateral Greek government
bonds that were officially rated ‘junk’ – an exception granted to those
countries undergoing a troika financial aid programme. From that
moment on, the banks would have to rely on the more expensive
Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA). The excuse offered by the ECB
was that it was ‘currently not possible to assume a successful conclusion
of the [financial aid] programme review’.
It was an extraordinary decision for a number of reasons: not only
was the new Greek government only one week old and still had three
more weeks to extend the loan agreement with the creditors and the
troika but, even more worryingly in terms of its economic consequences,
the ECB’s move set in motion a bank run that dramatically accelerated
the capital flight that was already underway in the country. Months of
very tense negotiations followed, during which the Greek government’s
proposals were all dismissed by the troika, further exacerbating the
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outflow of capital and causing the asset value and market capitalisation
of Greek banks to plummet. The situation came to a head in June
2015. Even though the negotiations officially broke down on June 25,
a week before – on June 18 – information was leaked out to the media
(presumably by representatives of the ECB itself) that, with the massive
haemorrhage and deposit outflow from Greek banks, the latter might
not be able to open their doors to the public on the following Monday,
June 22. As Mario Seccareccia, an economist at the University of
Ottawa, notes, there is only one explanation for leaking such incendiary
statements to the media in the midst of the negotiations: a desire ‘to
create a state of frenzy in Greece even before the collapse of the talks’.24
On June 25, the Tsipras government rejected the ‘final offer’ put
forward by the troika for a new loan to allow the government to roll
over a payment of €1.55 billion owed to the IMF, and two days later,
in a strategic move to strengthen its hand in future negotiations, it
announced that it would be holding a referendum on the terms of the
offer, to be held on July 5. To facilitate the democratic process, the
government asked the Eurogroup – the informal gathering of Eurozone
finance ministers – to agree to a further extension of the loan agreement
from June 30 to July 30. The Eurogroup turned the request down.
Worse even, the following day, on June 28, the ECB refused Greece’s
central bank the right to increase its ELA facility, leaving the Greek
government no choice but to shut down the nation’s banks, impose
capital controls, and restrict individual withdrawals to €60 per day, at
an enormous cost to Greek business and citizens. The people of Greece
were therefore ‘denied the right to deliberate in calm conditions before
the referendum, with the closed banks a constant reminder of the power
of the ECB to hold a nation to ransom’, as Yanis Varoufakis, the Greek
finance minister at the time of the negotiations, observed.25
Despite the exceptional circumstances – or arguably because of them –
the Greek people rejected en masse the austerity package demanded by
the troika. Nonetheless, the Greek government did a political volte-face
and accepted the terms of the EU, which were actually even more punitive
than those that it had previously rejected. Obviously, for reasons that
we cannot discuss here, Tsipras was not ready to face the economic and
political consequences of a prolonged closure of the country’s banking
system, and even less so a rejection of the bailout package, which would
have arguably left the Greek government little choice but to default,
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exit the Eurozone, and launch a national currency (though, to be fair,
Greece’s euro membership was never explicitly or officially at issue in
the referendum).
In this sense, the ECB’s behaviour played a crucial role in ultimately
bringing the Greek government to heel, in what clearly amounted to a
strictly political move for which no technical justification can be found.
As Seccareccia writes, the ECB cut off liquidity to the Greek banks
‘even though it knew fully well that this was not primarily because of a
solvency problem for Greek banks but overwhelmingly it was a systemic
liquidity problem arising from the growing uncertainty and fears on the
part of the public reflected in the progressive hoarding of liquid funds’ –
fears that were ‘undoubtedly compounded by the actions of the ECB
itself’:
Hence, instead of seeking to support and promote the smooth operation
of the payments system of one of its member states that, at no time, had
officially proposed to exit from the Eurozone (in fact, it was the German
leaders who were strategising a ‘temporary’ Grexit), the ECB actually cut
off its liquidity assistance deliberately in order to destabilise further the
Greek payments system and force the SYRIZA government into accepting
the harsh austerity measures […]. Clearly the ECB played a cruel political
game of destabilising the Greek economy to further the ends of the current
political and technocratic elite of the Eurozone.

Indeed, in the Eurozone it is no longer a case of the central bank being
independent from governments (a questionable principle in itself),
but rather of the governments being dependent on the central bank. As
Paul De Grauwe says: ‘In a stand-alone country, if the sovereign is in
trouble it is always the sovereign which prevails and forces the central
bank to provide the necessary liquidity. In the Eurozone it is the other
way round: it is the ECB which prevails over the sovereign. That is a
governance structure which is unacceptable and cannot be sustained in
the long run’.26 This is an almost historically unprecedented situation;
in fact, one would be hard-pressed to find another instance in history in
which a central bank deliberately crashed its country’s banking system
in order to force its political agenda upon an elected government.
Interestingly, once the Greek parliament accepted the terms of the
new austerity package, the ECB not only resumed its liquidity assistance
but, for the first time, extended its quantitative easing purchases
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to Greek government securities. The ECB’s behaviour during the
Greek crisis was so preposterous that, unsurprisingly, its legality has
been called into question. It is interesting to note that the ECB itself
commissioned external legal opinions to examine the lawfulness of its
actions, but has repeatedly refused to release these to the public, citing
‘attorney-client privilege’27 – a fact that may be reasonably interpreted
as an indication that the legal opinions in question were not supportive
of its decisions, or at least that they contain views that the ECB does not
want to publicise. According to the eminent EU Law expert, Andreas
Fischer-Lescano, the ECB has no case for withholding such information
from the public.28

t he p olitic a l u se of t h e spread: the r i s e a n d
fall o f it aly’s ‘popu list’ gover n m en t
We saw how, in 2011, the ECB effectively forced Silvio Berlusconi to
leave office by allowing interest rates on Italy’s government bonds to
rise above the safety level, and by making his ouster the precondition for
further support by the ECB for Italian bonds. Similarly, it would appear
that, once again, the ECB manipulated Italy’s bond market during the
negotiations for the formation of the now-defunct Five Star MovementLeague ‘populist’ government, in office from June 2018 to September
2019. The two ‘anti-establishment’ and eurosceptic parties – which
emerged as winners in the extraordinary vote of March 4, 2018, which
resulted in an unprecedented collapse of the political establishment
that has ruled Italy for the last quarter century – reached an agreement
after months of tense negotiations that took place under conditions of
severe bond market instability that strongly influenced the outcome of
the negotiations, resulting in the pre-emptive ‘domestication’ of the new
government.29 None of this was fortuitous.
It all began in the last week of May, when the designated prime
minister, Giuseppe Conte, submitted for approval to the Italian
president, Sergio Mattarella, as required by the Italian constitution, the
list of ministers chosen for the new government, which included the
economist Paola Savona – an establishment man through and through
who was nonetheless known for his critical stance vis-à-vis the current
European architecture – in the key role of economic minister. That same
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day, the credit rating agency Moody’s announced that it had put Italy’s
rating on review for a possible downgrade, citing the country’s political
uncertainty. At that point, Italy’s rating was Baa2, two notches above
‘junk’ status, the level at which the ECB can no longer accept a country’s
bonds as collateral for ‘normal’ (non-ELA) bank liquidity, thus forcing
the country in question to accept whatever punitive conditions requested
by the ECB to continue providing emergency liquidity to its banking
system (as we saw in the cases of Ireland and Greece). It’s yet another
example of the way in which the Eurozone’s complex institutional
architecture was designed to give a semblance of neutrality to decisions
that are entirely political in nature; for example, by shifting the blame
for the loss of access to central bank liquidity onto the poor policies of
member states, or the ‘technical’ assessment of rating agencies, when in
fact, as we have amply noted, a country’s solvency (credit worthiness)
depends entirely on the policies of the ECB itself. The episode under
examination provides a great case in point.
Following Moody’s announcement, a sell-off of Italian bonds began.
By the end of the day, a Friday, the spread between Italian and German
government bonds – the benchmark commonly used to assess the ‘risk’
of the former – exceeded 200 basis points,30 meaning that Italian bonds
now carried a 2 per cent higher interest rate than German bonds. During
the weekend – in an astonishing move that raises a series of legal and
political problems that I have discussed elsewhere31 – Italian president
Mattarella announced that he would be vetoing the nomination of
Paola Savona as economic minister, citing his excessively euro-critical
stance as the cause of the market’s negative reaction and claiming
that his appointment would ‘constitute a real risk for the savings of
our fellow citizens and for Italian families’. (Savona was eventually
replaced by Giovanni Tria, a committed pro-EU economist, in a telling
demonstration of how easily a nominally ‘populist’ government can be
pre-emptively neutralised in the Eurozone).
In line with the dominant narrative, the steep rise in bond yields
was presented by Mattarella as a ‘natural’ consequence of the financial
markets’ hostility to the new government. In fact, as we have established,
there was nothing natural about it: technically, a central bank always
controls interest rates on the bonds issued in its currency. At the
very least, it shows that, despite the various institutional innovations
introduced by Mario Draghi, such as the OMT and quantitative easing
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(QE) programmes, the ECB is still far from having evolved into a ‘normal’
central bank. While the ECB, through its QE programme, does indeed
intervene on the sovereign bond markets of member states, and on a
massive scale for that matter, it does so on the basis of fixed (or marginally
flexible) quotas, based on each country’s contribution to the ECB’s
capital (the capital key), meaning that it cannot boost its acquisitions of
bonds for a specific country to quell market speculation. Or better, it can
only do so through its OMT programme which, as we have seen, entails
‘strict and effective conditionality’, such as that imposed on Greece and
other countries – that is, austerity and neoliberal ‘structural reforms’ –
explaining why no country has yet applied for an OMT programme.32
Thus, even assuming that the bond market turbulence that accompanied
the formation of the Italian government was solely the result of the
ECB’s institutional constraints, or non-intervention, we would, at the
very least, be in the presence of a highly dysfunctional system, which
continues to subject governments to the ‘market discipline’ of so-called
bond vigilantes – to the point of allowing the latter to even censor
individual ministers. However, as in other instances, even in this case
the ECB went much further than simply ‘doing nothing’.
In early June, data released by the ECB revealed that, just like it
had done in 2011, between April and May – right in the middle of the
negotiations for the formation of the new government – the central
bank scaled back the monthly proportion of Italian government bonds
bought in the context of its QE programme, bringing it down to 15 per
cent of the total, the lowest proportional allocation to Italy since the
bond-buying programme began in 2015.33 More specifically, the ECB
underbought Italian bonds (by €362 million) and overbought German
bonds (by more than €2 billion), relative to the two countries’ capital
key.34 Understandably, various analysts and commentators accused the
ECB of deliberately contributing to widening the spread between Italian
and German bonds with its actions in order to increase the pressure on
the prospective eurosceptic government.35 ECB spokesman Michael
Steen responded that the bank’s buying decision are ‘never about
politics’ and claimed that the change was necessary to accommodate a
large German redemption, and that it acted in line with its stated rules
on purchases.
However, there was no need for the ECB to bind itself so tightly to
that logic. Its rules on reinvesting maturing bonds state that this must
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be done ‘in a flexible and timely manner in the month they fall due,
on a best effort basis, or in the subsequent two months, if warranted
by market liquidity conditions. The published monthly net purchase
volumes per jurisdiction may therefore fluctuate owing to the timing
of these reinvestments’.36 In other words, the ECB’s rules do allow, for
reasons of liquidity, a degree of flexibility relative to each country’s
capital key when dealing with redemptions. Indeed, the bank had
previously strayed from the capital key during times of political strife,
overbuying the bonds of certain countries precisely in order to avoid
market turbulence. Thus the ECB would have been perfectly justified in
postponing the redemption of the German bonds and even increasing
its proportional purchases of Italian bonds to keep the spread down or
at least mitigate its rise, and thus allow the democratic process in Italy to
proceed as smoothly as possible – or at the very least fulfil its mandate of
ensuring financial stability in the euro area.
But that is not what the ECB is there for, as should be clear by now.
In fact, as mentioned, it did the exact opposite, fully aware – we can
reasonably presume – of the consequences: it’s hard to believe that the
ECB didn’t anticipate that overbuying German bonds while at the same
time underbuying Italian bonds, thus reducing the purchases of the
latter relative to the former, wouldn’t have a pronounced effect on the
two countries’ yields, thus widening the spread and exacerbating market
tensions. As Bloomberg commented, ‘it’s hard to completely shake the
feeling that Italian politics informed the ECB’s buying decisions in
May’.37 Interestingly, once the government (now pre-emptively tamed)
was sworn in, in early June, the ECB boosted its bond purchases once
again, thus stabilising markets.
The strategy worked: in August 2019, Italy’s ‘populist’ government
fell after League leader Matteo Salvini dropped out of the alliance with
the Five Star Movement (M5S), thus paving the way to the formation
of a new, staunchly pro-establishment government, as the M5S reached
an agreement to form a new executive with the pro-EU, liberal-centrist
Democratic Party. One of the main reasons cited by Salvini for pulling
the plug on the government was the insistence of economic minister
Giovanni Tria on complying with the EU’s strict budgetary framework,
and his refusal to raise Italy’s budget deficit, as demanded by Salvini
to make room for the League’s proposed tax cut.38 One may argue
that, by appointing a man loyal to the EU to the most important
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government post of all, the Ministry of Economy and Finance – in
charge of carrying out all the major economic negotiations with the EU
through the ECOFIN (Economic and Financial Affairs Council) and the
Eurogroup – president Mattarella (and, indirectly, the ECB) effectively
put the government into ‘controlled administration’ before it was even
born, thus ensuring that it would not pose a threat to the status quo, and
sealing its fate in the process.

conclu sions
In this chapter I have attempted to show that the euro area’s problems
extend far beyond the fact that it displays the typical pitfalls of all
monetary unions, that it is not an optimal currency area or that it
lacks federal-level stabilisation mechanisms (though all these facts are
true). The reality is much more disquieting: over the course of the past
decade, the Eurozone has evolved from a dysfunctional but formally
democratic monetary union into an historically unprecedented and
globally unparalleled inter/supranational governance structure where
governments are disciplined and punished through a complex array of
institutional mechanisms, where the formal democratic process itself is
systematically subverted through financial and monetary blackmail –
first and foremost, at the hands of the ECB, as we have seen – to the
point that one may reasonably question whether euro area member
states can still be considered democracies, even according to the narrow
‘bourgeois’ understanding of the concept. Frankly, it is hard to see
how a system of democratically unaccountable institutions, such as the
European Commission and the ECB, are able to arbitrarily decide the
policies of elected governments – or even forcibly remove them from
office – and how they could qualify as being democratic.
In fact, I would argue that we are in the presence of an extreme
form of capitalist authoritarianism that is structurally post-democratic
to its very core – worse even, that is moving from post-democracy to
pre-dictatorship.39 I would also argue, as I have discussed elsewhere,
that this was not an unintended consequence of the ‘mistakes’
committed along the road – in good faith, it is often claimed – by the
architects of EMU; on the contrary, constraining national democracies
was one of the euro’s principal aims all along.40 For this reason, any
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belief that the EU can be ‘democratised’ and reformed in a progressive
direction is a pious illusion. This would require an impossible
alignment of left movements/governments that are yet to emerge at
the international level. On a more fundamental level, a system that
was created with the specific aim of constraining democracy cannot be
democratised. It can only be rejected. And, certainly, it should not be
emulated elsewhere.
African countries should consider carefully whether a Eurozonetype of monetary integration is the best way to go for them. Against the
narrow and sometimes dubious economic advantages associated with
monetary unions (lower transaction costs, increased regional trade,
and more macroeconomic stability), they should factor in the potential
negative implications of losing the power to issue their own currency –
decreasing economic, financial, and political sovereignty, as well as a
shrinking democratic space.
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Geopolitics of Finance in Africa:
Birth of financial centres,
not monetary unions
Elizabeth Cobbett

int rodu ction
The question this chapter addresses is at which scale of governance is formal
monetary sovereignty across the African continent most likely to be fixed.
There are three possibilities: formal monetary sovereignty at the national
level, regional economic communities (RECs) formation of monetary
unions (MUs), and a single continental currency adopted through an
African Monetary Union (AMU). As the scale of monetary authority
moves from the national towards the continental platform of governance,
greater is the need for political collaboration and powerful supranational
financial institutions, such as an African Central Bank (ACB).
While ‘monetary sovereignty’ has never been expressly recognised
by leading financial international institutions, such as the International
Monetary Fund, as a legal concept,1 Hirsch2 reminds us that there is a
recognised connection between state sovereignty and the right to issue
money. Yet, under European imperialism, control of national financial
decisions and flows were denied to African colonial states.3 African
states did not have the power to issue a national currency, there were
no national central banks, and the ruling elites did not have the right to
issue money, nor to buy and hold domestic debt. In other words, they
had no formal monetary sovereignty.
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This changed as most African states4 took control of issuing
and managing currencies, central symbols of modern nationstate sovereignty,5 upon independence. But, postcolonial African
states obtained sovereignty at the dawning of a new age of financial
globalisation. They entered a global economy progressively shaped by the
resurrection of global finance which, like a phoenix, rose from the ashes
of the capital controls of the Bretton Woods system.6 The monetary and
fiscal policies of newly independent African states were adversely shaped
by the broader context of financial globalisation and high interest rates,
accompanied by an ideological shift from Keynesian to monetarist
Friedmanian economics in North America and Western Europe. Faced
with balance of payments difficulties, international financial institutions
(IFIs) instructed African states to reduce their financial imbalances
through internal adjustment measures, such as by developing stricter
debt management, privatising public services, legislating central bank
independence, and improving their credit worthiness. In other words,
formal, de jure monetary sovereignty did not bring de facto control.
While Pistor7 argues that if sovereignty were tied to effective control
over money, rather than to control over territory and people, most states
would fail the test of sovereignty, this was little consolation to African
states who needed effective power to pursue development.
The African Union (AU) proposes the creation of an African
Monetary Union (AMU) as a collective response to the challenges
posed by global financialisation. In this case scenario, formal monetary
sovereignty would move from the national scale of governance to the
continental. The goal here is to increase political economic power for all
African states through a centralised monetary sovereignty managed by
the future African Central Bank (ACB). The Abuja Treaty, or African
Economic Community (AEC) Treaty, signed in 1991, calls for an ACB
to be established by 2028 as part of the range of African Continental
Financial Institutions (ACFI), including an African Investment Bank, a
Pan-African Stock Exchange, and an African Monetary Fund, supporting
the African Monetary Union (AMU). The creation of the AMU, in this
plan, will be achieved through incremental joining of monetary unions
established in the Regional Economic Communities (REC). This plan
for continental monetary sovereignty echoes the European template of
progressively moving towards deeper political economic commitments,
finalising in a single currency.
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While this strategy sounds reasonably straightforward and the path
clear cut, there are two major issues. First, there is no empirical case, nor
evidence, of a single currency being adopted through the stitching up of
sub-regional (or sub-continental in the case of Africa) monetary unions.
As this chapter will demonstrate, MUs are rare because they require
determined political will, including that to relinquish sovereignty plus
economic readiness.
Second, plans for a future AMU ignore what is taking place
empirically, that of a global financial geography organised through
International Financial Centres (IFC). Hall and Wójcik8 propose
understanding IFCs through a networked geographical imagination. In
this imagined network, global finance forms a deep-rooted archipelagoeconomy emphasising complex relations between different parts of
financial centres and systems stretching across the globe. Select African
governments – namely Morocco (North Africa), Lagos State, Nigeria
(West Africa), South Africa (Southern Africa), and Kenya (East Africa) –
are situating their business and finance hubs as part of this spreading
archipelago-economy.
Within this framework, I argue that formal monetary sovereignty will,
by and large, remain within national territories as the more powerful
African public authorities reach out and embed financial networks
within their economic hubs. Powerful African states are reaching out to
embed financial networks within their economic hubs as they establish
international financial centres (IFC). And to do this, they need to retain
their monetary sovereignty and not delegate it to a sub-regional or
continental level of public authority.
My argument is developed, in the first part of this chapter, by
identifying the obstacles to the AU’s goal to move formal monetary
sovereignty to the continental scale through the formation of an AMU.
I suggest that we can refer to monetary dis-union taking place across
Africa.9 There are three causes at play here. The first one is historical
in nature, namely the legacy of imperialism and colonialism in relation
to the economics and politics of monetary union in Africa. The second
one, which is more current, but which also has historical origins,
is the inherent complexity to provide any kind of collective good via
public/state action necessary to tackle political economic barriers to
monetary unions. This establishes the claim that an African monetary
union (or regional ones) is extremely unlikely. A third reason that
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formal monetary sovereignty will most probably reside at the national
level of governance – with recognition that sub-national public
authorities are influential in shaping this process – is the progression
of the global financial geography of International Financial Centres
to emerging powers. In the second section, I therefore explain that
Africa’s financial architecture is being shaped in line with the geography
of the globalisation of finance as it moves through multiple networks
and private financial institutions organised in financial centres
located in cities. This establishes African urban centres – Casablanca,
Nairobi, Lagos, and Johannesburg – as continental foundations for the
developing international monetary order as financial networks organise
credit operations in selected geographical urban locations.10

mon et ary dis-u nion across a fr i ca
African MUs are largely Colonial Institutions
The 1991 Abuja Treaty roadmap identifies RECs as the building
blocks to be ‘stitched up’ into a single continental African Economic
Community (AEC). These include: the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU),
the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the East
African Community (EAC), and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC). Drawing on the examples of the SADC and
ECOWAS, this section argues that contemporary African monetary
unions are rooted in colonial financial arrangements that present deep
challenges as building blocks for further monetary integration.
In 1921, after the establishment of the South African Reserve Bank
(SARB), the South African currency (initially British Sterling; since
1961, the Rand) became the sole medium of exchange and legal tender
in South Africa, Bechuanaland (now Botswana), Lesotho, South West
Africa (now Namibia), and Swaziland (now Eswatini). South Africa has
dominated the region’s political economy over the last one hundred
and fifty years through its minerals-energy complex through control of
migrant labour, mining, energy production, and global finance.11
As a system of accumulation, the minerals-energy complex was driven
by state economic policies on behalf of Afrikaner capital in the post
Second World War period, and its integration with English capital.12
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This was built on the reshaping of indigenous social economic structures
to the dominant organisation of mineral extraction towards the end of
the nineteenth century, which effectively shifted South Africa’s role and
place in the international economic system.13 This mineral revolution
occurred because the Witwatersrand gold discoveries of 1886 coincided
with the transition of the world financial system to a monetary system
based on the gold standard, managed by British financiers and the state.
These powerful economic, political, and ideological factors continue to
underlie the dynamic of South African industrial policy, and economic
policy more generally.14
The Rand Monetary Area (RMA) was established in 1974 between
South Africa, Lesotho, and Swaziland. In 1986, it became the Common
Monetary Area (CMA). Following its independence in 1990, Namibia
formally joined the monetary union, under the 1992 Multilateral
Monetary Area (MMA) treaty. All member states possess the right to
issue sovereign national currencies within their respective territories,
but must peg them at par to the Rand. This means that monetary policy
is set by the SARB for Lesotho, Namibia, and Eswatini, and would be
set for potential new members from the SADC. The SARB serves, first
and foremost, the interests of South Africa and its minerals-energy
complex political economy; its domestic objectives do not automatically
benefit other MMA countries. Rather, members’ domestic policies will
ultimately be shaped by the floating exchange rate arrangement of the
Rand with the rest of the world. And this is problematic as the Rand
is volatile, given the country’s historically deeply integrated position
in global finance and the country’s exchange controls on capital
movements which restrict access to South African currency and the
payments system.
Zimbabwe, to take a current example, has no political will to tie its
economy and currency to the SARB. In June 2019, the government
banned the multicurrency system and reintroduced the defunct
Zimbabwean dollar, asserting that ‘it had always been apparent to us
that for true stability, stability upon which economic growth can be
built, our own currency was necessary’.15 From the perspective of
sub-regional monetary integration, Zimbabwe’s turbulent monetary
history theoretically provided an opportunity for the country to align
with the regional financial hegemon to address the ongoing economic
crisis. And yet, Zimbabwe’s Finance minister, Mthuli Ncube, clarified
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that his country would neither adopt the Rand as its main currency,
nor join the MMA.16 President Mnangagwa further explained that the
country had approached the SARB with the intention of adopting the
rand as its domestic currency,17 but the conditions handed to Zimbabwe
by the SARB were too constraining to make the choice realistic.
Turning to West Africa, monetary integration is complicated by
legacies of imperial monetary structural powers in the region. These
include Great Britain’s African currency boards and sterling zone area,
Portugal’s escudo zone, and France’s ongoing power in its former
colonial empire.18 The African franc zone survived after independence,
unlike the other colonial monetary blocs which were broken up with the
access of their members to formal political sovereignty. The African franc
zone is currently composed of two monetary unions: The West African
Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU) and the Central African
Economic and Monetary Community (CEMAC). Each monetary union
has its own central bank and its own single currency. Although the CFA
franc is the acronym of both currencies, its denomination is not the
same for both.
In December 2019, the Côte d’Ivoire President, Alassane Ouattara,
and the French President, Emmanuel Macron announced that the CFA
franc in West Africa would be renamed the ECO. The ECO will remain
pegged to the euro and will still be ‘backed’ by the French Treasury. This
move to rename the CFA franc seems to have created confusion as the
ECO (short for ECOWAS) was the name originally chosen for the single
currency project for the fifteen countries of the Economic Community
of West African States (ECOWAS), which includes the eight countries
using the CFA franc. The Anglophone nations of Nigeria, Ghana,
Gambia, Liberia, and Sierra Leone, along with Guinea, issued a
communique in January 2020 condemning the WAEMU project to
unilaterally rename the CFA franc as the ECO and to bypass policies
in place to set up a West African currency. Nigerian Finance Minister
Zainab Ahmed confirmed that the action contravened the decision of
the Authority of the Heads of State and Government of ECOWAS to
adopt the ECO as the future independent ECOWAS single currency.
Established in 1975, ECOWAS as a region remains poorly connected
both internally and to the outside world.19 Its regional single currency
project dates from 1983. The initial option was to realise integration
through two steps: the WAEMU would merge with the West African
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Monetary Zone (WAMZ), a regional sub-grouping created in 2000
gathering the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone. Liberia
joined the WAMZ in 2010. The goal was to fast-track sub-regional
integration and, to this end, the West African Monetary Institute
(WAMI) was founded in 2001, with its headquarters in Accra, Ghana.
The specific goal of the WAMI was to launch a common West African
Central Bank (WCB) in preparation of a single currency in 2008. As this
two-step approach did not work, the current option is that countries
having achieved the ‘criteria of convergence’ will launch the regional
currency.20
Two major reasons account for the several postponements of the
launching of the ECOWAS currency since 2000. First, the members were
ill-prepared, and not in optimal economic positions to create a single
currency. Their central banks have had a hard time coordinating and
elaborating a single, and common, monetary policy addressing possible
future monetary shocks among the member countries.21 Furthermore,
the existence of parallel and competing monetary arrangements in
the sub-region is identified as a major factor militating against the
movement towards a single monetary zone.22 According to some
scholars, member countries of the WAMZ should not proceed towards a
monetary union unless their economies converge substantially further.23
Second, the WAEMU member countries have, hitherto, shown no
sign of a willingness to break up their monetary ties with the French
Treasury and the peg to the euro, a prerequisite for Nigeria. In the same
vein, French officials contemplate extending further the franc zone in
West Africa rather than letting it be dissolved in a regional monetary
union where Nigeria would be the hegemon.24

r equir ed collective pu blic/ st ate a cti o n
Though the common history of destruction wrought by foreign
countries binds Africans in common solidarity, the utopic goal of a single
economic unit ignores what the historian, E. H. Carr,25 calls ‘the stuff of
politics’. Utopia and reality are the two sides of politics. Utopianism is
condemned for its naivety, and realism for its sterility. This constant
interaction of these irreconcilable forces – the dream of a united Africa
and, to take a recent example, the reality of the latest mid-August 2020
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military coup in Mali – is the stuff of politics. As demonstrated above, the
potentially conflictual character of monetary unions,26 the considerable
challenges in controlling and steering monetary integration, along
with differences and asymmetries in economic development, and
the antagonistic political ideologies of national governments across a
continent of fifty-five countries has largely been ignored in the AMU
blueprint. These factors make monetary unions, outside of imperial
control, rare.

m o n etary u nions are very r a r e
Despite the extensive political economic difficulties in establishing and
maintaining a monetary union, the successful launch of the Euro in 1999
appeared to offer a replicable template for the creation of MUs across the
world.27 It was expected that African countries could, and indeed should,
emulate this illustration of sovereign collaboration, since integration is not
only central to Pan-African ideals of continental unity,28 it is key to reversing
underdevelopment through continental economic fragmentation shaped
by a history of imperial extraction to the metropoles. While the euro is
evidence that monetary unions require tight political collaboration at
the highest level, that it is a sine qua non along with convergence and
collaboration on monetary policies,29 it is also evidence that this condition
is not guaranteed over the medium- or long-term.
A monetary union commonly has a single fiat currency with a
single monetary authority. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
defines a currency union (CU), a term used interchangeably with
‘monetary union (MU)’, as ‘an agreement among members of that
union (countries or other jurisdictions) to share a common currency,
and a single monetary and foreign exchange policy’.30 MU membership
entails the delegation of monetary and exchange rate policy to union
level institutions. A common central bank becomes the single legal
entity responsible for issuing currency across the monetary geographic
area, as well as managing interest and exchange rates. The success of a
common monetary policy depends on the operating political economic
environment, the institutional framework adopted, and the choice and
mix of the financial and monetary instruments used. To meet this goal,
member states need to have similar preferences and be willing to fully
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cooperate. Most importantly, member states need to ensure that their
national policies fully reflect these policies and that they also comply by
the constraints of being in a MU.
These features mean that MUs are exceedingly difficult to establish.
They require progressive pooling of sovereignty, identification of
processes to overcome collective action problems, and agreements
to manage differences in strategic areas of governance. A survey of
proposed monetary unions, Cohen31 observes, effectively reveals that
there are simply not that many sovereign states willing or able to meet
these conditions. Historical examples of successful monetary unions
are, in effect, extremely rare.32 Therefore, to talk about a single African
currency in 2030,33 as does the Agenda 2063 document, is certainly
premature at best, but more probably idealistic at worst.

m us re quire solu tions to coll ecti ve
act ion ch allenges
At the same time as the wave of independence movements was taking
place across Africa in the 1960s, American political scientist Nye34 asked
a series of questions about whether, and how, regional integration could
or should unfold across the world:
Is it possible to integrate states into larger unions without the use of force?
Should we think of a continuous ‘federalising process’ in which economic
integration is a first step? Are there certain conditions under which
economic integration of a group of nations automatically triggers political
unity?35

Nye was, in all probability, thinking through the theoretical
implications of the Treaty of Rome, the birth of the European
Economic Community (EEC) in 1957, and ‘the extent to which theories
developed primarily upon the basis of the European experience can be
generalised to other parts of the world’.36 African leaders were asking a
different, but fundamentally more challenging, set of questions. How
can pan-African unity, the promotion of African interests, and socioeconomic development become a reality while considering, at the
same time, recently gained political liberation, national sovereignty,
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and a hostile global climate shaped by Cold War ideologies? Kwame
Nkrumah argued that:
Without necessarily sacrificing our sovereignties, big or small, we can
here and now forge a political union based on defence, foreign affairs, and
diplomacy, and a common citizenship, an African currency, an African
monetary zone, and an African central bank. We must unite in order to
achieve the full liberation of our continent.37

But how likely is it that fifty-five countries will unite? With large
numbers, Olson38 informs us that voluntary and rational self-interested
actors will not necessarily be able to achieve a common group interest,
such as pan-African economic integration, even if there is unanimous
agreement about the public good to be obtained – reduced transaction
costs, greater intra-African trade, economic growth, and greater
leverage on the global arena through negotiating as a single voice –
and the methods of achieving it. Three factors are responsible for
this. First, members expect to receive smaller fractions of collective
benefits the bigger the group is. Second, a small subset is needed to
spearhead integration. France and Germany are frequently identified
as forming this small subset as Strange reminds us in Mad Money.39
Very large groups are less characterised by these small subsets. Third,
organisational costs increase the larger the group is. In this respect, the
fifty-five African countries form what Olson calls a large latent group.
There are no two (or three) leading African states willing to collaborate
to form of alliance from which to build the foundation for continental,
or even regional integration. It would be very difficult to imagine a
South African-Nigerian axis supporting continental integration.

d ec e n tralised f inancial globa l i s a ti o n :
the rise of af rican f inancial cen tr es
In the previous section I established that Africa’s financial geography
will not, in all likelihood, be shaped by sub-regional monetary unions,
where formal monetary sovereignty moves to RECs. Nor is it likely that
these RECs will connect together to form a single continental monetary
union, relocating formal monetary sovereignty to the supranational
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scale of governance. Rather, in line with my main argument, I make the
case that formal monetary sovereignty will remain, overall, in national
territories. One main reason for this is that the more powerful African
public authorities are situating their leading economic hubs as financial
centres. This is more in the realm of geopolitical competition than a
pan-African vision of deep economic integration. Yes, the African
Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) has come into effect, but
this is the ‘lightest’ commitment to integration, far from the political
commitment needed for a MU.
A financial centre can be understood as ‘[…] the grouping together, in
a given urban space, of a certain number of financial services […]. [And]
as the place where intermediaries coordinate financial transactions and
arrange for payments to be settled’.40 Financial centres do not require
formal monetary sovereignty at the national level, as witnessed by
European centres such as Frankfurt, Paris, and Amsterdam, but the
IFCs at the top of the European financial hierarchy are London and
Geneva, both outside of the European Monetary Union. And, in the
case of Europe, the centres were already well established before the
euro became the single currency. This is in stark contrast to the African
context where RECs have attempted to establish monetary unions
before the growth of domestic financial centres. South Africa is the only
case that resembles Europe, Johannesburg being an established financial
centre before expanding into the Multilateral Monetary Area (MMA).
The great financial centres around the world – London, New York,
Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin, Frankfurt, Tokyo, Hong Kong, and Singapore –
are not static but rise, decline, and regenerate. These successful centres
demonstrate the capacity of financial and political elites to absorb shifts
in global economic production, economic recessions, financial crises,
and shifts in the cycles of the global economy to promote their location
as a site for global capital. And so it is with African states as they begin to
direct regional and global flows through their business hubs.
Financial centres are not new to Africa. The geography of the
production, distribution, and control of gold, for instance, placed
Timbuktu as a vital node in medieval world trade and finance. To offer
another example, the Kingdom of Kush, situated on the confluences of
the Blue Nile, White Nile, and River Atbara, was one of the great ancient
states of Africa and the inescapable economic, financial, and political
centre for anyone doing business in the Nile Valley.41 Africa is effectively
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home to some of the world’s most ancient and powerful civilisations.
Never isolated, these civilisations were part of dense webs with distant
connections. As with other civilisations, the very constitution of African
civilisations depended on these interactions. And finance was at their
centre, as it is today. Yet, these histories of economic power and political
prowess were not brought in as a key analytical element to factor in the
process of forming new financial centres, underway across the continent.
It is as if European imperial power and colonial rule drew a curtain to
hide this history of power, wealth, trade, finance, gold, and cultural
connectivity. And we scholars of political economy and African politics
have largely left it drawn. Therefore, as the establishment of financial
centres across the rest of Africa reflects the expansion of the globe’s
financial geography beyond established centres of capital in Europe, the
Americas, Asia, the Middle East, and Russia, we need to remember that
this urban formation is not new. What is different is that Africa is the
last continent to enter/reproduce this current global financial geography
to any meaningful extent, and actually make global capital ‘global’.

un d er stan d ing th e rise of f inanci a l cen tr es i n
a world of f inancialisati o n
Since the early 1990s, international financial markets, along with the entire
banking sector, have been undergoing profound changes. The driving force
behind this worldwide trend is habitually considered to be threefold: first,
the advances made in the processing and the transmission of information;
second, the trend towards the liberalisation of financial markets; and
third, the growing and increasingly diversified demand for financial
services. And, states’ willingness to promote the cross-border movement
of financial flows is crucial to this financial globalisation.42 States do not
only play a decisive role in reaching out and embedding financial markets
within national regulatory frameworks,43 they are also in the driving seat as
financial globalisation takes place within their territories.44
In ‘Money/Space’, Leyshon and Thrift45 point to the constitutive
function of space as the nation state creates both commodity and
credit money. Regimes of financial regulation always have a spatial
dimension, even as they endeavour to escape geographical constraints.
The international financial system, they argue, can be conceived as
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autopoietic or a self-referential system, where the centre is elusive; a
mirage; or, as the authors call it, a ‘nomadic state’. This financial system
needs anchors, places where flows and communication lines converge,
where information takes roots, grows, cross-fertilises, and is harvested.
Financial centres are these embedded aspects of the system where
analysis and interpretation take place.46 This drive for the concentration
of financial expertise and services underpins the birth of financial
centres.47 This is also referred to as ‘economics of concentration’, where
global financial centres are complemented by smaller specialised centres
in each time zone, even though technology allows financial actors to
obtain information and transact on it virtually anywhere.48
Financial centres can thus be understood as decentralised sites of rule
within the globalised world of financial markets. In this structure, while
there are powerful IFCs, there is no definitive hub in global credit networks
but, rather, a hierarchy of IFCs that endeavour to connect increasing
numbers of individuals, firms, and governments across markets. This
connectivity is central to their power. We can speak of a pattern of leaderless
diffusion in financial geopolitics, very different from the concentrated
power in the North Atlantic Bretton Woods system, with power in the
international monetary system increasingly dispersed across the globe.49
In this sense, geographically, global finance forms a deep-rooted
archipelago-economy50 and a dense web of high-speed financial flows,
materialising in specific geographics locations offering the necessary
regulations and clusters of dense skills. European and North American
financial centres have taken leading roles in producing and anchoring
this web of flows with global reach. But, of the hundred IFCs listed in
the 28th Global Financial Centres Index,51 only a third are now located
North America and Western Europe. Non-Western economies and
their financial institutions are becoming increasingly central to the
global financial provision of credit.52 And African financial centres are
the newcomers to this archipelago economy.

african f inancial centres
Whereas Asia’s financial centres emerged in the post-crisis context
of the 1990s, the region was simultaneously becoming the centre of
global production and savings.53 This is a very different trajectory from
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Africa in the twenty-first century, where economies remain much more
vulnerable to global forces as they endeavour to grow their economies
in a very difficult economic climate. Yet, despite these challenges,
some African states are altering their relationship to global capital by
directing flows through their territory. Notable are the Lagosian State’s
Eko Atlantic, Morocco’s development of Casablanca Finance City, and
Kenya’s aims for Nairobi to be East Africa’s leading financial centre.
The ambition of these African states is that their hubs will serve not only
domestic economies, but also sub-regions and, potentially, continental
Africa. These centres join South Africa as potential regional financial
centres for West Africa, North Africa, and East Africa respectively.
Johannesburg is the undisputed IFC for Southern Africa, and with its
sophisticated and deep financial services and experts, is recognised as an
African leader. As much as the South African government and financial
investors would like to see Sandton as the leading IFC for business on
the whole continent, the city’s position is changing as African states
compete to set up new financial centres. In North Africa, for instance,
Morocco, at the North Western edge of the continent, is gaining
traction as an emerging hub interested in doing business and expanding
into sub-Saharan Africa. Situated ‘at the crossroads of continents’, at the
Northern westerly point of the continent, the Moroccan state positions
Casablanca as a financial bridgehead between Europe and sub-Saharan
Africa. Cairo has historically been an important business, financial,
and cultural hub, but Egypt is more attuned to the Middle East than
the rest of Africa. King Mohammed VI intends to turn the Morocco
into the ‘true’ ‘Hub of Africa’.54 This strategy is part of discovering
‘[…] an untapped market in its own backyard: Africa’.55 Launched in
2010, the Casablanca Finance City (CFC) is a strategic financial area
for investments across the continent. The CFC is a key component of a
comprehensive state vision, drawing on national worlding strategies56 to
establish the country as a global hub.
In West Africa, Nigeria is the clear economic hegemon. And within
Nigeria, given its federal state system, it is Lagos State that is driving
the integration of the megacity into global networks as it establishes
its financial centre at the centre of West African networks. The new
development of Eko Atlantic, built inside the Great Wall of Lagos,
creates new urban space and is expected to underpin the city’s role as
financial epicentre of West Africa. This goal was vocalised by the Lagos
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State Governor and the Office of Overseas Affairs and Investment –
created in 2015: ‘Lagos is one of three “command centres” for the African
economy (along with Johannesburg and Nairobi.)’57 The Lagos state
designates ‘Lagos as the most desirable investment destination in the
world’.58 The re-basing of Nigerian GDP has brought about global
interest in the Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE)59 and is seen by Nigerian
financial sector as an opportunity to brand itself as the gateway to
African markets. The NSE is targeting market capitalisation growth
through ECOWAS’ West African Capital Markets Integration Council
(WACMIC), which plans to integrate the Ghana Stock Exchange
(GSE) and the Abidjan-based Bourse Régionale des Valeurs Mobilieres
(BRVM)61 – with an IFC for the WAEMU countries as a whole, and
an affiliate based in Dakar – into a transnational investment cloud.
West Africa’s investment ‘cloud’ will be firmly anchored in Lagos, while
enabling companies and investors in Nigeria to raise money for trades
in stocks and bonds on other West African exchanges.
On the other side of the continent, African countries bordering
the Indian Ocean see themselves as ‘gateways’ or entry points to the
continent, particularly in line with China’s Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI). While Mauritius is the better known established offshore financial
centre on the eastern seaboard of Africa, Nairobi is expected to be East
Africa’s new leading financial centre. As the largest and most advanced
economy in East and Central Africa, the Kenyan government launched
the all-encompassing Nairobi International Financial Centre (NIFC)
plan as part of the country’s Vision 2030. Positioning the country as
East Africa’s leading financial hub is central to this goal, and to this end
the Kenyan state is leveraging China’s presence in the Indian Ocean to
reinforce Nairobi’s role as the region’s leading business hub. This relates
both to tangible ‘hard’ infrastructure such as ports, roads, highways,
and telecommunications that advantageously position Nairobi as
a transportation hub, and to the ‘soft’ component of infrastructure
relating to banking and finance regulations, the business environment,
and other intangible institutional aspects that affect the formation of
financial clustering.
In 2019, the African Development Bank, working with the African
Securities Exchanges Association (ASEA), hosted the first capital market
stakeholders’ round table on the African Exchanges Linkage Project
(AELP). The AELP is an initiative to facilitate cross-border trading
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and settlement of securities across participating bourses in Africa.
ALEP drives financial integration along a geography of four cardinal
points: the Nairobi Exchange (NSE), the Casablanca Exchange (CSE),
the Johannesburg Exchange (JSE), and the Nigerian Exchange (NiSE).
By choosing these exchanges as the continent’s financial cornerstones,
ALEP – and therefore the African Development Bank – confers a
potential dominant leadership role to each of these countries and the
capacity to become one of Africa’s future key financial centres.

conclu sion
This chapter asked the question: at which scale of governance is formal
monetary sovereignty across the African continent most likely to be
fixed. I have set out to establish that, while most African countries are
committed to Pan-African ideals of cooperation, collaboration, and
economic integration, the political economic barriers to realising an
African Monetary Union seriously challenge this project. Many factors,
including enduring legacies of monetary unions established during
colonialism, the challenges in producing a common good – which would
be the single African union – in a region of fifty-five countries, and the
geography of global finance, organised through networks in anchored
national territories, highlight the hurdles to achieving this goal. It is
simply highly unlikely in the foreseeable future.
Instead, I argued that formal monetary sovereignty will, by and large,
remain within national territories as powerful African public authorities
reach out and embed financial networks within their economic hubs to
establish financial centres. Johannesburg, the continent’s established
IFC, is being joined by the Nairobi Financial Centre, the leading centre for
East Africa; Lagos, the undisputed economic and financial powerhouse
of West Africa; and Casablanca Finance City, Morocco to determine a
new financial geography for the continent. These developments indicate
that African states are in the process of widening the world’s financial
structure of decentralised sites of finance to the region. These IFCs will
help establish the continent’s financial architecture, connecting with
each other and smaller financial centres, while endeavouring to connect
increasing numbers of individuals, firms, and governments across
African markets.
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The Great Paradox: Liberalism
Destroys the Market Economy:
The pitfalls of the neoliberal recipe
for African economic and monetary
sovereignty
Heiner Flassbeck

Capitalism is an outstanding success story! Compare the living
conditions of the majority of the people in the North and West today
with those of 200 years ago. Nobody can seriously deny that there have
been enormous successes over the past 200 years. At the same time, we
know that these successes have by no means been uniform and steady,
but were accompanied by enormous shocks and distortions that have
repeatedly delivered blows to the system and with it to the well-being of
working people.
It was mainly in the past seventy years, i.e. since the end of the
Second World War, that the participation of the masses was realised
on a large scale. But that applies mainly to the Western industrialised
countries. In the developing world, the systematic participation of the
mass of workers in the fruits of production is still the exception (which
can be found above all in Asia), and not the rule. Consequently, in this
seemingly successful system, in addition to great absolute poverty, there
are still billions of people who live from hand to mouth and can barely
keep their heads above water.
In this chapter, I will argue that the recipes propagated and used in
Europe and the US since the 1970s are self-defeating. With a wrong
theory of inflation and a lack of attention to the declining wage share,
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both regions have been unable to tackle the macroeconomic challenges
of unemployment. The fact that many African governments continue
to apply the same failed recipes to readjust their economies does not
bode well for African economic and monetary sovereignty. For this
sovereignty to grow Africa will need to emancipate itself from the
traditional economic doctrines.

20 years of su ccess:
b r etton woods and keynesia n i s m
The post-war period, especially the twenty years from 1950 to 1970,
produced outstanding results in terms of income development,
employment, and employee participation. In Germany, for example,
this phase is often called the German economic miracle and is ascribed
to liberal politics. But this is a myth trying to glorify liberalism. The era
of the Bretton Woods system was a time of great prosperity in the entire
industrialised world, and some countries were more successful than
Germany. But the developing countries associated with the system also
benefited and developed better than before and later.1
This means that there must have been reasons for this global success
story, which went far beyond German peculiarities and the actions of
people in Germany. Some attribute the success to a one-off effect that
was based on the ‘need’ to catch up after the global war. But this view is
completely flawed. ‘Catching up’ and ‘need’ are not categories that can
influence and explain concrete economic development in any way, as
we can see in many countries of the Global South every day.
I will try to show that the economic conditions in the first decades
after the Second World War explain this result. The basic investment
conditions created by the Bretton Woods system were such that the
dynamics of a market economy could develop driven by entrepreneurial
investment. However, the widespread belief that the successes were
related to the ‘market-economy reforms’ that Germany had pushed
through against the spirit of the times is just as great an error as the
belief in ‘catch up demand’ in the 1950s.2
Since then, the real growth rate has fallen steadily (Figure 9.1), even in
Germany. Despite Germany being in a relatively good position because
of its competitive advantage in Europe (achieved by wage dumping),
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Real GDP growth rate in Germany

Source: Bundesbank
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it means that the situation for Europe as a whole became dramatically
worse.
Looking at the investment activity of companies (Figure 9.2), the
findings are also clear for Germany: since the end of the 1970s things
have been going downhill. Apart from a small revival at the end of the
1980s and the consequences of German reunification – which brought
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entrepreneurial investment to a new level – a slowdown over time is
undeniable. And this is despite the fact that since the turn of the 1980s
economic policy has done everything it can to stimulate and stabilise
private investment. The most important keyword here for Germany is
the halving of taxes for companies.
There must, therefore, have been conditions in the Bretton Woods
system which, in retrospect, created unique positive conditions for
private investment. These conditions, which are usually completely
overlooked, are macroeconomic in nature. Institutions (‘the economic
order’) and functioning individual markets are one thing; favourable
conditions for companies to invest are quite another.

the mac ro-regime in brett on w o o d s
The decisive empirical relationship is easy to understand (see Figure 9.3).
In the first thirty years of the second half of the last century, the
relationship between interest rates and growth (both nominal here)
was exactly the opposite of that in the thirty years that followed. In
the first thirty years, interest rates were almost always lower than the
growth rate (which can also be seen as a kind of macroeconomic return
on investment), and in the thirty years that followed they were almost
always higher. This is demonstrated for the United States in Figure 9.3.
The same picture can be found for all major Western economies –
except Great Britain, which did not experience an economic miracle
during the Bretton Woods period and was therefore regarded as the
‘sick man’ of Europe. The Bretton Woods era was a time of favourable
investment conditions. Paradoxically, the time of the neoliberal
revolution thereafter brought about the opposite. Only after the great
financial crisis of 2008/2009 did favourable investment conditions
return – but now in a deflationary environment.
Dividing the decades accordingly, the result for Germany is clear
(Figure 9.4). With the exception of the recession years 1966 and 1967 as
well as 1974 and 1975, interest rates in the first phase were well below
the growth rate.
During the neoliberal decades, the conditions changed dramatically;
investment conditions were exactly the opposite of what one would
have expected from the ‘revival’ of the market-economy. Apart from
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Growth rate (1) and federal bond interest rate (2) in the USA
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Figure 9.4

Growth rate (1) and federal bond interest rate (2) in Germany

Source: German Statistical Federal Office; OCED; AMECO.

the years 1990 and 1991, the years of German unification (and a short
episode in 2006 and 2007), the interest rate was always above the
growth rate and, thus, measured against ‘reasonable market conditions’
were always too high. This applies in exactly the same way to France
(Figure 9.5).
For France the picture is absolutely similar: France had low interest
rates compared to GDP for the two decades from the beginning of the
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Figure 9.5 Growth rate (1) and federal bond interest rate (2) in France
Source: AMECO; FRED.

1960s to the end of the seventies and high interest rates thereafter which
led to a slowdown of growth and investment.
The neoliberal revolution that turned around economic policies in the
1980s in many Northern countries was by no means a success story. Real
GDP growth has been declining throughout, and high unemployment
became a permanent attendant of the market economy.

t h e big except ion
The only large country in the North that has been able to regain full
employment time and again (before the Covid-19-shock hit) is the US.
Here, too, growth momentum has slowed, but far less than in other
countries (Figure 9.6).
The investment ratio in the US has not been falling as in other
Northern countries, but has recovered enormously since 2008/2009.
If one adds that the US has succeeded in reducing unemployment to
a level that can be called full employment, even in this cycle (before
Covid-19), the question arises what the US has done differently to that
of other countries.
The answer has to be found on the fiscal side of economic policy. The
US was the only country pursuing a very pragmatic economic policy
in its effort to bring unemployment close to full employment levels in
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Figure 9.6 Real GDP growth rate in the USA
Source: FRED

every upturn. As long as private market dynamics – driven by expansive
monetary policy – were sufficient, the state held back. But this phase was
already over in the mid-1970s.
After that period, massive government stimulus from fiscal policy
became the rule, not the exception. Only during the phase of the so-called
dotcom bubble in the second half of the 1990s, was the government able
to get by without any new indebtedness of its own. At that time, private
households increased their spending to such an extent that, on balance,
they became indebted year after year and did not save (see Figure 9.7).
Unfortunately, the financial balances not available for most
developing countries, are the most important analytical instrument at
the macro level. They show the accounting identities at the macro level
where a net saver has to have as its counterpart a net debtor. As the
world as a whole cannot have a positive or negative savings balances,
the four curves always add up to zero.3 To illustrate this graphically, the
current account is displayed inversely compared with the common use
of the term: a current account deficit is a surplus of imports – goods and
services financed by a net debt increase against the rest of the world.
In the US, as in other countries, companies were traditionally the
counterpart for private households that spent less than they earned,
but since the beginning of the 1980s that scenario no longer applies.
In the new century the company sector became a net saver. As the US
has exhibited a current account deficit for decades, the government has
had to step in to stabilise the economy permanently. The gap between
income and expenditure has been widening and, even before Covid-19,
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Figure 9.7 Sectoral financial balances and growth rate of the USA
Source: AMECO
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Figure 9.8 Public debt ratio (1) and new debt (2) in the USA
Source: FRED; FED.

when full employment had been reached, the state still had to increase
its deficit. In 2019 the past fiscal year it was 3.9 per cent of GDP, or 700
billion US dollars (only for the central government) (Figure 9.8).
Total debt (as a percentage of GDP) has risen towards 110 per cent
in 2019, and will rise far beyond this level after 2020. Contrary to the
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liberal and neoliberal belief, this is not a problem. It shows, however,
that there can be no reasonable economic development without a
permanently greater financial commitment on the part of the state if
companies refuse – for whatever reason – to take on debt.
In a world dominated by monetarism and neoliberal labour
market policies (‘labour market flexibility’) demand dynamics are
systematically restricted and only the government can provide a
remedy by aggressive demand policies. The government has to
create the dynamics of the market economy in order to achieve
ambitious employment goals. The United States has understood this
and has developed an impressive pragmatism across both parties in
terms of government debt. In Japan, too, the state has understood
that companies that save and won’t invest are creating a completely
new situation and are making the state directly and indispensably
responsible for demand management.
The European Commission and the European Council, with their
dogma of a ‘healthy’ fiscal policy – driven largely by Germany – have left
the ranks of rational governments behind. The result is persistently high
unemployment. After the Covid-19-shock that brought about pragmatic
fiscal policies there is a chance to revise the old dogma. But it is doubtful
that the authorities are able to overcome their own prejudices.4

d e v elop me n t economics or t h e rig ht eco n o m i cs
f or development?
All these considerations are extremely important for developing
countries, in particular those in Africa. In developing countries,
officials that were trained in the traditional centres of education where
neoclassical economics dominate the teaching, very often run economic
policies. Most politicians consider the main theoretical framework
provided by the majority of economists and politicians in the North as
a given. Why should anyone in a developing country dare to question
policies that have been implemented for long periods of time, which
seem beyond question or critique?
It is in this way that most economists of the developing countries
accept the theories and the policy tools, which are rightly called the
‘Washington Consensus’.5 For a long time, the Washington Consensus
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was so dominant that it was almost impossible to question its apparently
obvious ‘rules’. Economists engaged in advising developing countries
insisted that the ‘structural conditions’ of developing countries are
different and have to be taken into account, but a different set of
macroeconomic rules was not on their agenda.
One of the most important rules concerns monetary policy and how
it should be implemented literally anywhere – local differences do not
matter. For many decades, the IMF based its recommendations on
monetarism. Monetarism had the practical advantage that its guidelines
could be put into practice immediately. All that is necessary is a
‘quantity of money’ and a projection about growth potentials. However,
the world is not as simple as monetarism has it. After a very short period
in which it was dominant, many Western countries began to abandon
its ideas completely. The United States even pioneered totally different
approaches back in the 1980s.
Today, monetarism is not only dead, according to leftist economists,
it has been completely abandoned by central banks all over the world.
Neither the ECB, nor the FED, nor the Bank of Japan, nor the Bank of
England still use monetarism as a basis for their policies. Unfortunately,
to the developing world monetarism is still being sold as the only available
and correct macroeconomic theory. The famous American phrase ‘do as
we say, but don’t do as we do’ still applies. The US government has fully
abandoned monetarism, but the IMF nonetheless continues to preach
and implement it all over the developing world. Developing countries
need to address such a contradiction in international discussions –
unless they prefer to remain the intellectual slaves of the Washington
Consensus.6
The second example for this kind of spiritual slavery is the idea called
‘structural reforms’. Despite the fact that nobody knows exactly what it
is, it is used as a mantra in policy debates all over the globe. The most
important component of these ‘structural reforms’ is always the same. It
is as straightforward as it is monotonous: labour markets need be made
more flexible. But are labour markets really flexible in the Western
world, or in the North in general? If they have become more flexible of
late, did the general situation improve? The clear answer is that making
labour markets more flexible is not working at all. Just as in the case of
monetarism, there is a strong contradiction between the narrative for
the developing world and the one for the North.
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My third point is the least well understood of all. The Washington
Consensus demands that governments contain and cut their deficits.
Something close to zero is seen as ideal. As shown above, things are far
from that simple, because government deficits are connected to both
trade balances and the savings positions of the economics sectors in
each country.
These are questions that the developing countries need to ask. Do
politicians and experts from the North implement their own theories
at home? If not, why not, and if so, why do they fail? Unemployment
remains unacceptably high in Europe. How can it be explained that
Europe is still unable to bring unemployment down a decade after the
financial crisis of 2008/09? Is it due to rigid wages? Is it due to inflexible
labour markets in France, Italy, and many other countries? When the
IMF tells developing countries that they have to make their labour
market more flexible and cut wages, the developing countries should
ask why cutting wages in Spain, Portugal, and Greece failed miserably to
bring back growth and unemployment.

the th eory of inf lation is k ey
to development
As explained above, the traditional monetary theory holds that inflation
is related to some form of money supply. But the only strong evidence
ever found strongly supports otherwise. Inflation in the Western world
is not related to any monetary aggregate, but it is closely correlated to
wages, as Figure 9.9 clearly proves. The strongest correlation found over
periods of twenty years is between unit labour costs and inflation. Unit
labour cost measures the excess of nominal wages (per hour worked)
over productivity (per hour).7If productivity increases by 5 per cent
and nominal wages rise by 7 per cent, unit labour costs will rise in the
long run by 2 per cent. All over the world, unit labour costs will move
perfectly in line with inflation if sufficient time is allowed (Figure 9.9).
This is true for all regions of the world, for the US as well as for Europe
and (as shown by UNCTAD) for developing countries. The lesson to be
learned here is extremely simple and straightforward: inflation is not
determined by any quantity of money but – in the longer term – by unit
labour costs.
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Figure 9.9 Correlation between unit labour costs and inflation
Source: AMECO

w ages and u nemployment
This evidence is of utmost importance: if unit labour costs determine
inflation, wages cannot at the same time determine employment because
real wages are no longer available as policy instrument. Time and again
the developing countries are faced with the traditional textbook chart
depicting the neoclassical supply and demand curve of the labour
market, where real wages determine employment and unemployment.
This is definitively erroneous. If falling nominal wages lead to falling
prices in the medium- and long-term, real wages will not change and,
if real wages do not change, they cannot determine the evolution of
employment in the neoclassical sense (which means the long-term
restructuring of production according to changes in prices of the factors
of production).
No doubt, the neoclassical labour market theory is wrong. The wage
inflation theory proves that monetary policy is powerless against the
deflationary forces of falling costs in the overall economy, and sluggish
demand from consumers. Deflation, diminished expectations, and the
uncertainty of private households about their future income prevent
private consumption from taking a lead role in a recovery. However, it is
absolutely misleading to call such a situation a ‘liquidity trap’. The trap
is, in effect, much more a wage trap or an income trap than a liquidity
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trap. This trap is usually triggered by sharply rising unemployment
that is unrelated to specific labour market developments, such as
unreasonably high wage increases.
The financial crisis and the high unemployment that resulted
provided the ideological justification for policies to cut wages and
incomes again, although wages and incomes were already depressed
before the outbreak of this crisis. High unemployment together with
the attempts by workers ‘to price themselves back into the flexible
markets’, as some neoclassical economists put it, created the conditions
for the perfect storm that is still raging today, a full eight years after the
outbreak of the financial crisis. After the Covid-19 shock, the situation
is much worse – again, unemployment is rising, but this rise is totally
unrelated to wages.
Monetary policy can bring interest rates to zero or even into negative
territory and it can implement quantitative easing (QE). After this, the
possibilities of monetary policy are exhausted. What is needed, therefore,
are fiscal policies: huge stimulus programmes that overcome the reluctance
of consumers to spend in the face of their uncertain outlooks on jobs and
wages. Today, investment is restricted on a global scale by low demand, as
a consequence of income expectations of private households during very
high levels of unemployment. It is, in its most basic form, a consequence
of a dysfunctional labour market in which it is possible for unemployment
to sharply rise without wages being ‘too high’.
Depressed wages stifle private consumption, and a lack of sufficient
consumption prevents the economy from recovering, although some
monopolistic companies in the digital world are making enormous
profits. The only way out, without resorting to unconventional
instruments such as income policies, lies in the direct improvement of
labour market conditions, which can only be achieved by an extremely
huge fiscal policy stimulus, but this is blocked for political reasons in
many developed economies as in most of the developing world.
The traditional way to get around the brutal logic of destabilising
labour markets is to hope for improved competitiveness of the economy
as a whole, and to increase exports (or decrease imports). Indeed,
if a wage cut quantitatively stimulates foreign demand more than
it depresses domestic demand, a solution seems to be at hand. The
problem is that all of us may well wish to be net exporters, but this will
remain impossible as long as we do not find new planets which are
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willing to accept current account deficits and the uneasy positions of
debtors. That is why the biggest country in the EMU, Germany, now
faces a problem that is similar to the one of Japan. Germany has the
highest current account surplus in the world, but its European partners
are suffering; few are willing to accept further deficits and debtor
countries ran out of steam all over the world. It is clear that the German
mercantilist approach has hit the wall.
Due to many years of wages lagging productivity growth, Germany
nowadays has the lowest wage share ever since the end of the Second World
War. Its private households have persistent net savings. Due to the export
boom, the company sector is sitting on enormous amounts of profits and
is, therefore, also a net saver. This is the consequence of the export bonanza
of the last decade. Unfortunately, as shown above, domestic investment,
which would correspond to the high domestic net savings, is flat.
In Germany as in the US, the way out, without taking on new
government debt, is to make the company sector accept its role of being
the natural counterpart of high private net savings (Figure 9.10). But
that would imply increasing wages and raising corporate taxes, both
are taboo in the conservative policy framework. While this may sound
perplexing and paradoxical to some, the macroeconomic logic (or, if
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Figure 9.10 Sectoral financial balances and growth rate of Germany
Source: AMECO.
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you prefer, macroeconomic bookkeeping) behind it is irrefutable. If
government debt is considered to be unsound and has to be kept in
check, the company sector has to be both a net debtor and the main
investor, as has been the case for most of the time after the Second
World War.
What is happening in the Western world is the result of a downward
pressure on wages over a period of decades. But if you ask Western
policymakers about the reasons for their failure, they will talk about
‘structural problems’. Is the structural problem in the Western world
‘too high wages’? No. Wages are definitively too low, but economic
policy is based on the same fallacious ideology everywhere.
The crucial message is that cutting wages does not lead to economic
recovery. It makes things worse, not better. However, there is another
possibility to improve competitiveness and to increase employment for a
single economy. Instead of cutting wages, it is possible for countries to use
a depreciation of their currencies. The result of a currency depreciation is
similar to cutting wages, but without having the same negative effects on
domestic demand. Countries can, to a certain extent, use depreciations
as an instrument to increase employment. However, any depreciation
of one currency implies the appreciation of the currencies of other
countries. It is not possible for everyone to depreciate.
In addition, currency depreciation cannot be implemented like
any other policy instrument, as the experiences of many developing
countries show. Depreciations are tricky and normally associated
with destabilising capital flows. Currency depreciations cannot be a
general or a sustainable solution, neither for the developing nor for the
developed world. In fact, depreciation only works – for some limited
amount of time – if only one country does it and gets away with it. This
is what happened in Europe. Germany de facto depreciated and all other
countries suffered because of it.

stab le w ag e growt h and st able m o n eta r y
conditions
A new macroeconomic paradigm for development is urgently needed.
It has to be based on the conviction that the neoclassical dogma is
wrong. Growth always needs the stimulus of demand. Such stimulus
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cannot come from other countries, as the mercantilists believe. For the
developed world and the developing world as a whole, the stimulus
has to come from within. More than anything else, this means raising
incomes for people in line with productivity and the inflation target.
Labour markets cannot and should not be ‘flexible’ in the neoclassical
sense of the word. Flexible labour markets are a dangerous concept:
cut wages and make labour markets flexible are excellent ways to
destroy consumption and demand. Neither growth nor sustainable
development and prosperity can be based on increasing the flexibility of
labour markets. No sustainable growth is possible if the population does
not have the means to consume what they produce.
Public debt is part and parcel of the overall savings-investment
matrix of an economy. It has to be interpreted in the wider realistic
context of the financial situation of other countries, as well as in the
context of the financial situation of the domestic sectors. Cutting public
expenditure with the purpose of cleaning up public budget deficits is
only possible if someone else is willing to increase its deficits. Cutting
public expenditure because the IMF tells you to do so will never work.
The ideology about the ‘correct’ debt to GDP ratio has to be abandoned.
There is no scientific basis to any such figures.
The general conclusion of all these considerations is simple: no
positive change can be achieved within the framework of neoclassical
and neoliberal ideology. The dogma that has been imposed upon
developing countries, including African countries, has prevented the
necessary change towards a new system in which the participation of the
population at large is a crucial condition for long lasting success.
Monetary conditions in all developing countries need to be fixed in
order to stimulate private investment. For example, price developments
in Africa are absolutely chaotic in many countries (Figure 9.11a and
Figure 9.11b). With very few exceptions, such as Morocco, the stability
of inflation is crucial for investment. This is missing throughout Africa.
Closely associated with domestic monetary instability is interest rate
volatility and exchange rate volatility. Figure 9.12a and Figure 9.12b
show that interest rate developments in Africa are as chaotic as price
developments.
Without stable monetary conditions, including stable exchange rates
that are conducive for growth and investment, generating economic
and societal progress remains impossible. Africa needs a monetary
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system that provides monetary stability for all countries. But this
system has to be designed according to African needs and must not be
just an appendix to a Northern system like the West African Monetary
Union.8 Currency pegs like this one, or national debts in dollars, made
the countries dependent on the ideologically driven recipes from the
institutions of the international financial framework.
‘Structural reforms’ are much less important than macroeconomic
reforms. Developing countries have to consider my main point, namely
that ‘labour market flexibility’ is a dangerous concept as it implies
instability of inflation rates, instability of interest rates, and instability
of exchange rates. The first thirty years of development after the Second
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the great paradox
World War in the Western world reveals the outstanding importance of
interest rates that are stable, and consistently lower than growth rates.
The conclusions to be drawn from the evidence and the economic
logic is a simple one: without completely discarding both, the
monetarist inflation theory and the neoclassical labour market theory,
development policies cannot succeed. Without a new and relevant
theory of economics, improvements in living standards, and a chance to
overcome the current misery in many countries, is an illusion.
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Food Sovereignty, the National
Question, and Post-colonial
Development in Africa
Max Ajl

Across Africa, agriculture, land, peasants, food, seeds, and agrarian reform
are centre stage in the theatres of capitalist accumulation and resistance.
From colonialism and the birth of the capitalist world system, land and
the commodities grown upon it have been central to accumulation
on a world scale. The African continent, which spurred the creation
of world systems theory, is now ground-zero for escalating agrarian
dispossession and a ‘new scramble’ for its resources, alongside potentially
genocidal mechanisms of population management for its people.1 How
might we make sense of new dependencies – financial, nutritional, and
technological? Are African nations fated to remain constrained and
immiserated? Will the fields, factories, cities, and slums of the global
South forever haemorrhage value to the North? How do the African
countryside and heterodox development theories help us understand
how dependency is reproduced, how it might be challenged, and how
agrarian change might thicken the gossamer shell of sovereignty?
This chapter explores linkages between food sovereignty, agroecology,
dependency, and African heterodox theories of development. I analyse
them with an eye towards how they might help draw up roadmaps
to depart dependency relations and melt apart the manacles, from
technology transfer and aid, to unequal exchange and persistent declines
in the terms of trade for agricultural products, enchaining the creative,
self-managed, and free play of production in the South. And I put the
national question front-and-centre.
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Agricultural trade is central to economic sovereignty, since continental
agriculture has suffered from an excess of imports over exports over
the last decade.2 Furthermore, exports like cacao, coffee, and olive oil
have extremely erratic prices, imperilling long-term planning.3 They are
subject to ebbs and flows largely outside the control of African states.
Agricultural trade and production based on comparative advantage
erodes rather than enhances economic sovereignty. Conversely, food
sovereignty based on producing for a widened home market, with prices
engineered around social needs and goals, could lead to greater macroeconomic stability and economic sovereignty.
In these ways, the land question, threatened national liberation, and
dependent insertion into a polarised world-system mold how African
nations must understand and act to change the world. In particular,
they must foreground the national frame to understand exploitation
and underdevelopment. Following upon that, I focus on developing and
nationally and environmentally embedding production and creating
and using agricultural surplus beyond subsistence (not merely surplus
value). I ground the discussion in regional theories of development/
southern theory, auto-centred development, the heterodox agronomy
of Slaheddine el-Amami, and the newer approaches of agroecology and
food sovereignty.
This chapter’s first section discusses the origins of dependency
analysis. The second section discusses postcolonial dependency
thought, explains self-reliant development more broadly, and presents
the thinking of Slaheddine el-Amami, a Tunisian agronomist. The third
section treats agroecology as it relates to surplus creation and decreasing
import reliance. The conclusion shows how such research programmes
and analyses mesh with a programme for smallholder agroecology/food
sovereignty as a peripheral development path.

d ep e n dency: valu e and t h e co n cr ete
Dependency theory emerged out of a radicalisation of the structuralist
thought cultivated at the Economic Commission for Latin America and
the Caribbean thought (CEPAL, in its better-known Spanish acronym).
Clusters of researchers in Chile, a centre for continental economics,
sought to understand the inability of Latin American countries’ to
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lock in value and improve their peoples’ lives. One of the lenses which
brought their subjugation into clearest focus was the Prebisch thesis.
This argued that, for a variety of reasons, primary commodities faced
constantly deteriorating terms of trade against manufactured goods.4
That is, if one widget traded for one bushel of coffee in 1940, in 1945 one
widget would buy two bushels of coffee. Under such circumstances –
all things being equal – it is better to make widgets than to grow and
export coffee. Logically, CEPAL thought Latin America should make
rather than import widgets: import-substitution industrialisation.
Furthermore, it would be easier to manufacture widgets if there were a
broader market in which to sell domestically crafted widgets: increased
urban buying power.
As Latin America applied these policies, it began to industrialise. But it
did not close the gap with Northern incomes. With the epochal eruption
of the Cuban revolution, socialism burst over the horizon. Southern
social scientists and economists were radicalised by the working-class
and peasant revolt.5 Indeed, one of the founders of Marxist Latin
American dependency theory, Vania Bambirra, devoted volume after
volume to Cuba and the 1960s wave of Latin American insurrection.6
Thus enchanted and empowered, these thinkers advanced an array of
ways to understand dependency, focusing on internal class relationships
and how they co-evolved with imperialism. Through the work of Ruy
Mauro Marini, who peered at an industrialising Brazil and a broken and
brutalised Brazilian rural and urban proletariat, they realised that one
major mechanism of dependency was super-exploitation: paying workers
so little that their salaries fell below the cost of their social reproduction,
or what it would cost to reproduce their own labour power. In a sense,
salaries cut into the well-being of the workers themselves, compressing
consumption to famine-like levels.7 Marini showed how dependency was
not just about flows between nations, but fights between classes.

dependency in af rica
Although Samir Amin defended his dissertation on dependency in
1957, African/Arab dependency thinking acquired its sharpest edge
only after states, especially on the continent’s Northern rim, had begun
their attempts at industrialisation.
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In the post-independence agrarian sector, countries either left
colonial agrarian export structures in place, or tended to focus on
what they considered the more productive farmers, those with enough
land to mechanise and use all kinds of inputs and the modified seeds,
hybrids, and chemical fluids of the Green Revolution; a ‘programme
of agricultural intensification’ using industrial inputs and targeting
medium and large farmers, ‘for achieving national sufficiency in food
grain production’.8 Such farmers produced some cereals for domestic
markets. But North Africa remained stuck within colonial channels of
commodity crop exports: olive oil, dates, and later increasing amounts
of fruits and vegetables. As did Africa more broadly, sending out cotton,
coffee, and cacao. These germinating policies produced a disappointing
harvest. While continent wide during the early post-independence
period – through roughly, 1970 – countries were more or less selfsufficient, imports then began to rise continuously, almost irrespective
of developmental regimes.9
Amongst the major causes of developmental lock-in was deliberate
imprisonment. The US and other settler states furnished their own
excess cereal grains to North Africa through non-market channels. What
seemed like manna was the very opposite. The food flows were political
engineering to constrain more wide-ranging agrarian revolution.10
They were also meant to keep grain reliant states in check, afraid of the
consequences of departing too much from US policies.
Furthermore, African states often engineered prices to ensure nascent
urban working classes could labour cheaply in newly built factories,
the better to outcompete imports of Northern industrial goods and to
compete with other countries’ exports on world markets. Technology
and know-how became central to the subjugation and immiseration of
the South, as industrialisation became a path to perdition rather than
the promised land.
In this way, these countries became dependent in multiple senses,
opening the way for multiple ways of understanding how they had
become subjugated. In the broadest sense, they were increasingly
outward-oriented, structured to complement the core rather than cater
to their popular classes. Such obeisance took on many a form, morphing
and shifting over time. We cannot necessarily reduce it to mere reliance
on cereals (although this has been important throughout), reliance on
commodity exports, or the gradations of industrial capacity. Rather,
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the fundamental constant reflects the Leninist thesis of a dominatingdominated-dyad: dependency ‘consists of the transfer of surplus value
from a less-developed total national capital to a more developed one’.11
Cereal import dependency and food dependency are woven into an
under-developmental or de-developmental matrix across Africa. But
once one has identified the location and nature of a problem, one can
move on to solutions. If agrarian crisis is the skeleton key to open up our
understanding of pervasive socio-economic and environmental crisis, it
may likewise unlock the door to a largely untested African development
path in the twenty-first century.12 Let us see how.

aut o-cent red developmen t
a nd af rican th eories
Africa has been a people’s laboratory for some of the most impressive and
lesser known thinking on how to break from dependency relationships.
From the 1950s onward, partially due to Chinese support for African
national liberation, the Chinese revolution had become enormously
well known amongst continental theorists and planners.13 For that
reason, the Chinese example was an inspiration and insight for plans for
balanced rural-urban growth, and criticisms of technology transfer soon
abounded. Maneuvering within intellectual and political space opened
up by the Chinese people, throughout the 1970s and the 1980s, the stars
of figures such as Samir Amin, Mohammed Dowidar, Fawzy Mansour,
A. M. Babu, Walter Rodney, and countless others in the firmament of
African heterodox thought shone like beacons. They marked the path to
liberation. As a result, the dependency school dominated development
discussion on the left in Africa, offering a framework for understanding
concrete situations of underdevelopment.14
As in Latin America, dependency’s anatomies of postcolonial
underdevelopment were devastatingly accurate. To some extent, unlike
in Latin America, Africa, and the Arab region which it overlaps, have
been able not merely to state why attempted development was stillborn,
but to offer ways to reanimate the developmental process.15 Above all,
life and spirit came from their temporal and spatial closeness to that
stunning example of postcolonial development, freed from imperialism
by a countrywide people’s war that turned the peasants into subjects of
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social revolution and the keystone of postcolonial planning: China.16 In
Tanzania, China trained postcolonial self-defence forces, and provided
massive amounts of aid. And China’s model of self-reliance was partially
inscribed into, and a major influence on, the Arusha Declaration.17
Relying on one’s own resources became the basis for, at the very least, a
new way of thinking about development – not the fool’s errand of trying
to copy the ‘Western path’ of modernisation and its hidden motors of
colonialism, slavery, and genocide, but a new path based on building up
the wealth of the domestic direct producers.18
China was not merely an inspiration because of its apparent success
in a country previously subject to Western imperialism, or because of
the efforts China made to help national liberation across the continent.
In terms of domestic development, China did many things that any
African country could do. It radically shifted the organisation of labour
and broke apart large plots.19 With labour rationalised, people were free
to devote as much energy as needed to immediate labour on their own
plots or cooperative lands. And because they could be sure they would
be fed, they were also available to take on the onerous work of land
restoration and hand dug water works to expand the quantity of land
available for land constrained China to meet its peoples’ needs without
relying too much on imports. Most under-known, China often sought
to formalise and improve people’s knowledge through decentralised
scientific experimentation, an emphasis on village level self-reliance and
productivity increases, and proto-agro-ecological modes of intellectualpractical work based on exploring ‘traditional’ practices with an eye as
to how they could be improved under a political system which worked
to that end.20
The Chinese model was seriously studied. Based on their research,
writers like Babu, Mansour, Dowidar, Amin, and Amami developed
an extremely wide array of suggestions for an auto-centred model.
Self-reliance meant thinking about converting political sovereignty
into economic sovereignty. First, of course, this meant understanding
what was awry. As they saw clearly, in one way or another, peasants
were, at best, labour reserves left with small subsistence plots, while
industrialisation was not really offering any kind of technological
upgrading of peasant agriculture.21 The self-reliant model meant shifting
the logic of accumulation – qualitative use values rather than what the
logic of the law of value demanded be produced. States and their peoples
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would try to weave together domestic industrial or manufacturing
sectors with domestic peasantry to do the impossible – increase the
productivity of each, feed the people, balance rural-urban growth, avoid
headlong hyper-urbanisation, maintain national sovereignty, and find
some way to extract a surplus for sovereign industrialisation. The model,
of course, was China, which had commanding advantages of scale, but
in other ways seemed a suitable course for such countries to copy. And
such scale is also why pan-Arabism loomed large in most early nationalpopular thought.
Throughout Africa, the model remained essentially untried, even in
its original heartland, Tanzania itself. But that did not prevent it from
flourishing on an intellectual and continental scale, from Dar es Salaam
to Dakar, where Amin and his collaborators worked together to think
through the implications of the Chinese experiment for African and
Arab sovereign development. That line of flight also radiated outwards,
as Dakar was a hub for African social science. Amin’s influence was
particularly heavy in North Africa, where his monographs on Maghrebi
development and futures circulated with speed, and were read with
enthusiasm. In North Africa and France, Francophone young people
could easily access his texts. And Maoism was warmly embraced across
the left, and more quietly within state intellectual-agronomic research
institutions. One of those figures took to thinking about auto-centred
development and applied it through direct agronomic research:
Slaheddine el-Amami, in the process prefiguring the wide array of work
which now goes under the banner of agroecology.

slaheddi ne el-amami’s prescie n t fo o d
sovereignt y vision
Slaheddine el-Amami emerges as a prescient and unique progenitor
of a holistic and sovereign vision for environmentally sound rural
development, based on building up from the strengths of traditional
farming systems. This was very far from an antiquarian treasure
hunt, but was instead a search into the past in the quest for a different
modernity and a different future.
Amami’s quiet penchant for Maoism was likely picked up from
the Perspectives group, where he had been a close comrade of the
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Maoist-influenced agronomist, Gilbert Naccache. Both sought to
re-direct national agricultural planning, then primarily an imposition
from above, into a patient process of accumulation from below. Indeed,
both sought to emplace a radical land-to-the-tiller agrarian reform
during the 1960s, the ‘Ben Salahiste’ cooperative experiment, helmed by
the country’s ‘super-minister’, Ben Salah, a former trade union leader.22
But the top-down model prevailed until the 1967 US-Israeli aggression
against the Arab states led to massive protests in Tunisia, rupturing the
legitimacy of dirigiste planning and setting in motion a shift to state
regulated capitalism.23
As the space for radical thought narrowed, with leftists in prison
or exiled, Amami entered into state agricultural research institutions,
coming eventually to head the Centre de Recherche en Génie Rural
(CRGR). The state research institution became shield and cage. As a
shield, it gave Amami an institutional position from which to research
alternative technologies, and to call for better state policies for rural
people in an Arab region where state directed development still
reigned.24 This took place within the authoritarian Habib Bourguiba
regime. As a result, Amami was unable to call for the substantive shifts
in political power needed to carry out such a programme.25
Within the CRGR, Amami wrote quietly and unobtrusively within
the dependency paradigm, attentive to how Tunisia had put in place an
ensemble of technologies utterly unsuited to its biomes, the amount of
capital it had available for development projects, or the number of people
who needed jobs.26 He also was entirely aware of deteriorating terms of
trade for Arab exports, and crafted programmes with that in mind.27 His
analysis exposed and proposed with every word. With every attack on
the prevailing imported technological system, he forwarded ambitious
alternatives, drafting blueprint after blueprint, nationwide planning
schematics, local level investigations and proposals for sustainable
alternatives, and appropriate forms of agricultural technology for a
people-centred and auto-centred development strategy.
In what follows, I begin with one of Amami’s broadest and densest
works – a manifesto for local agronomic research, which he reprinted
again and again. He dissected the national research structures and
their connections to the larger dependent national technological style.
Because he was debating and criticising agronomists who did not see as
he saw, or as he thought things should be seen, he emphasised how the
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institutions produced an ideology which favoured technological choices
that helped reproduce dependence.28 He highlighted how Tunisian
agronomists had barely studied those plants and animals that were the
living technological inheritance of the producers of the past, which
had been bred and selected for hundreds, if not thousands, of years to
produce a species that was best suited for semi-arid and arid Tunisia.
He drew the connection between the kinds of thinking encouraged
in the national schooling system, and the ways foreign corporations
could turn Tunisia into an arena for profit. He began with an analysis
of the engineering schools’ contempt for the ‘traditional’ and the
technologies to which the slur referred. In disdaining over a millennium
of precolonial polytechnics, such contempt became ‘in reality a colonial
ideology favouring the supremacy of imported technology and wanting
to disown any specificity to the colonised country’.29 He insisted that
colonialism and neocolonialism/postcolonialism were fettering the
social relations of production. The disarticulation and rearticulation of
agriculture was inseparable from colonial and neocolonial capitalism.
First, the bequest from the past had been slowly shrunk: ‘Just some
pockets and enclaves have been preserved from colonial destruction
and constitute the true national libraries of Maghrebi agricultural
technology’.30 Neocolonialism had broken apart the labour and
attention heavy agricultural systems of old. It had not done so with an
eye towards improving them to lighten that which broke backs. Second,
the new system, through schooling, ‘dangled the mirage of an urban
life getting rid of centuries of prejudice and downgrading in which the
rural world bathed. To “modernise” is to erase and surpass all of the
traditional systems of managing natural resources […]. The choice of
techniques is almost never inspired by the local patrimony’.31 Amami
saw that Tunisia’s development project hinged on an ideological buy-in,
alongside a hefty dose of derision towards the rural world where most
Tunisians lived.
Amami grounded his criticisms in a dependency-style relational
account of how technology was a mechanism for value flow, from
Tunisia to the wealthy world, from the periphery to the core. He focused
on seeds and water works. He saw the very physical stuff of agriculture
had become conduits for value outflow from Tunisia to the merchants
and ‘large foreign conglomerates’ that monopolised supposedly
improved seeds. Even the institutions in Tunisia for developing its
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agricultural capacity were functioning ‘as a gigantic technological relay
between the exterior and the interior’. Research focused on Green
Revolution wheats. The institutions barely looked at barley, although
it was adapted to aridity and [a crop] which covered half the Northern
cereal lands and almost all the seeded lands of the Centre-South.
Such plans discounted local heritage. State agricultural institutions
barely fostered agronomic research into the animal species and plant
landraces central to precolonial agriculture. In Tunisia, ‘a zoologist who
might be interested in the pasturing of camels will be ridiculed. The
growing of cactus is paralysed by this prejudice that it is a symbol of
underdevelopment. A tree as noble as the date palm is totally ignored’,
while research programmes that needed a minimum of a decade to
produce results were disdained. Botanists and agricultural engineers
in the post-independence era did little more than carry out descriptive
inventories of the cactus landraces covering Tunisia.32
As a result, the Global South lacked the institutional mechanisms that
had been the sine qua non for Global North productivity increases. In
his framework, the national commodity offices, charged with overseeing
entire commodity chains, whether for oils (the National Oils Office,
ONH) or the Office of Cereals, had to link research to plans to embed
research nationally. They also had to have national popular priorities,
with decisions, programmes, schematics, grants, research, and funding
reflecting those priorities and values:
In order to advantageously and effectively use the research infrastructure,
every decision and technical choice of the research organisms, including
the importation of seeds and plants, the choice of agricultural material,
development of zones, and also the technical content of planning
objectives, all these operations and activities which are now actually
carried out in a more or less improvised fashion, and without previous
studies or experiments, must be condoned by the research organisms.
The orientations and the technical choices will then be taken on rational
bases and as a function of norms and trials elaborated in Tunisia and not
artificially transferred.33

Amami had a great many possible treatments for the wound and
stanching the value flowing out from it. His polymathic grasp of
Tunisian agriculture allowed him to recommend solutions in sector
after sector, remoulding every institution and project into a mechanism
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for an alternative system – national and popular at the same time.
Research had to be collective, but the problem was clear. The non-stop
replacement of precolonial indigenous polytechnics with imported
technology were creating ‘double agricultural dependence, downstream
and upstream, [which] is the most alienating of the relationship
of unequal development between the affluent countries and the
underdeveloped countries’.34 For Amami, agriculture – in days past the
least alienated portion of the productive process – was becoming the
most alien to the farmer herself. He saw the farmer becoming a kind of
organic factory tied to transnational supply chains, inputs, and outputs
subject to the fluctuations and price movements made by monopolies
and monopsonies.
Here, I pause and extract a series of crucial elements from Amami’s
work. One, the question of scale. Amami began but did not end with
thinking of the problem at the level of Tunisia as a nation state. This
was not a nationalism that expressed the desire for inclusion within
the capitalist system on a world scale, or ending the domination of
the national capital of the periphery by the national capital of the
core, but a nationalism which aspired to a sovereign national-popular
path of development. Tests and trials to see what new plant breed or
which technologies would be most suited for Tunisia would occur
first in Tunisia, pursuant to domestic social choices. Furthermore, he
did not simply reject foreign technological innovations. As with the
Chinese experiment, his almost certain model, the idea was not to
create a hermetically sealed technical sphere, but to selectively draw on
other technologies when and where they were needed.35 Amami was
well aware, for example, that the water technologies of Tunisia drew
on the accumulated wisdom of Andalusia. His was a cosmopolitan,
not cloistered, sovereignty.36 Nor was there any trace of atavism or
prelapsarian romance. The use of the word ‘library’ to describe the
repositories of knowledge within traditional farming systems was not
accidental. It spoke to a way of thinking of using archives and the
technology contained therein in the service of a different modernity.
He also knew that technology was never innocent. It was not merely
that Tunisia was dependent on imported technologies as part-andparcel of protecting value flows. He also noted that the application of a
‘model’ – which assumed that Tunisian agriculture would ever look like
the agriculture that French or US agronomists took as normative – would
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ensure that Tunisia would forever fall short of its capacities by denying
its specificities. In dealing with living biomes and beings, creativity and
ingenuity unfolded within limits.
Furthermore, Tunisia was simply a starting point. Amami knew
that Tunisia had a dazzling variety of biomes, from the semi-arid
plains of Sidi Bouzid to the cereal fields of the wetter North, to the
oasis archipelago spotting a sea of pastoralism in the south, to the olive
plantations blanketing the central coast. Different bioregions were
best suited to different crops, and that specificity was not merely a
question of the North versus Tunisia, but of territories within Tunisia
itself. For that reason, he urged the decentralisation of research,
given that scientists ought to conduct their experiments in proximity
to the peoples and plants they were meant to serve. Furthermore, he
focused on the relational constitution of core and periphery. He knew
dependence was not a thing, but part of a ‘relationship of unequal
development’, an understanding clearly drawn from the framework of
uneven development on a world scale.37 He was always thinking about
the strategic deployment of the nation’s resources to produce a closed
national circulatory system, keeping use values within the country to the
greatest extent possible, rather than bringing the country wholly into
the global law of value where it would be sure to suffer. And given that
such relationships, such flows of expertise and technology, were made,
they could be unmade – the mandate Amami set for himself.
Much of Amami’s work broadened, or had been a build up to
these themes and synthetic conclusions, or was a plan for intensifying
production to increase the surplus. He seldom applied a merely
technical approach to such questions, although institutional pressures
and restrictions weighed on his writings, such that he often covered
calls for redistribution in the shroud of technicism. He always knew the
problem of development was social.

agroecology
Some of what Amami wished to do was happening in parallel elsewhere
across the Third World, especially in Latin America, through early work
on traditional farming systems as an intellectual and genetic treasure
which could be drawn on freely for people-centred and peasant-centred
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peripheral development. By the early 1990s, agroecology began to
apply scientific experimentation to the processes underlying traditional
farming systems, and to formalise these investigations in a coherent
approach to rural development.38
Traditional farming systems, or farming systems which have not
‘modernised’ or industrialised, share six features. One, high levels of
biodiversity, regulating the functioning of ecosystems and providing
ecosystem services. Two, land, landscape, and water resource
management conservation systems. Three, diversified farming systems,
or polycultures. Four, resilient agroecosystems that can cope with
disturbances and absorb the caprice of inconsistent and sometimes
inclement weather. Five, they are nurtured by traditional methods, not
purely book based knowledge systems and the technologies with which
they are bound. And six, cultural values and forms of social organisation
which ensure wide access to resources. Such systems integrate livestock
and poly-cropping, and maintain in situ (on the farm) genetic diversity.
Another important, but not universal, feature of these systems is their
seamless weaving into a natural matrix. Agroecology overlaps with and
grows outwards from these logics and focuses on closed metabolic cycles
secured through a series of principles. First, recycling of biomass. Second,
strengthening the ‘immune system’ of the larger farming system by
promoting natural enemies of pests. Three, promoting healthy soil. Four,
minimising the loss of water, energy, or nutrients by both conserving and
regenerating soil, water, and biodiversity. Five, promoting species- and
genetic-level diversity over time and space. And six, enhancing synergies
amongst various ecological and biological processes.
Such systems work within rather than against the tendency of natural
systems to grow polycultures and recycle wastes. In terms of yield,
and thus potential surplus, the golden grail of productivist-oriented
technologies may yield less on a per crop basis. But when evaluated on a
per-unit area, they produce far more than the monocultures beloved of
Western agricultural modernisation projects – at least on the periphery.39
Furthermore, on marginal lands agroecology may also considerably
outyield conventional systems, whether for cereals or agroforestry. They
also fail far less frequently than do monocrops in reaction to climate
change induced disasters, and better tolerate or bounce back from
extreme weather events.40 And they do so while strengthening rather
than sapping environmental health, which keeps farms functioning.
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Agroecology increases national production of exchange values and
use values in multiple ways. First, within peripheral farming systems,
it has the capacity to considerably increase national food/agricultural
production. Second, it can do so using fewer or no capital intensive
inputs, thus reducing import bills. Third, it protects ecological health
and potentially increases the level of CO2 in the soil, thereby increasing
the national soil’s capacity to resist floods and drought, the output of
too intense or too intermittent rainfall, due to climate change.41 Fourth,
because it relies on building upon the knowledge that exists within
existing campesino or smallholder communities, it does not rely on
foreign experts or technical attaches, nor on the more pernicious forms
of development aid. In these ways, agroecology and the food sovereignty
project with which it is interwoven reduce or eliminate the dependency
of peripheral social formations on core commodity and expertise flows.
Furthermore, agroecology and food sovereignty, calling for agrarian
reform, have a social logic which works against monocultural exports
and the insertion of peripheral countries into the global division of
labour in a subordinate position. Whereas agroecology and food
sovereignty tend to operate on family farms or smallholder subsistence
farms producing for familial, local, or regional consumption, all things
being equal, large-scale and capital intensive farms tend to produce
for export using more industrialised methods.42 Because margins are
higher, even with the same productivity on smallholder farms, there is
a greater surplus, whether counted in terms of use values for domestic
consumption or sales within the community. Reciprocally, given a
greater surplus for non-farm use, markets for non-agricultural goods
expand, which can facilitate sovereign industrialisation. Feeding the
population and providing it with the manufactures it needs alongside
just reward for labour, while caretaking the environment, is also what
many understand as socialism.
In examining this unmarked nexus and its relation to sovereignty,
the question is how national or sub-national food and agricultural
systems – encompassing production, processing, and consumption –
can contribute to economic autonomy and auto-centred sovereign
projects, or the capacity for national decision-making according to a
popular and non-capitalist law of value.43 Three traits are relevant. First,
such systems should be self-reliant, or non-import dependent. Countries
that can supply their own subsistence needs are better positioned for
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economic sovereignty, since they need not expend hard currency on
basic goods needed for survival. This is essentially the vision of food
sovereignty. Second, such systems need to be articulated internally.
In other words, they should be closed systems at the national level. If
capital inputs, such as tractors or organic fertilisers, are needed on farms,
they should be procured nationally, whether through effective nutrient
recycling or national manufacturers, relying minimally on international
markets, international prices, and international technology transfer.
Third, they should use agroecology, which strengthens the farm level
environment, while reducing the need for off farm capital inputs. All
three traits reduce or eliminate food and agricultural imports. Countries
that develop stronger economies are less likely to incur unpayable
debt, and they cut off an avenue for external pressure and constraints
over political decisions: the ability of powerful states to turn food into
a weapon via embargo. Through applying such measures – not merely
or even primarily by the state, but with the necessary use of the state
as carapace and shield for the people to amass power and restructure
their lives – agrarian revolution alongside the back-to-the-future of
agroecology could provide the basis for an untested African peasant
path to development.

agr o ecology, f ood sovereig n ty ,
an d sovereign developme n t
As is clear, African agrarian systems and peripheral agrarian systems
more broadly, alongside dominant food consumption patterns, are
structured in ways that reinforce value flows from periphery to core.
These patterns coexist and constitute hierarchical differences between
overall consumption and the two ideal-typical components of the world
system: the core and the periphery. Dependency manifests as: unequal
exchange, compressed prices for primary goods, reliance on technology
transfer or inputs, and ecologically unequal exchange. It is also socially
reproduced time and again by the lack of sufficient social power in the
hands of the working people.44 Breaking dependency means moving
away from the law of value towards more auto-centred systems of
production. While food sovereignty does not use this language, it very
much shares much of the horizon.
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I have explored theoretical precursors and fellow travellers to the
food sovereignty discourse, as well as those treating issues of sustainable
manufacturing and industrialisation. I have done so by exploring the
ideas of Slaheddine el-Amami, an outstanding theorist of postcolonial
dependent development. My aim was only to implicitly show
convergences between food sovereignty, agroecology, and Amami’s
pioneering thoughts. Still, there are many convergences: the call for
the devolution of power to the powerless, the call for national food
production to meet the nutritional needs of the nation, and the call for
agriculture to be protector rather than predator of the environment.
Agrarian reform was a more muted convergence, above all amidst
Tunisia’s censorious neocolonial dictatorship.45
Perhaps the most telling area of agreement was around the call for
the use of local agricultural technologies, from seeds to rotations, to
water harvesting technologies. The break from the Green Revolution/
modernisation paradigm and the intellectual-practitioner turn or return
to the peasant as the core of a sovereign project is the common basis
and taproot of the North African theorists of development and those
who, above all in Latin America, originated the theories of agroecology
and the related idea of food sovereignty. Given agriculture’s centrality
to future development strategies in the periphery, returning agriculture
to a mode of production that produces an energetic surplus and an ever
increasing amount of use values for national populations is a central
component of repairing the holes within national circulatory systems
through which exchange values gush and flow. Every step taken in
that direction, and every move to make agriculture into a sector for
the production of use values, also works against the unequal exchange
and price compression of agricultural products on a world scale – a
central element in imperialist value transfers and social control.46 In
this way, we can see that a peasant path to peripheral development is,
in fact, not merely untried in most of the world, and certainly most of
Africa, but is, in fact, the only path that will allay rather than aggravate
the environmental de-development of various industrial regimes of the
‘development’ project, and is the only one which does not rely on capital
stocks that do not currently exist across the periphery.47
In the current context of the Afro-Arab region – and increasingly,
Venezuela – where food dependency is not merely a mechanism of
value transfer, or securing tropical foods for the core, but is, rather,
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potentially or presently a mechanism of political coercion, food
sovereignty takes on even more enhanced value. Countries capable
of feeding themselves have more freedom to refuse onerous trade
deals, or assume a sovereign foreign policy position contradicting the
interests of major cereal exporters within the world system.48 Food
sovereignty, as one expression of the politics of national and popular
liberation, is linked to, but transcends, balance of payments constraints.
It is connected to the broader agenda of peripheral political decisionmaking and political alliances which could lead to a non-hierarchical
world. And, indeed, it is increasingly popular at least at the level of
discourse in North Africa, where the agrarian question is slowly being
forced back onto the development discourse.49 In this way, as in others,
the project for a sovereign Africa, including North Africa and the Arab
region of which it is a part, has a rich heritage upon which to draw as
it attempts to build up independent and sovereign projects – in this
century, and beyond.
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Being Poor in the Current Monetary
System: Implications of foreign
exchange shortage for African
economies and possible solutions
Anne Löscher1

i n troduc tion: u nrelenting calls fo r r efo r m
It seems a striking – yet maybe unsurprising – regularity that after
each phase of a major crisis, more and more call for the reform of the
international monetary system. After Russia defaulted on its debt in
1998, which led to the near collapse of US-American Long Term Capital
Management, Bill Clinton demanded a new monetary system.2 After
a series of defaults and financial crises in Latin-America and Asia, the
then deputy managing director of the IMF, Anne O. Krueger, urged a
reform of the debt restructuring mechanism and the role the IMF plays
in it.3 The number of critics of the international monetary system surged
when financial turmoil also affected OECD countries with the outbreak
of the international financial crisis in 2007–08 and the Covid-19 crisis.4
However, these crises took place against the backdrop of a more longterm and serious crisis: the climate crisis. A recent report from Bank for
International Settlement (BIS) and the Banque de France purports that
‘the fight against climate change is taking place at the same time when
the post-World War II global institutional framework is under growing
criticism. This means that the unprecedented level of international
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coordination required to address the difficult (international) political
economy of climate change is seriously compromised’.5
But economic, financial, and environmental crises are only a
magnifying glass for the problems prevalent in ‘normal’ times. This
chapter addresses the criticism targeting the international monetary
system and sheds light on some reform proposals. It first critically
appraises the current hierarchically structured monetary system with
respect to peripheral, economically undiversified countries, whose
political and economic position is predominantly shaped by colonialism.
We focus on African economies in particular. This problem diagnosis is
followed by an overview and discussion of different reform proposals –
some more radical than others, such as the introduction of an equitable
debt restructuring mechanism, the reform of the IMF, the introduction
of a truly global currency, and the issuance of compound of several
currencies such as bancor (see below).

t he p itfall s of th e cu rrent inte r n a ti o n a l
monet ary system
The main characteristic of the post Bretton-Woods institutional setting
of the international monetary system is the hierarchical structuring of
currencies along their real or expected liquidity, i.e. their degree of
exchangeability at short notice at no loss. Currencies’ liquidity levels
correspond to their ability to fulfil the three functions of money: as a
means of transaction, a means to store value, and a unit of account. Being
the most important unit of account in international trade, debt contracts,
and financial assets, the US dollar is on the top of this currency hierarchy,
followed by the euro, yen, Chinese renminbi, the pound Sterling, Swiss
franc, etc. Currencies of peripheral countries are positioned in the lowest
ranks of this hierarchy, i.e. they enjoy the lowest degree of confidence and
acceptance among economic agents. Peripheral countries are, therefore,
dependent on income in key currencies to pay for imports, service
external liabilities, and safeguard against external instabilities, though
the conduct of exchange rate stabilisation policies to counter excessive
volatility or to preemptively protect against sudden capital outflows.6
Foreign exchange dependence establishes the external constraint, that is
the need to secure enough key foreign currencies when due, be it via exports
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or the influx of foreign capital. To manage this external constraint via exports
has proven an almost insurmountable challenge for peripheral countries
in the past, as their exports are predominantly primary commodities
commodities, a state described as commodity dependence.7 But primary
commodities are a poor source for stable foreign exchange revenues: they
are not only subject to a higher degree of volatility, but their terms-of-trade
vis-à-vis manufactured goods also follow a long-term downward trend8
– despite attempts to counter this in cartels like OPEC, diverse rare metal
cartels (IBA for bauxite or CIPEC for copper),9 and the recent cocoa cartel
between Ghana and the Ivory Coast.10
But lacking capacity to generate foreign exchange rooted in low levels
of industrialisation and unequal exchange is just one side of the problem,
while how existing funds are spent is another. Precious foreign exchange
reserves are diminished by illicit financial outflows and the repatriation
of revenues by transnational corporations.11 In fact, since the 1980s there
has been a net capital flow from the Global South to the Global North.12
Foreign exchange reserves are also wasted on massive prestigious
infrastructure projects (‘white elephants’) with little positive, or even
negative, socio-economic effects.13 Furthermore, inequality is on the rise
globally and nationally. The rising shares of the ‘well offs’ translates into
a higher share of imported luxury goods, which diminishes a country’s
foreign exchange reserves.14 Last, but not least, service on external debt
accounts for a big share of what foreign exchange is used for in peripheral
countries. According to World Bank data, in 2019 the external debt
service as percentage share of exports and primary income stands at,
on average, 15.4 per cent for low and middle incomes, though in some
countries the figures are twice as high, such as in Zambia (31.3 per cent),
Ethiopia (28.9 per cent), and Angola (26.8 per cent).15
Where net exports are insufficient to satisfy the need for foreign
exchange, external debt has to be issued to manage the external
constraint. The latter comes predominantly in the form of portfolio
capital flows, which are more mobile and short-term – as elaborated in
the literature on international financialisation.16 These processes started
in the 1980s and 1990s in Latin-America, Asia, and Soviet-Bloc states,17
and continued from 2006 onwards in African economies, when the
Seychelles was the first to issue foreign currency denominated bonds
on international capital markets, and bond markets in local currency
further developed across the continent.18
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This greater reliance on portfolio flows increases peripheral countries’
vulnerability vis-à-vis international financial capital flows and
exacerbates financial subordination.19 It necessitates strategies to attract
foreign capital via investor-friendly policies: capital accounts have to be
deregulated, high interest rates offered, and safe exit-options20 provided
to incentivise foreign capital inflows into the country. These measures
exacerbate the subjugation under external economic conditions
imposed by the financial cycle, which spillover to the domestic economy
in the form of domestic recessions and financial instability. The
increased mobility of capital, combined with the deregulation of capital
accounts including the flexibilisation of exchange rates, has opened up
an opportunity for both domestic and international financial investors
to reap profits from trading currencies as means of speculation via
carry trade transactions that make use of inter-temporal arbitrage.21
Though the share of assets in peripheral currencies held in international
portfolios is small in nominal terms, it is relatively large in comparison
to the size of the issuing economies.22
With peripheral currencies’ integration in financial portfolios as
targets for speculation, their exchange rates are subject to unmanageable
volatility. Where the exchange rate is the ‘chink in the armour of
modern-day macroeconomic policymakers’,23 this has significant
implications for monetary sovereignty.24 Here the mechanics of the
financial Dutch Disease25 play out: inflows of foreign capital into a small
open economy with flexible exchange rates and a shallow monetary
system fuel the expectation of appreciation of the local currency – a
self-fulfilling prophecy.26 These inflows are rooted in speculative carry
trade transactions, or primarily finance extractive industries, such
as the real estate and the finance sector.27 The appreciation of the
domestic currency is accompanied by growing concerns of an eventual
depreciation – be it because of domestic sterilisation policies28 or a
sudden flight-to-quality of financial investors into safe havens, such
as government bonds of centre countries, in reaction to a lingering
global recession or changes in the US policy rate – the primary initiator
of global financial cycles.29 Once the animal spirits turn pessimistic,
the fall in confidence in the currency ensues capital outflows, with a
sudden depreciation of the exchange rate, a depletion of reserves,
and sudden increases in interest rates as result. While depreciation
inflates external debt in real terms and reduces the purchasing power
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of the local population, the high real interest rates introduce domestic
recessionary pressure.30 When capital outflows result in balance of
payments difficulties, countries turn to the IMF for emergency loans,
and austerity, as condition, deepens the recession because it reduces
public spending and hence effective demand.31
A high degree of volatility of the exchange rate rooted in portfolio
finance and currency speculation introduces politically unmanageable
domestic boom-bust cycles, hence financial instability and domestic
recessions. Exchange rate volatility is detrimental to domestic economic
development as it harms the export sector,32 and with it a country’s
capacity to generate foreign exchange, which increases uncertainty,
concerning private investments and considerably narrows policy space,
which is the backbone for economic diversification towards high-value
manufactured export goods, i.e. reliable sources for foreign exchange.33
Furthermore, notoriously unstable exchange rates are both rooted in and
contribute to a low position in the international currency hierarchy.34
But the current monetary system does not only have deleterious
effects on small peripheral countries alone. Robert Triffin elaborated
the contradictions implied in the post Bretton-Woods monetary order:
when a nationally issued currency serves as international currency, the
issuer of the key currency has the privilege and obligation to run large
current account deficits and to pursue loose monetary policies to supply
the world economy with liquidity. This, however, gets in the way of its
autonomous economic policies and eventually undermines confidence
in its currency – where the latter might eventually lead to a portfolio
restructuring towards other currencies, or gold.35 As consequence, the
US turned from the biggest creditor to world’s biggest debtor country,
with deficits accumulating to $488.5 billion in 2018 alone.36 While the US
served as a growth engine for at least three decades by importing other
countries’ exports, jobs were created and profits were reaped elsewhere.37
The current monetary system also implies long-term recessionary
pressure, as John M. Keynes pointed out almost a century ago:38 it creates
an incentive to run current account surpluses, as this allows a higher degree
of policy space and ensures high living standards as export industries
create jobs and income. Apart from the impossibility of all countries
running current account surpluses, this matter of affairs also yields a
deflationary pressure on the world economy, given that exchange rates
are flexible. The current monetary system leads to competition for outlets
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of export goods and, consequently, a race to the bottom in an attempt to
lower prices for the export goods, with a recessionary tendency as result.
As an example: because Chinese goods play such an important role in the
US economy, the (hypothetical) appreciation of the renminbi as result of
current account surpluses of China vis-à-vis the US, also leads to a higher
price level in the US. The FED responds by increasing the policy rate,
which has a recessional effect on the US and global economy as the US
imports less, consequently providing less global liquidity. As China goes
into recession too, because of the drop in outlets for its exports, it cannot
make up for the lowered demand by importing more US goods.39 Even
for exporters of manufactured goods, the dependence on the US dollar
is impossible to circumvent: if they decided to export less to the US (as
they lose confidence in the US dollar due to high American debt levels),
this would imperil their own growth prospects as jobs in the export sector
would get destroyed. But if they continued to export to the US, the US
liabilities would accumulate even more, potentially further depreciating
the US dollar and, consequently, their own foreign reserves. The only
remaining viable solution would then be to demand US imports.40

the b urden is u nequ ally distri b u ted
The monetary system in its present form cements the global division of
labour, i.e. it makes the alignment of living standards impossible and
implies economic instability with recessional tendencies, namely a raceto-the-bottom. Peripheral countries are confronted with chronic balance
of payments difficulties and the subjugation of policymaking under global
conditions imposed by financial capital flows implying unmanageable
macroeconomic instabilities and high interest rate levels. These factors, rooted
in the current monetary system, impede industrialisation, or even contribute
to deindustrialisation, i.e. aggravating the difficulties to generate sufficient
foreign exchange. Here, the self-perpetuating nature of macroeconomic
imbalances inherent in the monetary world order become apparent.
African economies are no exception. Economic diversification
has declined in recent decades in many African economies, with few
exceptions, such as Mauritius, Senegal, Mali, Zimbabwe, Ghana,
and Ethiopia.41 Persistently high, even increasing levels of external
debt, attest to the increasing difficulties in generating enough foreign
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exchange.42 This external debt is particularly expensive for African
debtors due to prejudiced peer rating practices where assumptions of
Africa’s perceived particularness translate into higher risk premia.43
This form of unjustified generalisation is well documented in an article
on Eurobond issuances in Africa: ‘potential investors […] have to bear
in mind that Africa is not a risk-free asset [...] investors should watch
for across the continent when contemplating buying into a sovereign
bond’44 – a comment hard to imagine in a European context where
macroeconomic heterogeneity and discrepancies are as great as on
the African continent, as became obvious during the euro crisis. The
tendency to assess financial assets as riskier when they originate in
the African continent results in a higher risk premium – the ‘Africa
premium’45 – independent of country specifics.46
What is more, the current monetary system implies ‘a net transfer
of resources from […] peripheral countries to the major economies
issuing the global reserve currencies’.47 Stabilisation and safeguarding
funds needed by peripheral countries are held in sovereign bonds issued
in centre countries such as the US, Japan, the UK, and, since 2011,
China.48 Peripheral countries’ need to hold foreign exchange finances
centre countries deficits, which have low or stagnant growth rates and
finance their excess consumption from debt.49 As these bonds bear very
low interest, the opportunity costs of having to hold these bonds are
enormous.50 What is more, countries with current account deficits face
the transfer problem, i.e. they have to go through massive depreciation of
their currency, aggravating balance of payments difficulties, and possibly
inducing domestic recessions, in order to become net exporters.51
Hence, Keynes emphasised that it is impossible to achieve free capital
movement, flexible exchange rates and sustained growth at the same
time. In a system of flexible exchange rates and free capital movement,
the burden of adjustment is carried by the debtor country, hence the
economically weaker country which creates a deflationary pressure.52
Another expression of how the current monetary setting perpetuates
global inequality and a strong centre-periphery divide, respectively, is
represented by the role the IMF plays. While the G7 countries are able
to autonomously conduct monetary policies, the IMF is in charge of
disciplining the rest of world; small peripheral countries in particular.
This was visible prior and during the international financial crisis: the IMF
did not forecast it, nor did it intervene in the US or other OECD countries
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from where the crisis sprang. The IMF was criticised for its double
standards, where peripheral countries are punished for protectionist
measures, but centre countries responsible for far more harmful financial
shocks rippling through the entire global economy remain untroubled.53
Self-perpetuating monetary asymmetries are apparent in the
differences in macroeconomic policy space, too. When countries in the
Global North experience balance of payments difficulties, their currency
positions allow them to resort to solutions far less detrimental to policy
space and national interests. Central banks at the centre can act as a
lender of last resort for their financial institutions, or establish SWAP
lines among themselves, while harsh conditions – massively curbing
policy autonomy and hence monetary sovereignty – in exchange for
emergency loans are imposed on peripheral countries.54 The FED, for
instance, pursued a two-tiered strategy distinguishing between core
central banks and a bunch of emerging market economies,55 in which the
core central banks were treated as peers, with permanent and unlimited
access to dollar liquidity SWAP lines. The peripheral countries’ central
banks were subject to restricted access in respect to time and the extent of
available liquidity. SWAP lines can be a relief when peripheral countries
experience balance of payments difficulties due to capital outflows
in times of crisis, such as the recent Covid-19 shock.56 However, this
privilege is granted to very few countries in the Global South, which are
largely excluded from such backstop reassurances.57
As a solution to the problems inherent in the current monetary
system, a plethora of solutions have been recommended in the literature.
What follows is a non-exhaustive overview of reform proposals aimed
at a better coping with balance of payments difficulties and domestically
decoupling from the financial cycle, or to eradicate that cycle altogether.

r efo rm proposals to manage ba l a n ce o f
payment s dif f icu lties
Debt Restructuring Mechanism
Some critics of the current monetary system point to the lack of a
transparent and coherent multilateral agreement on moratoriums in case
of balance of payments difficulties and arrears. Debt restructuring processes
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are often arbitrary and favourable for the Paris Club, i.e. the major creditor
governments. As debtors currently bear the brunt of costs in case of defaults,
the current state implies a moral hazard problem which encourages
imprudent lending.58 A new sovereign debt restructuring mechanism could
include rescheduling debt repayments until a country runs a current account
surplus (as was agreed on in the context of Germany’s reparation payments
after the Second World War), capital controls (see below), haircuts, etc.;
and could be more like national bankruptcy procedures for corporations, as
was envisioned by the UN assembly in 2014 – but without consequences.59
The former IMF economist, Peter Doyle, suggests reforming the IMF’s
approach, in line with a pre-emptive insolvency mechanism as practiced
in the US banking sector, to avoid fire sales of a country’s debt titles and
its assets, which act as accelerants in debt crises.60 More radical authors
call the legitimacy of external debt coming from current account deficits
fundamentally into question.61
Reparation Funds
With the devastating socio-economic effects of colonialism (or colonial
continuities) and the climate crisis in mind, voices calling for reparations
payments become louder.62 While colonialist extractivist exploitation
has set former colonies on the path of commodity dependence, the
climate crisis imperils foreign exchange income when climate related
natural disasters destroy crops or productive capital; or when climate
policies reduce the demand of fossil fuels, which constitute more than
90 per cent of exports in countries like Angola, Nigeria, and Algeria.63
At the UN Conference of the Parties’ resolution in 2009, a fund of $100
billion was promised to be mobilised by 2020. However, not only is the
agreed amount too small given the challenges ahead, it also comes in the
form of aid (with potential conditionality) and so far only about 6 per
cent of the promised amount has actually been disbursed so far.64
Capital controls
Other authors demand the application of capital controls to slow down
capital flight. This policy measure has long been excluded from peripheral
countries’ policy repertoires, since open capital accounts were a mainstay
of the Washington Consensus, and fiercely demanded in World Trade
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Organization Uruguay Round by centre countries.65 Capital controls
allow governments to regulate sudden in or outflows of financial capital
in times of changing global financial conditions. Capital controls can
encompass the taxation of capital flows (e.g. the Tobin tax), the imposition
of a minimum of reserve requirements, outright limits to in or outflows,
a minimum investment time span, etc.66 Capital controls were applied
in some Asian and Latin-American countries in reaction to the crises in
the 1990s (e.g. Chile and Malaysia), in 2007/08 (e.g. Iceland, Brazil, and
China), and the Covid-19 crisis,67 and are still the norm in Ethiopia –
though this is currently changing.68 Capital controls are dismissed by
mainstream economists for being ineffective, as they can be circumvented
by over invoicing of trade.69 However, more convincing is that the grown
dependence on portfolio capital implies that policymakers have to act in
accordance with investor preferences, meaning that the former shirk the
policy option not to deteriorate their refinancing position on international
capital markets via reputational losses.

r eform proposals to sh iel d
the domestic economy f ro m
the in ternational monet ary s y s tem
Making a currency less susceptible to the adverse effects of the
financial cycle
Other reform proposals aim at reducing the adverse transmission
mechanism from capital flow fluctuations to domestic factors. Paula
et al. suggest the building up of local currency bond markets to buffer
exchange rate volatility.70 This was a strategy pursued by a number of
Asian governments as a reaction to the Asian crises in the 1990s, which
were rooted in short-term foreign exchange debt to finance long-term
investments denominated in domestic currencies,71 and underlies
the World Bank’s ‘cascade approach’ to mobilise private finance for
development.72 However, though they were praised for overcoming
the Original Sin (the inability to issue debt in domestic currencies at
reasonable rates), the local currency bond markets did not overcome
foreign exchange dependence. Authors have argued that local currency
bond markets increase vulnerability vis-à-vis capital flows. They come
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at shorter maturities and higher interest rates to compensate for the
exchange rate risks attached to them.73 Deregulation of the capital
account and other policies aiming at improving convertibility to build
up investor confidence forego the establishment of local currency bond
markets. These accompanying measures impose discipline as they
continue to rely on foreign exchange debt issued in international capital
markets. Reputational losses due to denied convertibility would lead to
capital flight and restricted capital market access. That local currency
bond markets actually aggravate peripheral countries’ vulnerability in
times of crises was demonstrated by the Covid-19 crisis.74
Other proposals aim to improve peripheral currencies’ position in the
currency hierarchy through monetary unions. The rationale behind this
is that monetary unions enhance cooperation, lower transaction costs,
and generate synergy effects among member countries, rendering the
economic area stronger.75 The resulting gains in investor confidence
could increase the currency’s liquidity premium; that is, a better position
in the international currency hierarchy compensating for the voluntarily
renounced loss in policy autonomy. The fifteen ECOWAS countries’
plan to issue a single currency was motivated by such hopes. However,
the dangers implied in monetary unions marked by strong economic
asymmetries, and by a lack of fiscal union, were demonstrated in the
Eurozone,76 and could be repeated in the ECOWAS single currency
project once it is realised.77 That monetary unions do to necessarily
improve a currency’s acceptance is demonstrated by the euro, which is
not more international than the currencies it replaced, taken together.78
The MMT perspective
Another strategy to avoid the adverse effects of external financial
instability is to try to minimise exposure to external finance. Proponents
of Modern Monetary Theory (MMT), also known as Neo-Chartalists,79
insist on the importance of monetary sovereignty. They highlight that
a currency issuing government does not have any intrinsic financial
constraint on its own currency.80 It has, therefore, the capacity to directly
finance productive capacity enhancing and employment generating
projects. Excessive money, threatening to cause inflation in the face of
real resource constraints, can be mopped up through tax collection in
the domestic unit of account. To increase monetary sovereignty, and
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hence reduce foreign exchange dependence, sovereign debt should be
denominated in domestic currency. Combined with capital controls,
exchange rates should be floating in order to increase the scope for
monetary and fiscal policy to pursue domestic goals, such as growth
and full employment. Economic development should be based on local
resources – especially labour – following an industrial development
strategy. The latter is supported by development banks and credit
guidance. Job guarantee programmes financed in local currency aim
to solve the pressing issue of mass unemployment. To avoid that this
additional income aggravates current account deficits because they
would increase imports, employment generation measures have to be
accompanied by import substitution, tariff protection and taxes. Given
the specificities of peripheral countries, some MMT authors concede that
some level of foreign exchange denominated external debt is unavoidable,
especially for those suffering chronic current account deficits.81

re for m p r oposals targeting t h e fi n a n ci a l
cycle it self
Regulations to dampen the financial cycle
Yilmaz Akyüz, among others, emphasises that peripheral countries
carry the brunt of financial crises, such as in 2007/08, though they did
nothing to cause it. Consequently, some demand reforms to prevent
financial crises by regulating financial markets in centre countries; i.e.
by reversing the deregulation policies since the 1980s, which ascribed
governments the reduced role to bail out financial agents of systemic
importance.82 Regulating internationally, if not globally, is necessary
because of regulatory arbitrage and international spillovers from the
adverse effects of deregulation. An internationally agreed on regulatory
system – i.e. regulations that are not historically dominated by OECD
countries as is the case with the Basle Accords – would make regulation
less dependent on individual politicians’ discretion. However, there are
also certain dangers: a one size fits all regulation is not suitable to address
existing asymmetries. Also, negotiations on such regulations might be
dominated by, and in favour of, powerful industrial countries.83 Charles
Goodhart84 highlighted that financial regulation which only targets
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parts of the monetary system can aggravate the problem of financial
instability: when regulation deepens the split between the unregulated
and regulated financial institutions, it will likely trigger a substitution
flow into the unregulated, riskier, and more destabilising sectors.
SDRs as counter-cyclical global currency
Other reform proposals demand the introduction of a truly international
currency, devoid of the perils coming with a monetary order arranged
around a currency which is subject to national monetary policies. As an
alternative to the US dollar as an international unit of account, reformers
suggest the expansion and redesign of the use of the IMF’s special
drawing rights (SDR). Here, the IMF is ascribed the role of a technocratic
supplier of counter-cyclical liquidity using SDR to ensure a facilitated
and unconditional access to multinational relief. The IMF would hence
turn from being a pro-cyclical institution with double standards to a
counter-cyclical provider of liquidity, and thus buffer financial cycles.
The additional liquidity in the form of SDRs might serve as a kind of
buffer to restore confidence in the banking sector and financial markets.
The aim is to ease temporary foreign exchange crunches in bear phases
of the international financial cycles and, therefore, surmount the limited
policy space that developing countries face in times of crises.85
However, the SDR’s underlying currency basket is criticised for
being reflective of this power imbalance towards the Global North. Its
composition has little connection to the current world economy: SDRs
consist of the US dollar (42 per cent), the euro (about 31 per cent), the
renminbi (11 per cent), the yen (8 per cent), the pound sterling (8 per
cent).86 This composition does not reflect the share in world trade as the
currencies of Brazil, India, and Russia, for instance, are not included.87
An inclusion of currencies issued in the Global South in the SDR
currency basket could improve their position in the currency hierarchy
and weaken the strong centre-periphery divide in the monetary system.
International Clearing Union
The introduction of an international currency – the Bancor, composed
of a currency basket of thirty of the most important currencies – was
also included in the Keynes plan drafted for the negotiations on the
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post Second World War monetary order.88 The Bancor was part of a
wider institutional setting, consisting of a system of fixed exchange rates
and an International Clearing Union (ICU) overseeing international
transactions, where the Bancor served as unit of account to settle
international liabilities. The ICU functions as a sort of central bank of
central banks, administering all international transactions for countries
that have an account with the ICU.
Primary aims are the establishment of a less crisis prone and
equilibrating monetary system. Keynes envisioned a monetary system
that distributed the burden evenly among creditors and debtors.
Surplus countries are incentivised to lend to deficit countries via a
penalty interest – a measure Keynes weakened in the later versions of
his proposal, presumably in the hope of obtaining the US’s support,
which was the major creditor at the time.89 Financial stability would
be achieved through eradicating the possibility of currency speculation
and sudden capital flights: the Bancor only serves as unit of account
among central banks and the ICU, and is not accessible to private
agents; exchange rates are fixed with the Bancor currency basket. The
fixed exchange rates are adjustable, however, incorporating countries’
inflation rates and wage levels in regular intervals. These adjustments
aim to ensure a stable purchasing power so that inflation is not
exported. By preventing sudden movements of financial capital, the
Keynes plan aimed to prevent liquidity difficulties and the resulting
lack of demand in crises, the expansion of liquid assets while preserving
the existing assets’ values, and a heightened degree of transparency of
capital movements for the purpose of capital controls and the clamping
down on tax evasion. What is more, comparative advantages based on
an undervalued currency were to be eradicated.90
José A. Ocampo’s91 adoption of Keynes’ proposal to the current
institutional setting where SDR serve as Bancor and the Bank of
International Settlements as ICU re-raises the issue of the feasibility of
the ICU. Interestingly, the workings of the ICU would be similar to that
of SWAP lines established between centre central banks, where liabilities
in key currencies are cleared. It becomes clear that such liability clearing
mechanisms are possible even in the current setting – given the political
will. Though requiring international diplomatic agreement, such an
international unit of account, independent of a single country’s national
monetary policies and exchange rates, would imply much lower costs
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for foreign exchange dependent countries, while promising financial
stability.92

d isc ussion and conclu sion: refo r m s a n d
monetary sovereignty
Colonial continuities, international financialisation, and climate
vulnerability establish and aggravate monetary dependency: while
colonial continuities indirectly (e.g. via commodity dependence rooted
in colonial heritage and the unreliable and volatile foreign exchange
income associated with it) and directly (e.g. via intuitional settings
such as the CFA-Franc)93 curb monetary sovereignty, international
financialisation increases the exposure to vulnerabilities connected to
an open capital account.94 Climate vulnerability increases monetary
dependence by increasing the costs for external debt, introducing
financial instability, and deteriorating a country’s capacity to achieve
a positive current account balance.95 Increasing monetary sovereignty
should be an important policy goal, as monetary sovereignty is a
mainstay of development,96 understood here as the bettering of living
conditions of a country’s population within a global capitalist system.
The reform proposals addressed here are connected to questions
of monetary sovereignty to a varying degree. Reforms aiming at
the improvement of peripheral countries’ position facing balance
of payments difficulties, namely reforms of the debt mechanisms,
reparation payments, and the (re)normalisation of capital controls
improve policy autonomy of peripheral countries – however only
temporarily. Debt relief such as the Highly Indebted Poor Countries
Initiative (HIPC) and aid only had temporary effects in the past, with
over-indebtedness and balance of payments difficulties prevailing.97
What is more, in countries highly dependent on international capital
markets, reputational losses among investors due to debt relief and
capital controls can prove costly, as market participants would demand
higher premia on assets issued by these countries in the future.98
The second set of reform aims to achieve policy autonomy by
decoupling from the international monetary system, or cushioning
its effects on the domestic economy. Mainstream responses would be
the deepening of domestic financial markets, to avoid that balance of
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payments transactions impact the exchange rate, and creating monetary
unions to improve a currency’s position in the currency hierarchy. While
financial deregulation can backfire when it reduces political leverage
to the management of the boom-bust cycle (this time domestic ones),
the membership in monetary unions externalises policy decisions and
trades policy autonomy for an uncertain marginal improvement of the
currency’s acceptance. An ECOWAS currency union would improve
monetary sovereignty on the one hand, as it would end France’s control
over the monetary policies in the CFA Franc zone. But, on the other
hand, it would also imply a loss in monetary sovereignty as monetary
policies are outsourced to supranational institutions. The proposal
by MMT authors to reduce the dependence on foreign exchange by
following domestically focused development strategies sheds light on the
importance for peripheral countries to increase their degree of monetary
sovereignty, which is not an easy feat given global monetary asymmetries.
The third strand of reform proposals primarily targets the financial
cycle, which seems more effective to achieve lasting improvements to
monetary policy space in the periphery. Weakening or eradicating the
financial cycle and its boom-bust mechanisms would prevent spillover
effects to peripheral countries, adverse to their macroeconomic policy
space as described above. To definancialise via tighter regulation at the
centre is difficult as unregulated sectors might be disproportionately
advantaged, and fire sales might fuel financial instability. More promising
is the reform of the IMF, to become an institution bestowed with the
task to counter-cyclically manage international liquidity via SDR as
truly international currency. The last and most radical proposal is to
establish an ICU that administers international transactions at fixed but
adjustable exchange rates. This would imply that monetary sovereignty
is not hampered by the considerations of exchange rate adjustments
counteracting policy decisions.
The basic observation of this chapter is that the international
monetary system is lopsided and needs reforming. It gives a summary
of what self-reinforcing factors lying in the international monetary
system contribute to the cementation of economic imbalances, foremost
financial sovereignty, and thereby power structures. It curbs policy space
for governments in the periphery and prevents the improvement of
living standards for its population. While centre countries enjoy a high
degree of autonomy and are less affected by international fluctuations,
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financial, ecological, and pandemic crises highlighted the adverse effects
of being a peripheral country with a high degree of susceptibility to
external instabilities with extremely limited policy space. Given the
poor performance of the international monetary system in respect to
equitable development, which requires stability and policy space for
all, the number of critics from various institutional backgrounds is
unsurprising. Though an in-depth discussion of the reform proposals is
not possible within the scope of this chapter, it is clear that the reform
proposals put forward here appear more promising the more thoroughly
they turn the current monetary system inside out.
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The German Push for Local Currency
Bond Markets in African Countries:
A pathway to economic sovereignty or
increased economic dependency?
Frauke Banse

Debts in foreign currencies can be a great burden for developing and
emerging countries (DECs). Entire economies are export oriented for
servicing debt in hard currencies, exchange rate volatilities create huge
stress for public and private budgets, and dependencies on external
monetary policies create great uncertainties.
Issuing bonds in local currencies is seen by many – from critical NGOs
to the G20 – as a useful tool to reduce some of these vulnerabilities.
Dependency on foreign currencies would be reduced; fluctuations in
local currencies would threaten the debt service less; countries would be
less prone to exogenous shocks.1 Hence, one could argue, bonds in local
currencies can help reduce the external orientation of DECs and create
greater political leeway.
The potential reduction of exchange rate risks and the reduction of
exogenous shocks is underlined by big donor countries: since 2007, the
G8, and later the G20, have had local currency bond markets (LCBMs)
in DECs on their agenda, and support their establishment – especially
in Africa.
Viewed in isolation, the general case for local currency debt appears
convincing at first glance.
Seen in its broader context though, the positive connection between
economic sovereignty and local currency bonds melts away; instead,
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there are changing patterns of economic dependency and increased
social inequality, not least due to the requirements of markets for these
bonds, and the interests behind their establishment.
This article aims to explore this context in its geopolitical and
geoeconomic dimension. It first looks at the commodity character
of the bonds, and the fact that they need markets to function. Given
the peripheral position of the countries in question, it consequently
explores the external interests in establishing LCBMs, mainly those
of the G20. It will take a closer look at the outstanding activities
of diverse German state institutions in supporting LCBMs, with
particular attention to Africa. This is followed by a discussion on how
the recycling of surplus money and an increased economic footprint
in Africa might have played a role for these German institutions. The
article concludes with an underlining of the class character of German
surplus recycling, and a short discussion on the entry points for
international solidarity.

lc b ms are part of t h e glob a l
f inancial market s
Bonds represent not only a debt relation, but are also securities and
therefore commodities. As a commodity, these bonds need a market to
be sold and traded, buyers are required to invest in this commodity, and
the investments have to generate profit. In order to attract vast resources,
these markets are designed for external, international investors too. The
consequences of this international market character appear to have
been overlooked by the above-mentioned positive references to LCBMs.
The volatile behavior of the involved international investors and the
measures taken to buffer it lead to far reaching political consequences,
radically effecting social justice and development policies.
So-called ‘patient’ domestic investors, such as domestic pension
funds or domestic insurance companies that are less tempted by short
term speculation and capital flight, are crucial to ensure relatively stable
debt-relations for peripheral countries. They are meant to root LCBMs
domestically, functioning as an anchor to minimise the risks of foreign
capital flight in times of crisis.2 To ensure that bonds in local currency
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are purchased domestically in relevant quantities, these domestic
investors need to be created and their base enlarged.3
In order to offer diversified investment areas and risk profiles to attract
institutional investors, both domestic and international, new forms of
asset classes are meant to be created. Accordingly, public infrastructure –
roads, bridges, ports, but also education or health – are turned into
profitable asset classes.4 LCBMs are crucial for these investments as they
contribute strongly to the liquidity of these assets (see below).
These requirements link LCBMs directly to the privatisation of
public infrastructure and social services. This privatisation appears on
the side of investors (e.g. privatised pension systems) as well on the
asset side (e.g. privatised public services). It turns the aspiration to
domestically denominated debt into a project supporting large-scale
commodification and rising social inequality,5 aggravated by focusing
only on those infrastructures being ‘marketable’ or ‘bankable’, and not
on those most needed.6
The investment risks in African countries are considered to be high,
leading not only to structurally high interest rates for bonds nominated
in domestic currencies.7 Additionally, to attract the ‘global pool of
private finance’8 required to fill an assumed and probably exaggerated
annual gap of $130–170 billion (US) per year to finance African
infrastructure,9 the investment risks need to be reduced considerably by
the state.
These de-risking measures include most favourable general
investment laws and regulations for foreign investors, blending
mechanisms with the public entities taking specific risks by, for
instance, taking over the riskiest tranches of a securitised infrastructure
investment. De-risking measures also involve contractual templates
for public-private partnerships (PPPs), ensuring investors that social,
political, climate, or liquidity risks will be covered by the public hand.10
Additionally, the exchange rate risks of external investors are
mitigated by the hedging activities of the central bank, which requires
vast amounts of foreign reserves.11 Finally, this de-risking measure by
means of foreign exchange reserves exposes the independence from
hard currencies by LCBMs as a myth.
For attracting the ‘global pool of private finance’12 for public
infrastructure investment in DECs, domestically well-rooted LCBMs,
as an anchor for deeper and more ‘mature’ domestic financial markets,
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are crucial for the general goal of liquidity.13 The architects using these
global ‘trillions’14 of infrastructure finance, such as the World Bank or
the G20, understand the risks of volatile global financial investment
flows. Hence, they also warn to be cautious with external investments at
an early stage of establishing an LCBM.15
There are, however, severe doubts whether this anchoring works
at all, despite the social consequences or the reality of investment
streams outlined above. All de-risking measures taken at the domestic
level, whether they are adapted investment laws, adapted contracts,
or far- reaching guarantees, might be useless in attempting to keep
foreign capital inside the country. The behaviour of global investors is
not only influenced by domestic regulations and changing conditions
such as currency depreciations, but also by global conditions of
financing,16 underlining the structural embeddedness of DECs in global
capitalism.17 Deep, open, and liquid domestic financial markets connect
the peripheral economies directly with the global boom-bust cycles,
systemic risks, and the disciplining power of global financial markets,
as observed in the vast capital flight during the Covid-19 virus crisis.18
Marginalised in the discussion around LCBMs is the structural need
for taking up debt. Drafts to implement LCBMs19 call for better debt
sustainability and improved public debt monitoring. However, they
tend to neglect the effects of the volatilities mentioned above and the
related consequences of default under the disciplining pressure of global
financial markets.20 Structural causes of rising public debt, such as a
permanent current account deficit, the dominance of foreign direct
investment, and closely related legal and illegal financial outflows,
remain largely unmentioned.21

the funct ion of lcbms in f ina n ci a l
c ap italism and germany’s r o l e
While government bond markets may be seen as ‘the cornerstone of
domestic financial markets’,22 domestically rooted LCBMs in DECs,
as discussed above, may be seen as a major element for a ‘resilient’23
and open global financial system.24 They are meant to attract the ‘global
pool of private finance’25 in times of low interest rates in high income
countries with generally scarce profitable investment options. As put
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by Andreas Dombret, former member of the Executive Board of the
Deutsche Bundesbank, the German central bank: ‘[LCBMs] broaden the
spectrum of investments for international investors and facilitate their
global search for diversification’.26
The first known attempt to push for LCBMs in peripheral countries
was in 2007 during the G7/8 summit under German presidency. It was
interrupted by the global financial crisis but lead to an LCBM action
plan of the G20 in 2011, under the French presidency, with the strong
support of Germany in the sub-Group.27
Several multinational organisations, led by the World Bank and the
IMF, took part in the implementation of the 2011 G20 action plan. They
were strongly supported by the Deutsche Bundesbank (the German
Central Bank) as the only institution of an individual member state.28
Regarding the role of the Bundesbank, Andreas Dombret notes: ‘At the
global level, the G7 finance ministers and central bank governors agreed
in 2007 that developing local currency bond markets (LCBMs) deserved
more political support. The Bundesbank backed this process in close
cooperation with the Federal Ministry of Finance and played a major
part in drawing up the G8 Action Plan, which was endorsed in May
2007. Since then, the Bundesbank has, with the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank group, co-hosted three international
workshops dealing with ways to implement the G8, and now the G20,
recommendations’.29
While other individual countries’ institutions of the G20 are also
involved in the establishment of LCBMs, such as the British DFID,30
Germany appeared to play – at least in the beginning of the process,
and especially in the African context – a leading role in the multilateral
implementation process, with the Bundesbank as the main agenda
setting institution of an individual member state. In this context,
Daniela Gabor speaks of ‘a renewed global push, led by Germany in the
G20, to extend the reach of financialised globalisation’.31
Furthermore, the German development bank, Kreditanstalt für
Wiederaufbau (KfW), is clearly visible in its engagement for LCBMs. 32
According to a well-informed, anonymous source, it was also the KfW
which included LCBMs systematically in the conception of the German
driven G20 Compact with Africa (CwA).33 With the advent of the CwA
in 2017, the G20 investment plan for Africa, under German presidency,
a plan to implement LCBMs in Africa was set.
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The CwA was authored by the IMF, the WB, and the AfdB, but
due to the German presidency of G20, written by the Ministry of
Finance in Berlin. Its main agenda is to support (foreign) investment
and infrastructure finance in Africa. It suggests several reforms to be
implemented by African countries invited to join the CwA. Along with
other neoliberal policy recommendations, the CwA focuses strongly on
the creation and deepening of domestic financial markets with LCBMs
as one core recommendation.34 This goes along with the creation or
enlargement of domestic institutional investors, the creation of new, safe
asset classes, and far reaching de-risking policies as discussed above.35
A central aspect of risk mitigation is ensuring liquidity of LCBMs.36
Accordingly, Matthias Dombret emphasised, with regard to the LCBM
initiative of the G20: ‘(. . .) one main objective of this initiative is to
strengthen the liquidity of those [LCB] markets (. . .)’.37 Hence, next to
primary markets – the market where these bonds are issued – secondary
markets are of crucial importance to ensure that investors can buy
and sell bonds whenever deemed necessary.38 Given that liquidity is
a precondition for LCBMs to attract (foreign) investors, they are less
constructed to hold stable, ‘patient’, foreign capital. More crucially,
‘these markets facilitate short-term gains for institutional investors
chasing returns across the globe’.39 Instead of ‘strengthen[ing] national
and global stability’,40 as it is put by the Bundesbank, LCBMs question
this fragile stability even further.

the rationale of germany’s g l o b a l
engagement f or lcbms
But why are German financial and development institutions particularly
engaged in establishing LCBMs in Africa? It is only recently that
Germany’s role in deepening financial markets in the periphery has
attracted scholarly attention.41 Peter Volberding (2021), for instance,
concludes that the German development bank KfW has been a key driver
in establishing on a global scale what he calls marketised development
financial instruments. Volberding points out that the KfW’s projects
of market-based development finance need deep financial markets in
order to achieve the expected results.42 This requirement might provide
one explanation for the KfW´s engagement for establishing LCBMs.
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From his perspective, Volberding detects mainly institutional (and
ideological) reasons for the KfW being the driving developmental bank
applying market-based development projects.43 He has good reason to
claim that KfW’s behavior mainly followed an institutional logic, such
as finding solutions for specific funding problems of their programmes.
Nonetheless, regardless of his valuable details and conclusion,
the institutional perspective disguises a broader view to proactive
institutions of the capitalist state.
However, available data provides insights on the economic and
geopolitical benefits for the German state and German capital fractions
by the establishment of LCBMs, especially in the African context. How
these contradict, reinforce, parallel, precede, or follow intra-institutional
processes, described by Volberding for the KfW, are very relevant to
further determine the relationship between the state and different
capital fractions. Unfortunately, this connection cannot be explored in
more detail within the scope of this paper.
Yet, relations between state policies and capital interests in reference
to the implementation of LCBMs have been created by the involved
institutions themselves. The former director of the financial stability
department of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Bernd Braasch, in his plea
for LCBMs, states that ‘more diversified domestic financial systems
strengthen the ability of countries to absorb an increasing volatility of
international capital flows and therefore dampen the need or incentive
to reintroduce capital controls (. . .)’.44 The economic advantages of
‘mature’ LCBMs for external investors, be it for portfolio investors or
direct investors, are high. For an economy like Germany, with large
trade surpluses, the avoidance of capital controls would be a major
advantage for any form of investment.
The export orientation of the German economy has accelerated over
the last decade. This acceleration was not least based on wage suppression,
outsourced labour, and capital-friendly tax policies. This led to high
profits for German enterprises. Meanwhile, domestic investment and
consumption remained low and the labour share of income declined
more than elsewhere,45 stressing the domestic class character of this
export-based growth model. This form of accumulation also changed
the mode of finance in Germany, a dynamic of international relevance.
Germany’s financial system has for a long time been described as
bank based, with companies and their house banks closely related on a
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long-term basis. Interestingly, with the expansive export strategy and the
high yields of profits coming with it, this system seems to have changed
drastically, with big companies being much more independent of their
banks by self-financing, or even becoming lenders in their own right.46
However, these high corporate profits have not led to increased capital
investments. Instead, corporate lending grew significantly.47 According
to Jacoby, by far the largest component of Germany’s capital account
are portfolio outflows.48 The German banks’ power decreased vis-à-vis
these financially potent companies, partly compensating their losses at
home with a stronger financialisation and internationalisation of their
business model, also lending to the financial sector itself. This process
accelerated in the global financial crisis.49
Germany might not be known for hosting many big institutional
investors. However, given also these restructurings of the past years,
a specific interest of the German state and German capital fractions
in financial infrastructure and legal arrangements enabling marketbased finance on a global scale with higher yield perspectives than in
industrialised countries might have grown.
Furthermore, LCBMs, as a cornerstone to change financial systems
in DECs towards market-based systems, are also hugely beneficial
to German export capital in terms of easing market access. Germany
not only exports more goods and services than it imports, it provides
credit to enable external trading partners to buy these, increasing the
likelihood of indebted trading partners50.
Deeper financial markets in Africa would not only ease capital
movements for direct or portfolio investments, but also the provision
of consumer credits. These are, for example, needed for the German
car industry in the African market for new cars, a market that is far
from being saturated.51 According to the head of the German-African
business association (Afrikaverein der deutschen Wirtschaft), the
focus for German car firms in Africa will be on e-mobility.52 This
market is growing very slowly at home and thus contains great risks
for the envisaged restructuring of the industry, including the costs
for research and development. The German push for LCBMs and,
consequently, for market-based finance in Africa could thus also
enable African consumers to buy German products, such as new
cars.53 This would not only help recycle German surplus money,
but also improve market access via consumer credits. Volkswagen
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financial services, so far operating in South Africa, could be one
example of this.54
Digital payment systems, closely connected to the non-banking sector
and depending on market-based finance and therefore liquid markets as
discussed above,55 are also used by German companies. This can again
be observed in the example of VW, but also of Siemens and SAP in
Rwanda: VW recently started the production of electric cars in Rwanda
and offers a car sharing service based on digital payment systems. Both
the production of electric cars as well as car sharing services, are meant
to be implemented in other African countries.56 The infrastructure
for e-mobility in Rwanda is provided by Siemens; German software
provider SAP also participates in the common German initiative.57
While the advantages of open and ‘mature’ financial markets apply
to all external investors, and the increased search for investable assets in
times of low interest rates is a global phenomenon,58 German companies
are particularly awash with surplus money. What is more, the German
state can use its specific engagement in reforming financial systems
towards market-based finance, based on LCBMs, to enter markets with,
so far, little German investment. This applies particularly to African
countries. Continent-wide, German FDIs rank 12th in comparison
to other countries of origin, an exception given to all other global
investment areas.59 In its German Africa Guidelines (Afrikapolitische
Leitlinien), the government states that it places its activities on the
continent in relation to other states active in Africa: ‘Also with regard
to the engagement of other states we want to be a responsible partner for
Africa and collaborate in mutual interest.’60
With the German-driven Compact with Africa and its related
projects61, Germany enters into territories that have been dominated
by former colonial powers, France and Britain, and which are now
also under the growing influence of China and others. Interestingly,
nine of the twelve CwA countries are francophone; six of them belong
to the CFA franc zone with its lasting colonial monetary restrictions.62
Their CwA membership can be interpreted as an attempt to step out
of postcolonial ties, being reflected also in the establishment of LCBM
more generally.
LCBMs, as a cornerstone for open market-based financial systems,
can be very attractive for African governments too. While entering
into a dependency at very high economic, political, and social costs,
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financing via global financial markets can appear as loosening the
old colonial ties.63 Furthermore, it can assure election winning
infrastructure projects and sovereign (debt) finance in local currencies,
without official conditionalities. PPPs additionally provide options that
project risks taken over by the state do not appear at the states’ budget
for the time the project is being realised, even though PPPs tend to be a
great budgetary burden at a later stage.64
The requirements for far-reaching investor protection and de-risking
(see above), as well as high interest payments, then come along as
structural demands of the market rather than conditioned by a donor.
Meanwhile, these structural demands make debt cancellations ever
more difficult because the creditors are diverse and the markets are very
sensitive to threats of default.65
Geopolitical struggles around infrastructure and its modes of finance
are increasing.66 The External Investment Plan (EIP) of the European
Union, for example, can be seen as a reaction to the Chinese Belt and
Road Initiative.67 The same is true of the infrastructure policies of the
US in reaction to China.68 Market-based finance via blended finance,
or PPP for instance, features prominently in the financing of global
infrastructure.69 Besides its direct negative implications for accessibility
and social equality, these projects are much more likely to attract
investors in deep, mature, domestic financial markets as these markets
ensure liquidity. LCBMs built the anchor for this form of financial
deepening. Germany not only has a geopolitical interest in countering
the infrastructure activities of countries such as China – in conflictual
cooperation with other European countries – but also supports the
interests of its strong infrastructure-providing companies such as
Siemens, SAP, and others. Blended finance and PPP can be seen as
crucial instruments for those.

in ternat ionalist perspecti ves
As outlined above, LCBMs can be seen as a crucial element of marketbased development finance. Some stress the intertwined interest of
increased market-based development finance with those of, for example,
European workers. The private pensions of these workers are seeking
profitable and safe investments – to be found also in de-risked African
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infrastructure. This leads, so the argument, to a win-win situation: The
savings of European workers are invested in, for example, a road in
Dar es Salaam, publicly de-risked and profit generating to secure their
pensions. Tanzanian citizens, on the other hand, get a new road that
might not have been built otherwise70. However, others question this
assumed win-win-situation, stressing that the road should be accessible
for all without generating any profit. Those critiques link the interest of
European workers to the privatisation of infrastructure in Africa at the
expense of African citizens.71
Again, in isolation, an immediate interest of future pensioners for
safe and profit generating investment cannot be denied. However, this
argument obfuscates the class character of the push for market-based
development finance as such.
The example of Germany’s external surplus, based on wage repression
(including a pension reform that indirectly reduces the employers share
via the partial privatisation of the pension system), low corporate taxes,
and increasing profit margins, underlines this. It is reflected in a strongly
grown social inequality since the early years of the twenty-first century
an inequality most visible in terms of wealth distribution72.
In average terms, German citizens belong to the richest group in
Europe. Regarding the distribution of wealth, however, indicated for
example in median household wealth, households in Germany are
poorer than those in Spain and are only slightly wealthier than the
median households in Greece or Poland. What is more, many German
households do not have any wealth at all.73 In the Eurozone, Germany
displays the greatest difference between the median and mean household
wealth, in other words between the average household wealth and its
distribution.74 Estimates of individual wealth inequalities in Germany
had to recently be corrected by the DIW Berlin (the German Institute
for Economic Research). In a study it unraveled an even higher social
inequality in Germany than previously assumed.75 This contributes to a
globally skyrocketing social inequality76 and adds to the ‘global pool of
private finance’77 seeking diversified and profit generating assets for the
wealth to increase ever more.
Overall, the argument about pensioners’ interests in a profit generating
investment abroad (for example in a road in Tanzania) ignores the fact
that market-based pensions are risky and costly for the individual, as they
undermine collective forms of social security systems. This point also
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creates the image of a shared interest of European citizens in market-based
development finance, while obscuring its underlying social and economic
conflicts, briefly discussed in this article for the case of Germany.

conclu sion
The above discussion shows that the promise of increased economic
sovereignty by introducing LCBMs in Africa is unlikely. The dominant
way of designing and implementing LCBMs in Africa allows global
finance, foreign direct investors, and geopolitical actors to act ever more
freely on the African continent. This implies not only high social, public
and economic costs, but also old and new dependencies – from financial
markets, export markets for foreign revenue needed for de-risking
measures, and from donor countries providing guarantees. At the same
time LCBMs might offer greater access to finance that is less dependent
on postcolonial conditionalities. Furthermore, not least due to rising
social inequality in African countries themselves, LCBMs might provide
African middle- and high-income households investment opportunities,
otherwise only available in hard currency.
As has been shown, the discussed interests involved in establishing
LCBMs in Africa underline the close connection between diverse
domestic economic structures, policies, and class struggles, as well as
their related international dynamics and institutional logics. They
therefore offer a valuable starting point to elaborate on options for
international solidarity and confronting market-based development
finance. In order to do so, it is crucial to first analyse the class fractions
that are benefitting from ‘deeper domestic financial markets’ in Africa,
which are in support of the new development agenda. Second, we may
analyse class struggles in Africa – providing potential for resistance
against this financial deepening across the continent – and ask how
these are interlinked with, likewise contradictory, class struggles in
countries pushing for financial globalisation, such as Germany or other
European countries.
The potential for establishing solidarity links between workers and
other progressive movements might be linked to the subjection of
finance to democratic, people-centred needs in struggles around housing
markets, pension systems, public services, and other contested areas.
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